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Ledger & Times Asks
For Readers' Opinions
Well folks, here's your chance to have your say about the
Ledger & Times.
On page nine of today's paper, we are publishing a
readership survey and we invite our readers to answer the
questions in the survey and return the questionnaire to us.
We know we are "asking for it" in the way of criticism but
we feel that the survey will help us to give you, our readers,
what you want in your daily newspaper.
All we ask is that you be fair and honest in answering the
questions on the survey, because the answers you give us will
help to determine future improvements and changes in the
Ledger & Times.
If we've been doing something int* paper you don't like,
please let us know. Also, we would like,ina know the things you
like about the paper as it is now.
So get your pen or pencil, turn to page nine and let us have
it.

LAJE"

Judge Miller Named
Outstanding Laymen
Of The Year-by KMA
The
Kentucky
Medical
Association yesterday named
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller as the "Outstanding
Layman of the Year". Judge
Miller was cited for his work as
Chairman of the Kentucky Health
Planning Council's Task Force on
health manpower.
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As County Judge, Judge Miller
has been insturmental in the
development of local County
health services as well.
Judge Miller is a graduate of
Hazel High School and Murray
State University and received his
law degree from the University of
Louisville School of Law.
He is a former school teacher,
principal and superintendent in
the Missouri School System and
served overseas in World War II.
Judge Miller has served as
Calloway County Attorney or
Calloway County Judge since
1954. He is a member of the
Calloway County, American, and
Kentucky Bar Associations and
served on the Constitution
Revision Assembly from 1964 to
1966.
He is serving on the State
Comprehensive Health Planning
Council and has been active in the
political and civic life of the
community for a number of
years.
Judge Miller is a member of
the Library Board of Calloway
County, the Calloway County
Airport Board, Calloway County
Hospital Board and is Chairman
of the Board of Health.
He is sought after as an after
dinner speaker over a wide area
of the state and is today addressing
a
workshop
in
Lexington.
An avid hunter and lover of
bird dogs, Judge Miller was
featured several years ago in the
magazine section of the Courier
Journal with a full color
photograph on the front of the
section.

Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr., underwent surgery on Tuesday
morning at the St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Joe B. Smith, Manager, He is reported to be doing fine,
Mayfield Local Employment according to Mrs. Bailey.
FIVE INJURED IN COLLISION- This is the 1971 Volkswagen
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith of Dexter were riding hi Use seemed eat
Office, has announced that a Dr. Bailey is a practicing ophi which three of the five persons injured in a head on collision
involved in the accident. Four of the injured persons we
loading manufacturer is very tometrist with offices on Maple
this morning were riding. The three passengers in the car, all
treated and released from Murray-Calloway County Hospital
interested in locating a plant in Street, Murray.
from Murray and all school teachers at Reldland were: Mrs.
but Mrs. Richard Smith was transferred to a Memphis, Team,
South Western Kentucky and has
John Leroy Beaton, the driver, 242 Riviera Courts; Mrs. Gary
hospital for treatment of a fractured elbow.
requested that a survey of the
Staff Photo By Gene WC:itches*
Hoskins, 1319/
1
2 Olive Blvd.; and Mrs. Richard Smith, Route 8.
available skills in the area be
Judge Robert 0. Miller
made
These survey forms are simple
Singing Convention Will
Iii design and should be filled in
by anyone Interested in emBe Held At Temple Hill
The Men and Boys Rally for ployment. The completed forms
churches in the Blood River should be returned to the State
The Calloway County Singing
Baptist Association will be held Employment Office, 319 South 7th Five members of the Hazel Convention will be held at the
Hoskins
were
passengers
in
a
were
injured
in
a
Five persons
Saturday, September 25, at the Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, as Woman's Club attended the Temple Hill United Methodist
two-car head on collision at 7:10 1971 Volkswagen driven by Mrs.
Jonathan
Creek
Baptist soon as possible, bet no later than Tuesday session of the fall board Church on Sunday, September 26,
a.m. this morning 6.9 miles north Benton and all three ladies were
'meeting and conference of the at 1:30 p.m.
October 1, 1971.
Assembly.
of Murray on Highway 641 bet- on their way to Reidland where
The information obtained will Kentucky Federation of Women's All singers and listeners are
Fellow says he has such bad luck ween Almo and Dexter
they teach school. Mrs. Benton Rev. Todd Taylor, pastor of the
In tabulated and will not only be Clubs held at Ken-Bar Resort, Invited to attend, according to a
that when he plays hide and seek, Injured were:
teaches at Reidland Elementary, First Baptist Church, Alton, III.,
used to encourage this industry to Gllbertsville,
will
be
the
speaker
at
the
spokesman for the group. The
rally
nobody looks for him.
—Mrs. John Leroy ( Paula) Mrs. Hoskins teaches at Reidland
program to start at 5:45 p.m locate in the area, but will be Hazel members attending were church is located two miles east
Middle
School
and
Mrs.
Smith
Benton, 242 Riveria Courts,
Now, this is a little long but it is Murray, treated and released teaches at Reidland High School. Music and testimonials will abio presented to other prospects, ibe Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mrs. of Almo on Highway 483
compiled data will be made Gerald Gallimore Mrs. Kent
good. Eric A. Walker, President
The Benton car was traveling be a part of the program.
Murray-Calloway County
Recreation will be held fror available to other organisations Simpson, Mrs. Jackie ButFaleriAgpi Tile Pennsylvania from
He Is married to the former
Highway
641,
according
north
on
bruises
and
iktapital with
State University, University abrasions to both legs.
Patricia Mason and. they have
to Kentucky State Trooper one to four p.m. tind a barbeche that are worlds* with ladhstrtal terswertb, and Mrs. Steve KnottEvans
of
Mrs.
Joseph
C.
spects.
supper will be served from 4:30 to
Park Michigan, spoke to a recent
three boys, Tripp, Dan, and Chris
Mrs. Gary (Wanda) Hoskins, Charles Stephenson who inEach individual interested in Lexington, state president,
5:30 p.m.
graduating class of that 1319/
and two granddaughters, Melissa
1
2 Olive Boulevard, Murray, vestigated the accident.
employment is encouraged to presided at the meeting with the
university. His talk was entitled treated for bruises of the feet and
and Patricia Drake. Tripp LS
The Benton car met the 1963 The Rally had been plannet.
being
"Contheme
conference
complete
one
of
the
formsurvey
"It Won't Be Easy". Following is legs and
employed at Calvert City and
released from the Chevrolet driven by Hal Smith on July, but was postponed due to s. These forms
can be obtained dnuing Competent Concern".
a part of his talk which we hope hospital.
the northernmost bridge in the rain.
Five tires and wheels were Dan is presently at Murray State
from the Kentucky State Ern- The special guest speaker at
you'll find enlightening.
stolen from cars at the Dwain University. Dan worked in
—Mrs. Richard ( Sue ') Smith, bottom between Almo and
ployment Office, Mayfield, and the luncheon in the Barkley
Taylor Chevrolet Company, Senator Cook's office this past
Murray Route Eight, given Dexter, Stephenson said, and
the Chamber of Commerce, Room was Mrs. James A.
"No one has more pride in your emergency treatment at Murray- the cars collided head on on the
South 12th Street, sometime summer. Chris is a student at
Scarbro, Ripley, West Virginia,
Murray, Kentucky.
accomplishment than the older Calloway County Hospital for a rain-slick highway.
Tuesday night, according to the Murray High School.
National Chairman of the Congeneration. But I am not going to fracture of the right elbow and
report to the Murray Police
Joe Pat T'hreatt's Wrecker
Department,
General
servation
tell that older generation how transferred to a Memphis, Service in Almo Heights told the
Department at 9:13 am. WedFederation of Women's Clubs.
WASHINGTON, D. C. -Airman
bright you are. Nor am I going to Tennessee, hospital.
nesday.
Ledger & Times this morning
We
"Whom
Can
subject
was
Her
First
Class
Richard
A.
Baker,
son
say we have made a mess of
Stolen were two G78x15
—Hal Smith, Dexter, age 64, that several accidents have
Believe".
things and you — the younger treated for chest pains, and,
Goodrich Silvertown tires and
occurred on the two bridges in the of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Bak
of 1207 Crestwood Place, Murray, Another call to the new Fine
ones — are the hope of mankind. I
wheels from a 1971 Chevrolet, one
—Mrs. Hal (Laura
Smith, bottom in recent months and he
would like to reverse that also of Dexter, treated for urged drivers to exercise ex- is a member of a Pentagon-based Arts Building at Murray State
G78x15 Uniroyal gLss blet tire and
Dr. C. C. Lowry is now
process. I would like to rein- abrasions to both knees.
University was answered last
wheel from a 1971 Chevrolet, one recuperating at his home after
treme caution when traveling on unit that has earned the U. S.
Force Outstanding Unit Award. night at 11:55 by the Murray Fire
troduce you to representatives of
G78:15 McCreary tire and wheel having been hospitalized for a
Mrs. Richard Smith and Mrs. the highway.
Airman Baker, an electronics Department.
some of the most remarkable
and one G78:15 Goodyear tire week at the Murray-Calloway
communications
systems
people ever to walk the earth.
Firemen said the
alarm The Luther Robertson Parent- and wheel, according to the County Hospital.
-epairman in the 2044th Com- system had gone off but no fire Teacher Association will meet police report.
He is reported to be doing good,
munications Group, will wear a could be found. The fireman Monday, September 27, at seven The tires had twin stripes and
"These are people you already
according to Mrs. Lowry.
ribbon
to
distinctive
service
know—your parents and grandchecked all eleven floors of the p.m. at the school.
were white wall, and were all
Dr. Lowry is a surgeon and is
mark his affiliation with the unit. building before returning to the Dennis Taylor, principal, will spare tires for cars, the police
parents. I think you will agree
associated with the HoustonBy
United
Press
International
Personnel of the 2044th were station at 12:10 am. The elec- give a brief address during the report said.
that a remarkable people they
McDevitt Clinic, Inc., here.
cited for providing a wide range tricity was turned off when the orientation meeting. The parents This morning at 6:30 a.m.
are indeed. Let me tell you about
RED CHINESE SOLDIERS ORDERED OFF LEAVE
of communications services for
them
then visit the children's class Larry Rogers of 1639 Farmer
HONG KONG—The mass circulation Japanese newspaper the highest levels of U. S. alarm went off and the firemen will
had to use the steps. Three rooms for a review of their work Avenue said a 12 volt Interstate
Asahi Shimbun reported today that it monitored a message ingovernment in the Washington trucks
"Not long ago an educator from
with seven
regular and to talk with the teachers.
battery was stolen from his
dicating all soldiers on leave in Red China have been ordered to
area.
Northwestern University by the
Refreshments will be served car parked at his home, acfiremen were at the scene.
return immediately to their units. The cause of the alert is
The airman is a 1969 graduate This is the third call due to the and all parents and interested cording to the City Police report.
name of Bergen Evans, a radio
unknown.. althowzh there has been
performer known to your party Chairman Mao Tsetung was speculation that Communist of Murray High School
alarm system that the firemen persons are urged to attend, Rogers said the thief or thieves _ The large neon sign at Jerry's
ill or dead. The only confirmed
parents, got together some facts
have answered to this building at according to Mrs. Ted Brad- had raised the hood, removed the Restaurant on South 12th Street
fact to emerge from two days of speculation about what is hapabout these two generations—
shaw, president.
Murray State this month.
cables, and stolen the battery. was damaged by fire Wednesday
pening in China has been cancellation of the Oct. 1 National Day
your parents and grandparents.
shortly after 12 noon.
parade.
I'd like to share some of these
Members of the Murray Fire
facts with you
Department said the south side
BREZHNEV DISCOUNTS REPORTS
and a part of the north side of the
BELGRADE—Communist party boss Leonid I. Brezhnev
"These—your
parents and
sign were burned due to an
discounted today reports that the Soviet Union would invade the
grandparents—are the people
electrical short.
Balkans to back its sovereignty. Brezhnev arrived Wednesday in
who with just five decades (1919- the
Seventeen members of the
Yugoslav capital for a three-day "unofficial and friendly"
The Murray American Legion commander of the First District, The firemen used the booster to
l969) have by their work in- visit.
However, Yugoslavian officials are visibly nervous about Calloway County High School
Auxiliary Post 73 will be will preside at the Legion extinguish the flames and, were
and
creased your life expectancy by the
Chapter of the Future Farmers at
possibility of tough new Soviet demands.
host
for the First Diestrict meeting to open with registration back at the station at 12:40 p.m.
approximately 50 percent—who
America housed the tobacco crop
Lieutenant J G. Thomas R. meeting of the American Legion at 12:30 p.m. followed by the Three trucks with seven regular
while cutting the working day by
project of the late Ronnie Madison, Jr., son of Mr. and
U. S. SUFFERS DEFEAT IN CHINA MOVE
and Auxiliary on Sunday, Sep- luncheon to be served by the local firemen answered the call.
Boggess Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. 1'. R. Madison, Reidland,
(Continued on Page Twelve)
UNITED NATIONS—The United States suffered a preliminary
tember 26, at the American members at one p.m The cost is
The boys, accompanied by was awarded the Joint Service
defeat Wednesday night in its attempt to keep Nationalist china
Legion Hall, South 8th and Maple $1.75 per person and local persons
A LMO SHOOT
Eugene Chaney, teacher of Commendation Medal by Major
from being expelled as a member of the United Nations if Red
Streets.
make reservations by
may
agriculture at Calloway County General Francis W. Nye, USAF,
China is admitted. U. S. Ambassador George Bush predicted a
Ben Curtis of Bardwell, Saturday, September 25.
The Almo PTA will 'have a
High School, housed the two for the Secretary of Defense.
"very
very
close"
vote
when
Calloway County Judge Robert turkey and ham shoot on
the
issue
comes
before
the
General
waif=
acres of dark fired tobacco for
U. Madison distinguished
Assembly Oct. 18. The assembly's 25-member steering committee
0. Miller will be the featured Saturday, September 25, from
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy with defeated 12-9 a U.S. proposal asking that opposing American and Hampton Boggess, father of himself by meritorious service
speaker at the afternoon session, nine a.m. to five p.m. at the
Ronnie
Boggess,
who
died
on
occasional periods of rain and a Albanian resolutions be debated at the same time
while assigned as Program
He is a member of American school. Shells and refreshments
June
11
of
this
year
after
suffew thundershowers today,
Director, Test Command,
will be sold.
Legion Post No 73.
fering
injuries
while
working
on
tonight and Friday. Continued NORTH VIETNAMESE BOYCOTT TALKS
Defense Atomic Support Agency
Gadlage
of
Louisville,
Norb
Department
of
the
The
Alpha
his car at his home on June 3. at Sadia Base, Aiburquerque, N.
mild. Highs today and Friday in
PARIS—The North Vietnamese delegation to the Paris talks
ComYoung Boggess had already set N., during the period July 1968 Murray Woman's Club will have Kentucky Department
Sign Stolen
upper 60s and lower 70. Laws today boycotted the 130th scheduled session to protest recent U.
Its ffrst noon luncheon of the new mander, and Cleo Sykes of
his
tobacco
when
the
accident
tonight mid 508 to low Rs
June
1971.
through
S. air attacks inside North Vietnam. The Communist move was
dub year on Saturday, Sep- Murray, Kentucky Department
A sign was taken from the yard
occurred. He would have been a
He is a graduate of Mayfield tember 25, at the club house.
the fourth such cancellation of the regular meetings since they
Vice-Commander, along with of T. C. Collie,
member
of
the
senior
class
at
526 South Sixth
EXTENIIUTLoOK
High School, holds a BS degree in Mrs. Ben Trevathan, librarian other distinguished guests are
began in 1969. The North Vietnamese stand was endorsed by the
Street last week. The sign was a
The extended weather outlook Viet Cong delegation,however both groups said they would attend Calloway County High School this mathematics and chemistry
for the Calloway County Public expected to be present.
business sign for Mr. Collie's
year.
Saturday through Monday calls next scheuled session next Thursday.
from Murray State University Library, will be the
guest J. R. Jones, commander. of agency, a business he conducts
for a chance of showers east
after having
presently,
and
is
and
Mrs.
J.
R.
CAR WASH
speaker. Her subject will be Post No. 73,
from his home.
Saturday morning, otherwise A PHANTOM JETS ATTACK ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN
of active
(Wanda)Jones, president of the
The Murray High WY Club completed his tour
"library Programing".
the
attending
partly cloudy through Monday.
SAIGON--America F4 Phantom jets attacked an antiaircraft will sponsor a car wash Saturday, military duty,
The department chairman, auxiliary, are directing the
No important changes in tern- gun in north vietnam that fired on jets striking Communist supply September 25th, from 10:00 a.m. University of Kentucky to obtain
FOUR CITED
Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher, arrangements for the district
...,poratures except nobler Monday convoys iA nearby Laos, the U S. command announced today, it
Degree
Four persons were cited by the
urges all members flo attend. meetlhg.
until 4 p.m., at the Wishy Washy his Masters
morning. Lows In the 50s was the 61st in what the command calls "protective reaction "
His wife is the former Andrea Hostesses will be Miss Ann Carr, Over one hundred persons from Murray Police Department on
Car Wash located on Story Ave.
lowering into the 408 and low 508 strikes into North Vietnam. The attack came more than 24 hours
Sykes,
daughter of Mr: and Mrs. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
The cost will be $1.50 per car For
Mrs. Jean the twenty-three posts in the Wednesday. There were three for
Monday morning. Highs in the after U. S. planes flew more than 200 sorties into the northnon
have
free pick-up and delivery call Jack Sykes of Murray. They
Bordeaux, Miss Roselle Henry, Purchase Area are expected toil" public drunkenness and one for
upper KO and 708
a two year old gon, Thomas Ford and Mrs P. A. Hart.
Tuesday.
present
shoplifting.
753-4616 or 753-6308.

Hazel Woman's Club
Members Attend
Meeting, Ken-Bar

Rally Planned At
Jonathan Creek

Tires Stolen

From Firm Here

59'

Richard Baker member
Of Outstanding Unit

Firemen Called To
Building At MSU

Dr. C. C. Lowry
Now At His Home

Jerry's Restaurant
Sign Damaged, Fire

26 oz 25)
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33
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Boggess Tobacco
Crop Is Housed
By FFA Members

It Madison
Gets Award

First District American Legion
Meet Scheduled Here On Sunday

The Weather

Alpha Department
To Meet Saturday
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Will C.(Uncle Bill) Rowland, age 95, of 319 Irwin Street died
September 21 at his home.
Bro. T.G. Shelton will preach his last sermon as pastor of the
North Side Baptish Church on Sunday. He is resigning the
pastorate to do evangelistic and supply work.
Lancaster and Veal men's clothing store, located just off the
square,on West Main Street, was entered the night of September

21 and a good sum of money stolen.
The dark fired tobacco crop in the Western District will total
about 11,000,000 pounds this year, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. The average last year was $41.42 per hundred
pounds with a higher average anticipated this year.

Television Schedule
I

WSM-TV
Channel 4

WLAC-TV
Channel 5

I

WSIX-TV
Channel 8

THURSDAY EVENING
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON

1 00 Days Of Over Litit$
I 30 Doctors

4

00 Another World
i 30 'Bright Promise
00 Sonsierest
BO Virginian-

j
ei

00 Virginian
30 Virginian
.
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. 1Secrot Storm
I Edge of Night

I Gooses. Hospital
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WHAT COMES AFTER THE FREEZE?

Free Enterprise Worth Guarding
It may be helpful tor Americans to
—ponder history as.they tune in on. the
national discussion about what to do
when the freeze on wages arid prices
expires on Nov. 13.
Central to the discussion is an understanding of the free enterprise system, also known as capitalism or -a
market economy.
To be sure, there is really no pure
free enterprise system in eicistence
today. The economy of the United
States of America is in some respects
a mixed bag. The intrusion of government into social and business Affairs
after the great depression of the
1930s, the rise of strong labor unions
and heavy federal sUbsidles to tttSistimuUte employment or to procure defense hard-

nessee designed,to

ware all have diluted the free market
exchange.
Today the federal government is
the nation's largest employer, purchasing one fifth of the output of all
the nation's goods and services. For
certain, government is firmly intertwined with the economy.
Nevertheless, massive segments of
the free enterprise concept do remain, and these areas are what the
government is actually discussing
when it 'talks about the nature of economic controls which should be applied after the original 90 days.
The dialogue really relates to
whether a working man may decide
for himself how much he should
charge for his services. It relates to
whether a businessman should be
permitted to establish the prices of

the things he manufactures. It relates
to whether both should be permitted
to discuss their differences together
and tp reach a consensus without interference. In short, what the government is .pondering is how to preserve
and nourish the key elements of the
free enterprise system itself — the
economic arrangement that brings
our national resources and energies
together to pros ide goods, serviges
and jobs.
It is well worth preserving. Its performance record is good, its accomplishments unique. It has produced
the highest,.standard ot living in the
world. Twice in This' century it has
saved the wortsI from tOtalitarlanisM,'
twice it has wed the world from
hunger and 'pi ivation.
Against this background, there is a
jarring note in the contemporary economic discussions. On the one hand
there stands the irrefutable record of
American economic performance. On
the other there are the desires of economic theorists, many of whom , disagree with one another, who -seek to
see more and more permanent controls. They give little consideration to
the individual economic judgment, energy, initiative and competitive spirit
that have made the United States
what if is.
Nevertheless, time is passing and
some hard decisions are in prospect.
They cast a long shadow aoross the
President's lonely desk as he contemplates the course to take when the
present price freeze expires on Nov.
13.

20 Years Ago Today

The Almanac

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

By United Press International

assigned to the Medical Army
Replacement Center at Fort Meade, Md.
The Murray High Tigers won over the Morganfield Guerillas 26
to 0. Going over for touchdowns were Buddy Shackelford, Joe
Dyer, and Will Mac Jones.
has been

"Meet The Invisible Man" with Bud Abbott and Lou Costello is
showing at.,the Varsity Theatre.

i
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New.; Wit.,.: Sots. , News; Wthr.; Sins. Andy Crifrith
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# 30 Movie:
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Mowry Nash
, I
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30
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.1It Taisds• Tishst
30 Tonight.
ll,
.._.. —
IR at
p,
t T
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on
niirk
ieit
,
!News; Wein.. Sims
• '
- I Peel .Mao"
!Mavis:
,
, Mario:

12

00
30

1
i

"Posse Front
Hall"

"The Marriage-.
I ....Co-Revoir

nosis."
understanding
the psychological mechanisms
involved. the Stanfill's!. teams
also interested in the practical
applications of hypnosis, such
as for relief of pain in childbirth, dentistry, and burns.
They are also studying hypnosis' potential usefulness in alleviating the pain of cancer patients, in treating drug addicts
and alcoholics, and in changing
the attitudes of elderly patients
in nursing homes to improve
their adjustment and prolong
their life expectancy.
The use of hypnosis in psychotherapy is also being explored, as is the relationship between hypnosis and sleep Sad,
dreaming.
The Stanford research is supported by grant funds from the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare's National Institute of Mental Health,
Health Services and Mental
Health Administration.
In addition to

Whomsoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be the servant
of
alt.—Nark 10:44.
Service to God and to our fellowman is the greatest
achievement to which we can attain. A life of service well done is
sure to receive its reward.

Monday in
Juanita, arrived
Peking as part of an aroundthe-world "goodwill brotherhood
trip," the New China News
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SEA SNAILS
Sea snails move by almost
invisible waves of muscular

protection, a federal spokesman movement which pass along
said, but may be of help if the the length of the foot and cause
it to move forward.
tact is ever threatened.
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* New Price Policy *
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Children
Regular
sl
Admission

50tLQTHEATRF
* Open 7:00 Nitely, Pus 1:
TONITE thru TUE.
.j The story of Doc -ft,

**

..99

t

*

***

* **

ADULTS
ALL SHOWS

are

the
British
defeated
frigate Serapis in a battle off
the coast of Scotland.

to
of

Frost Circle of the
Society of Christian Serv

First United Methodist
held on Monday,Septeml
nine-thirty o'clock in the
at the home of Mrs. Ti
Sha-Wa Circle.

Charles Guthrie, a
educational director
church, was the gues; s
He illustrated with Co
posters what the youth
with today. He outlined
teacher
education

development. One of th
of "Operation Cross"
church is the opportunity

the community and he m
a number of needs of how
can contribute.

An open discussion NI
following his talk.
Mrs. Nell
Eaton,
chairman,

presided.
mittee reports were g

Now,and Your God Is I%
for the members to rea(
Named to the nom
were

Mrs.

ments

were

served

hostesses to fourteen
and two guests, Mrs. Si
Dodson

and

the

Charles Guthrie.

I

Some men bought her.
And some got her
for nothing.
One hand of stud and she
belonged to the winner.
Or the loser. Why not!

Nelson Home Sc
Of Bessie Tucke
Circle Meeting

The lovely new home
Ralph Nelson on Doran F
the scene of the rneetin
Bessie

Tucker

Circle

Women's Society
Service of the
Methodist

of (
First

Church

h

Tuesday, September 14,

thirty o'clock in the moi
"Come Ye Apart An
The Lord" was the their

program presented by M
Bailey who closed her di
with prayer.,
Mrs. James Weatherl:
chairman, led' the
prayer, conducted the t
and gave announcemen

the general WSCS meet
The hostess, Mrs.

assisted by Mrs. Robert I
served refreshments.

CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. I HI 3 *
F1111111rtNiNGAMIVITIMI OF 51 !DESPERATE SIIIIIIVORS 1

Other members presi

previously mentioned, wi
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr

W.B. Graves, Mrs. Conra
Miss

Erin Montgomeri
G. B. Scott, and Mrs. ]
Tuck.
Two guests wet

Att

7•CiST Arieria7

Harry Proctor and

Mri

Irvan.
11.1111000.

ANNE FRANCIS

EMI

a A unevtaloa. err TuRE •coop

LATE
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SAT. 1 1 :30
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SHOCK YOli TO THE yams Or EROTIC F XPERIENCES!
THEY TAKE
WHAT THEY WANT AND WHO THEY WANT
AND PAY THE PRICE
IN MATH.

itre

Tip

To HousekeeF

When putting furnitu
on a dust mop, try pc
the oil in a sprinkler
sprinkling it on. When
this way, the mop wi
able to take up the dust
out leaving grease smud

ta-

• Nitely at 7:30, 9:45
:Plus 2:00 Sat & Sun.

N

JUAN IT
iNURItAY

Open 7:00-Start 7:30
TONITE thru SAT.

DRIVE
IN

SOME MACHINES ARE TOO HOT

Adult Double Feature

CORSAG
4
11 * PARTIES

JUANIT,

1668 Ryan Ave.

ICC.S.7.V.K.F37.01

FOR ANY MAN TO HANDLE

'HARD

tts

Rig

:AN ALL-TIME FIRST
:Explores All Possibilities

Is 1943 the United States,
China
Britain, Russia and
established the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Admi-

of the M

Garrison, and Mrs. G.C.
During the social hour

4•;\! idtf.r r, 1'4 L

THE
GRISS1111111
MOD

hosti

were

Walker, chairman, Mrs

.4,111olliday, Katie EIder.T.P
41 and Wyatt Earp as
you've never seen it

leaders about the struggle to
liberate black people in Ameri-

**

Mrs. A.M. Thomas

B.H. Cooper
the meeting

committee

he

of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Charles Guthrie
Speaker At Circ
Meeting Recen

eluding recommendation
books, Serendipity, The

Chinese

can and present Chairman Mao
Tw-Tung with a film of the life

the

reptile.

the

age.

Agency (NCNA) said today.
Before he crossed the border
Kong
Sunday,
Hong
at

In 1779 the USS Bonhornme
Richard, commanded by Amerihero
John
Paul
naval
can

areas

from

woods, many up to 400 years of

—
American civil rights leader
Hosea L. Williams and his wife,

The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:

nistration
war -liberated

state,

— 753-6

The morning stars
Mercury and Saturn.

(UNRRA

the

WILLIAMS IN PEKING
HONG KONG (UPI)

Jones,

Bible Thought for Today

by

species

or interest such as reading,
music, religion, or dramatics.
In these pursuits, they say,
"ordinary reality is temporarily
set aside, as indeed it is in hyp-

Today is Thursday, Sept. 73,
the 266th day of 1971 with 99 to
Noah Rogers died September 21 at the Murray Hospital.
follow.
Wells Purdom has been appointed Calloway County chairman - The moon is approaching its
for the Crusade for Freedom Drive. The quota for this county is
first quarter.

$300.00.
Pvt. Ronald D. Dodd

owned

be keys to whether a person,
hypnotized readily,
can
be

and that this ability is sharpened by their need or desire to
escape stress in their environment.
These new findings support
earlier data from the research
group which indicate that a
major factor in hypnotizability
is the capacity to become deeply involved in some activity

OET IZEADY I

00 IFIF; Wait.; News 1,
Monis
I ABC avowing News
30 NBC Nightly Hews CBS E100i0. News I News; Wei,.;
Spits,

FRIDAY EVENING

Nest tymeyry•

t

Interior

bathing.
The story, which appeared in
a local newspaper, was aimed
at embarrassing Prapass, his

Botanists estimate some 100 residents

ture in many cases.
Many persons who are easily
hypnotized also report having
learned as children to tune out
unpleasantness, including parenpunishment
or
lengthy
tal
scoldings.
This suggests, the researchers
say, that some children develop
the ability to "tune out" reality

totolc

•

made

Secretary Rogers C. Morton.

his mother, severe discipline
was part of the childhood pic-

coLLOO

by

Cumberland Mountains.

grounds. As children, they frequently used their imagination
to detach themselves from reality, and, although each had enjoyed a warm relationship with

,

Sing. Cone.; News I Al My Children
As World Tones
!Let's Mahe• Deal
Many Splirrd Thing!. Nowlywied Gains
, Guiding Light
'Dating Came

Washington

in

Childhood imagination, strict
parents, and genetics may all

according to a Stanford University research team world-famous for its studies of hypnosis.
They recently found that persons who are easily hypnotized
usually have similar back-

We're Asking For It

was

The announcement

Lilley's Woods is thought to be spokesman said.
A cartoon in the newspaper
the only surviving virgin timber
forest of significant size in the showed a crorodile emerging

Hypnosis Findings
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Ten Years Ago Today

the National Registry of Natural crocodiles has escaped into a
canal nearby residents use for
Landmarks.

Now

The Outstanding CIVIC Asset of a Conuagnity
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

CROCODILE SCARE

BANGKOK (UPI(—A spokesman for Deputy Prime Minister
Lilley Cornett Woods, in Let- Prapass Charusathiara Monday
ctier County, has been added to denied one of Prapass' pet

Bertram SAIrown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, S.35 per week, 51.52 per
month By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, $I 50 per year;
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515 00, more than 150
Mdes from Murray, $18.00.

The Ledger and Times today is printing a
readership survey on pages eight and nine, which we
hope will draw as large a response as possible.
The purpose of this readership survey is to give
our subscribers an opportunity to "grade" us with
the ultimate end in view to give the readers more of
what they want and to upgrade "weak" areas of the
newspaper.
We fully realize in printing this survey that we are
subject to criticism, however this merely is one
area of "freedom of the press" which gives our
readers the opportunity to express their opinion.
Down through the years the Ledger and Times has
grown through the good graces of our readers, the
growth of the city of Murray and the development of
Callowa,,, County.
It has been our aim and desire through the years to
produce a family newspaper which could go into any
home and be read by any member of the family.
We fully appreciate the fact that we gained this
thinking from our father who was the finest
newspaper publisher we have ever known and who
upheld the basic tenets of journalism throughout his
life.
It is our aim, through this readership survey, to
give more to the newspaper reader, eliminate that
which is the least desirable and to add to that which
is most desirable.
Whatever your opinion might be, we want it, and if
it hurts, we'll know what to do to give you, our
readers, a better and more readable newspaper.

Landmark Decision
May Protect Woods

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

PAGE THREE

Made

2nd HIT

.%

help
the

world.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If busing is such a good way to change neighborhoods, then why not bus Democratic
congressmen into Republican districts and vice
versa so that Democrats may learn to think like
Republicans and Republicans learn to think like'
Democrats? Not that they both aren1 mostly doing
just that right now.
"A politick's—one that
would dreamyeat God."
tWlIllam Shakespeare
In "lliiilet"

0,

11

In 1950 the U.S Congress :Probes
adopted the Internal Security
Art, providing for registration
Communist *COLOR
of Communists

•

later
was ruled
registration
unconstitutional
by the
U.S.
Supreme Court.
A thought for the day: John
Paul Jones Said during a battle
with British forces "I have
just begun to fight"

* SUN. thru WED. *

161

In 1926 Jack Dempsey lost
the' heavyweight boxing championship to Gene Tunney in
Philadelphia.

John

Rkhard Boone

deep into the Practice
of the Adult lAort

*

The La

Frida)

ASULTI18

PLUS *

All Woman
• Nitely at 7:45 Plus

Late Show Fri. & Sat
• 11:00

"
Bi
'g

Jakee'
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• ••
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Jet&

Holiday Inn
Dining Room
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/DILE SCARE
:1'KOK (UP!)—A spokesr Deputy Prime Minister
Charusathiara Monday
one of Prapass' pet
lea has escaped into a
nearby residents use for
:•
story, which appeared in
newspaper, was aimed
eirrassing Prapass, his
nan said.
Lrtoon in the newspaper
a crorodile emerging
the canal and warned
:ts to beware of the

Charles Guthrie 15
Speaker At Circle
Meeting Recently

SEA SNAILS
snails move by almost
le waves of muscular
bent which pass along
gth of the foot and cause
ove forward.

Policy *

Children

50'
THEATI-21

0 Sat & Sun. *
MITE thru TUE.
The story of
)ambling man
and a
luStling lady.
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Mrs. Faye Lamb Is
Elected Worthy

Aria Dunn Circle
Has Regular Meet

Overnight Prayer
Retreat Held By
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian Girls, Elm Grove
Service af---:_ttbe Hazel United

Thursday, September 23
Sunday, September 2$
The Murray Sub District The Wranglers Riding Club will
Mrs. A.M. Thomas and Mrs. United MYF will meet at the sponsor a trail ride in the Land
B.H. Cooper were hostesses for Brooks Chapel Church at 6:30 Between the Lakes. The group
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Methodist Church held its regular Members of the "Maudie Hale
will meet at the club at 1:30 p.m.
the ineeting of the Maryleona p.m.
Order of the Eastern Star held its meeting on Tuesday, September Acteens", older Acteens, and
Frost Circle of the Women's The Zeta Department of the to go the LBL. Persons, other
regular monthly meeting at the 14, at two o'clock in the af- Girls in Action of Elm Grove
Society of Christian Service of the Murray Woman's Club will meet than members, may go on the
Masonic Hall on Tri%day, Sep- ternoon.
Baptist Church met at the home
Mrs. Koska Jones, program of Mrs. Henry
First United Methodist Church at the club house at 7:30 p.m. trail ride.
tember 14, at seven nirty o'clock
Richardson for
leader, presented a most in- overnight
held on Monday,September 13, at Hostesses are Mesdames H.J.
In the evening.
prayer retreat.
formative
and
nine-thirty o'clock in the morning Bryan,Gaylord Forrest, Elsie W. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch of
interesting
They later went to Kentucky
An election of officers for the discussion on the book of St.
at the home of Mrs. Thomas on Meet, J.J. Roach, and James Murray Route Four will
Lake
for a cookout and chili
ensuing year was held.
Matthew.
celebrate their 50th wedding
Sha-Wa Circle.
supper given by Mrs. Richardson
Rudy Allbritten.
as
Elected
was
matron
worthy
The
anniversary
devotion was given by Mrs. and Mrs. Charles
with an open house
Charles Guthrie, assistant
Henry. They
Mrs. Faye Lamb and as worthy John McCullough.
at their home from two to five
educational director of the
The Blood River Baptist WMU
patron, Dee Lamb. Mrs. Euldene During the social hour refresh- enjoyed songs around the
church, was the guesA speaker.
p.m. All friends and relatives are
will have leadership conferences
Robinson was elected associate ments were served to the twelve campfire and a prayer program
He illustrated with composite:
invited.
led by Misses Rita Chaney and
at the First Missionary Baptist
worthy matron and Charles members present by the
posters what the youth is faced
hostess, Glenda Kelly.
Church, Benton, from seven to
Jackson
as
associate patron.
Mrs. Ralph Edwards.
with today. He outlined plans for
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Owen of
9:15 p.m.
The other elected officers for
Mrs. Henry gave the call to
Farmington Route One will hold
teacher
education
and
the year 1971-72 are Mrs. Judith
prayer and read the prayer
an open house at their home from
development. One of the phases The Magazine
Club will meet at
Jackson, conductress, Mrs.
calendar. Mrs. Richardson led in
two to five p.m. in celebration of
of -Operation Cross" of the the home of
Mrs. O.C. Wells at
Brenda Newberry, associate
missionaries
prayer for the
anniversary.
wedding
their
50th
church is the opportunity to serve 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. George Hart
conductress, Mrs. Frances
whose names were read. Each
the community and he mentioned and Mrs. W.Z. Carter giving the All friends and relatives are
Churchill, secretary, and Mrs
girl set adrift a lighted candle
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, chairman of the Home
a number of needs of how all ages program on "World Travels". invited to attend.
Department of Nell Robbins, treasurer.
Mrs. Clifton E. Jones opened with the name of a missionary of
can contribute.
the Murray Woman's Club,left,pours a cup of punch at the fall tea
Appointive officers will be her home for the meeting of the the day,signifying the light of the
The Falloway County Singing "party
An open discussion was held The Wranglers Riding Club will
held by the department with Seniors Citizens as special
South
named at a later date.
Pleasant
Convention will be held at the
Grove gospel carried to parts of the
following his talk.
guests. Pictured with Mrs. La Follette are O.C. McLemore,
have an important busi,ness
The next meeting will be held Homemakers Club held on world by their work,
Temple
Hill
United
Methodist
Mrs. Nell Eaton, circle _meeting at the club at seven p.m.
president of the Murray-Calloway County Seniors Citizens Club,
on Tuesday, October 12, at 7:30 Wednesday,September 15, at one
Church at 1:30 p.m. The public is
chairman,
and Mrs. Dan Hutson who presented special entertainment for
presided.
Como'clock in the afternoon.
The girls returned to Mrs.
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
invited.
The
Welcome
Wagon
mittee reports were given inthe afternoon.
The main lesson on "Time Richardson's home. At midnight,
Homemakers
Club
meet
will
at
cluding recommendation of three
Saving Sewing Gadgets" was a prayer service was held with
books, Serendipity, The Urgent the home of Mrs. Cecilia Brock, A gospel singing will be held at
presented by Mrs. Milford Orr, emphasis on prayer for state
Now,and Your God Is Too Small, 810 Guthrie Drive, at one p.m. the Story's Chapel United
president, who also presided at missions.
Methodist
Church
two
p.m.
at
All
for the members to read.
the meeting.
Phi Beta Lambda, professional singers and listeners are invited.
Mrs. Henry led the girls in a
Named to the nominating
Mrs. Dennis Boyd gave the study of "Keys
to Prayer", and
Alford Chapter No. 445, Order Marbeth Belew; Ruth , Diane devotion
committee were Mrs. Johnny business fraternity at Murray
at
the
meeting
which
Monday, September 27
Miss Chaney led in a study of
Walker, chairman, Mrs. James State University, will meet in
of the Eastern Star, Aurora, met Belew; and Martha, Margie was
postponed from the regular "Prayers Jesus
Room 104 of the Business
The Murray Woman's Club will
Prayed".
Garrison, and Mrs. G.C. Fain.
Saturday evening, September 18, Beale.
meeting date due to a death in the Miss Kelly read
Building at 7:30 p.m.
hold its first general meeting at The Home Department of the for the installation of officers.
the "Prayer of
During the social hour refreshInstalling officers for the oc- neighborhood.
St. Francis of Assisi". Each girl
the club house at seven p.m. with Murray Woman's Club opened The following officers were in- casion were: Worthy Matron,
ments were served by the
Refreshments were served by was given a bookmark
Friday, September 24
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, KFWC the new club year with a fall tea stalled for the 1971-72 year:
with the
hostesses to fourteen menbers
Margaret Allen from Benton; Mrs.
Jones to Mrs. Orr, Mrs. "Model Prayer" printed on
Leadership conferences for the president, as the speaker. party on Thursday, September
it, by
Worthy matron, Louise Sins; Worthy Patron, Howard McNeely Boyd,
and two guests, Mrs. Samuel R.
Mrs. Hallet Stewart, Mrs. Mrs. Richardson.
Blood River Baptist WMU will be Reservations should be made 16, at two o'clock in the afternoon
speaker,
Dodson and
worthy patron, Glen Rudolph; from Murray; Marshall, Margo Kent
the
Simpson, Mrs. Autry
held at the First Missionary with department chairman.
at the club house with members associate
Charles Guthrie.
Clinton; McReynolds, and Mrs. Hoyt
matron,
Retta Cromwell, from
Present were Cindy Knight,
Baptist Church, Benton, from
of the Murray-Calloway County Balentine; associate patron, Organist, Elsie Joyce from
Craig, members, Mrs. Gerald Becky and Anita Chaney, Willette
seven to 9:15 p.m.
The Luther Robertson PTA will Senior Citizens Club as special Mayland Williams; treasurer, Cadiz; Chaplain, Mary Ann
Paschall, new member, and Mrs. Richardson, Karen and Diane
meet at the school at seven p.m. guests.
Grace Sins', conductress, Betty Russell from Clinton; Warder, Lochie Lewis, a visitor.
McCuiston, Melinda Eulkerson,
Saturday, September 25
for an orientation meeting Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, chair- Warner: associate conductress, George Byers from Clinton; and.
The next meeting will be held Gena Lovett, karen Todd, Nancy
Reservations for the MSU followed by the parents visiting man of the department, presided Thelma
Burkeen; Esther, Grace Sentinel Edgar Brown from on Wednesday,
October 13, at one McNutt, Tammy Outland,
Women's Society pre-game the rooms of their children and and introduced Mrs. G.C. AshTucker; Elects, Patty Monroe; Murray.
Outland,
Sharon
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Autry Brenda
chuck wagon dinner for October 2 talking with their teachers.
craft, program leader for the Warder, Dean Burkeen; and
Several
chapters
were McReynolds. All
Buchanan, Linda and Betty
members
at the Student Union cafeteria at
are
day.
represented. A potluck supper urged to attend
sentinel, Tommy Tucker.
and visitors are Chaney, and the leaders.
five p.m. should be mailed by
The Suburban Homemakers The leader presented the The officers elected but not was served.' The chapter will
welcome.
The lovely new home of Mrs. today to Mrs. Ben Humphries, Club will meet at the home of special guests, Mrs. Dan Hutson installed were:
Secretary, meet on their regular meeting
Ralph Nelson on Doran Road was Route 7, Box 320, Murray.
Mrs. Max Farley, 316 Woodlavrn, who entertained the group with liobbie
Wilson, Marshall, night, October 1.
Tickets
are
dollars
per
two
the scene of the meeting of the
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Robert selections from parts of "Jiggs
Bessie Tucker Circle of the person.
and Julip", "At Witts End", and
Hendon as cohostess.
Women's Society of Christian
'Heaven In My Hand".
The WSCS of the Good Shepard
Service of the First United
The group sang a selection of
Methodist Church will The Creative Arts Department
Methodist Church held on United
of the Murray Woman's Club will hymns accompained by Mrs.
sponsor a rummage and hake
Tuesday, September 14, at ninemeet at the club house at 9:30 Bertha Jones at the piano.
Broiled Steak
sale at the American Legion Hall
PotatoesFiesta
thirty o'clock in the morning.
a.m. Members are to bring Arrangements of roses and fall
Green Peas
starting
at
Salad
6:30
a.m.
Come Ye Apart And Serve
tapestry needle, embroidery flowers were used on the tea table New officers were installed at Vanilla Ice Cream
The Lord" was the theme of the The Alpha Department of the needle, crochet thread, and and other vantage points in the the meeting of the Lydian Sunday
with Orange Sherbet
program presented by Mrs. Jack urray Woman's Club stral have materials to work with for the club house. Tea, coffee, and School Class of the First Baptist
FIESTA
GREEN PEAS
at
noon
liinoji,.,neeUng
at
Church
held
on
Tuesday, SepBailey who closed her discussion
lesson.
cookies were served by the
Quick and savory!
iTostesses will be
e
tember
14,
at
seven-thirty
o'clock
with prayer...
hostesses, Mrs. R.M. Miller, Mrs.
1 tablespoon butter
Ann trt.a. , Miss Reseda
Mrs. James Weatherly, circle
The Red Cross Volunteers will Max Hurt, Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, in the evening at the home of
I/4 teaspoon onion salt
Mesdames
Diuguid,
Henry,
E.S.
Mrs. M.T. Tarry on Sycamore
chairman, led the opening
meet in the conference room of and Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft.
teaspoon oregano
prayer, conducted the business, Jean Bordeaux, and P.A. Hart. the Murray-Calloway County Senior citizens preser.: .sere Street,
Pepper to taste
Mrs.
A.A.
Doherty
conducted
and gave announcements from
Hospital at 1:30 p.m.
O.C. McLemore, C.D. Scruggs,
1 can (81
/
2 ounces) very
The Almo PTA will sponsor a
the general WSCS meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mr. the installation service using as young small early green peas,
turkey
ham
and
at
shoot
the
her
theme,
"Hands". Installed
The hostess, Mrs. Nelson,
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr and
drained
assisted by Mrs. Robert Douglas, school from nine a.m. to five p.m.
Mrs. Vernon iloberts. Mr and were the following:
1 canned pimiento, diced
Refreshments will be sold.
J.I.Hosick,
Mrs
teacher:
Mrs.
served refreshments.
Mrs. Dennis Lamb. Mesdames
1/4 cup pitted ripe olives,
Grogan
Roberts,
president;
Dr.
Other members present, not
Gussie Adams, Mina Waters,
sliced
previously mentioned, were Mrs.
SAN JOSE. CAL (UPI)
Ruby Harrell, Matto, Parker, Halene Visheer, vice-president;
In a small saucepan melt the
The Kick-Off open dance for
A Planned Parenthood Robbie
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Mrs. adults will
Harrison,
Lela Mrs. Orvis Hendricks, secretary; butter and stir in the seasonbe held at the
Assn
survey
Mrs.
Laurine
shows
sex
that
Doran,
treasurer;
W.B.Graves, Mrs. Conrad Jones, Calloway
LOVELY REMINDER — Vicky Baker strikes a fetching
Shackelford, Bertha Jones,
ings.
remaining
Add
inCounty Country Club
educauon in schools of this
Miss Erin Montgomery, Mrs. from after the
pose to remind boaters everywhere that the 31st annual
Gussie Geurin, Mary Knott, Mrs. R.H. Thurman, publicity; gredients and mix lightly; covfootball game until
rapidly
growing
northern
G. B. Scott, and Mrs. Richard
Miami International Boat Show will weigh anchor Feb.
Sharpe, Meme Mat- Mrs. Preston Jones, class er and heat gently, shaking pan
one a.m. with music by the Oliver
California area is declining, Hildred
ministries; Mrs. Eddie Roberts, often Makes 3 servings.
Tuck. Two guests were Mrs.
18-23, 1972, at Miarn Beach Convention Hall.
tingly,
Virgie
Clark,
Ruby
Hill Combo.
Mr. and Mrs. but sexual activity among
Mrs. Clifford Smith, Mrs. J.D.
Harry Proctor and Mrs. John
the teen-agers is increasing, Harris, Olive Hagen, Nell
Richard Orr are chairman for the
Irvan.
In the last two years. the Neubauer, Lula Dunn, Lenore Rayburn, Mrs. Owep Billington,
event. Others assisting will be
organization reported han- Jones, Ruth Weaks. and Ruby and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox, group
Messrs and Mesdames Lee
captains.
Tip To Housekeepers Tinsley, Harold Hopper, Fred dling twice the usual num- Barnes.
A social hour was held with.
ber of cases of. pregnant
wells, John Irvan, Joe B. LitWhen putting furniture oil
refreshments being served to
girls under 18 The current
tleton, Tommy Crisp, Virgil
rate is 100 a month out of a
Mesdames Owen Billington, J.D. ‘11111•11111111%.
on a dust mop, try pouring
Harris, W.L. Polly, Phillip total
Make a paste by combining Rayburn, Edgar Pride, J.I.
of 350
the oil in a sprinkler and
Mitchell, Newell C. Knight,
powdered sugar, cream and a
"The kids are not using
Hosick, Laurine Doran, Orvis
sprinkling it on. When oiled
Thomas Emerson, Jack White, contraceptives," says Mrs
little vanilla. When stiff, use as
this way, the mop will be
a filling between graham crack- Hendricks, Stanford Andrus
Ed West, William Ryan, Jack Pat Miller, executive secreers to make a cookie sandwich A.A. Doherty, J.N. Outland.
Blackwell, and Ted Bradshaw. tary of the local organizaable to take up the dust withas a special treat for small chil- Hugh Farris, Wilburn Farris,
out leaving grease smudges.
tion "They're poorly eduGrogan Roberts.
R.H. Thurdren.
cated about sex, and they
man, and M.T. Tarry.
don't understand the risks
of pregnancy
Another factor, she says.
Let us make it perfectly clear ... this is
is a new attitude that rethe prettiest look on any ground.
moves sex from the morality code The new code
Feminine, up front styling on a higher
seems to be that anything
chunky
heel that's perfect for your
is all right if it gives plea* CORSAGES
* WEDDINGS ,.... sure
fashion stance in pants.
A wife's ignorance of the fani-iwill, stock certificates, insurance
and does not hurt any
OP
••
ily's financial situation can lead policies and other valuable
* PARTIES
* FUNERALS
44 oneMrs
Miller says one reto serious complications in thelPaPers"
sult has been -group sex"
"Do you have a list of his holdevent of her husband's death,,ings?
parties in which boys and
What about employe beneaccording to A. Kenneth Hunger, fits or pension plans at his place
1668 Ryan Ave.
Phone 753-3880 !
usually from affluent
51g..
II5 girls.
homes,
pair off with severpresident of The Kentucky So- of employment? Would you be
rf.:CE2E).3i3:03::#::*.3::07.:03::#::.*::0::*:KO. al partners
ciety of Certified Public Account- eligible for Social Security beneAs a result, Planned Par
ants.
fits?
enthood is seeing a growing
He advises wives to look into "In what banks does he have
number of pregnant girls
arrangements made for their hi- deposits? How would you gain
who don't know which boy
ture, citing statistics showing access to safe deposit boxes?
fathered their child.
that, on the average. women "Would the mortgage on your
Mrs Miller regrets that,
live flve years longer than men; home have to be paid or is it
at the same time schools in
and also that most wives are covered by mortgage insurance,
the county are offering
younger than their husbands.
"Who is his lawyer, his stock
fewer sex education class"These facts," Bunger said, broker, his insurance man and
es, now that the California
"support the point that a wom- his accountant?
State Board of Education
an, likely to outlive her husband, Hunger advised wives who
requires written parental
should acquaint herself with can't answer such questions to
permission for student parfamily finances and prospects ask their husbands for the inticipation.
Colors
for survivors in the event of the formation. His advice to men is
"The parents' usual first
breadwinner's death "
response to their children's
that, while it is admirable to
Purple Shag
He posed some questions a make adequate provision for
sex questions." Mrs Miller
says, "is 'what do you want
wife can ask herself to test her one's family, it is imperative
Brown Shag
to know forl —
knowledgability about a situa- that the wife be informed of
But Mrs Miller says the
tion she is likely some day to these arrangements. Otherwise,
Black Patent
teen-agers who don't know
face:
much of the benefit of the fithe answers about pregnan"Skilled your husband die, nancial planning may be lost.
:.y. venereal disease and
where would you look for his Hunger said.
'contraception are the ones
who get in trouble
r—
1 Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Pb..,. 711 1117 or 711 4147

Matron Of OES

Mrs. Clifton Jones
Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club

Fall Tea Party Is
Given For Senior
Citizens At Club

Mrs. Sins Installed As Worthy Matron
Of Alford Chapter 445 Of Eastern Star

Nelson Home Scene
Of Bessie Tucker
Circle Meeting

Installation Held
At Lydian Meeting
At Tarry Home

WARREN
BEATTY
JULIE
CHRLSTIE

M

kikCABE &
IS. MILLER
elowsowerovem
AT. 1 til 3 *

IESPERATE SURVIVORS'

WW2"

IIDGES. ANNE FRANCIS

. 11:30

The Bride
Cooks Dinner

.*

C EXPERIENCES!
)IW

Education off,
activity up

All girl, that's you

• - •
—NOW

Wives Advised TO Check
Financial Arrangements

$r1JUANITA'S OPENFLOWER

7:00-Start 7:30
ITE thru SAT.

E TOO HOT
HANDLE

!E

lED. *

ard Boone

JUANITA'S FLOWERS

Mademoiselig I
Shop
presents

The Latest Fashions
Friday - 12:00-1:00

Holiday Inn
Dmmg Room

Shoes from
Ryan's

Adams Shoe Store

Body Huggers

Turtleneck sweaters for
fall move closer to the body
Instead of just hanging loose.
Some actually are form-fitI lin&

— DOWNTOWN MURRAY —
st44414
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MSU Racers Open Home
Season Saturday Night
Hanratty Is Sitting On
Bench Waiting For Trade

By MIKE BRANDON
The Murray State Thorough
breds open their home season
Saturday night by entertaining
Tennessee Tech. A capacity
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Murray High Gears
For Fulton Friday

Furgerson summed Tech up by
was one for one on conversions.
saying "They are the usual,
Watts kicked field goals of 34,28
aggressive, physical Eagle
By MIKE BRANDON
and 53 yards against Carolina.
"Fulton will definitely be out dinals. Unofficial statistics
team."
The Murray High Tigers will
The 53 yarder was a new OVC
for us", said Coach Holland. showed Ryan with nine tackles
Murray, after a week's layoff,
bast the winless Fulton City
crowd is expected for the 7:30 should be in better physical record.
"They seem to play us a good and several assists. Monty
Bulldogs Friday night to a
p m. encounter at Cutchin condition than they were for the Offensive starters for Murray
game every year. As far as last Cathey came up with seven
patently play backup man to gridiron battle at
By IRA MILLER
Holland Field.
will be Bill Farrell 111 tight end,
Stadium.
week's game, it was a tough one tackles as did Bubba Hughes.
season's opener with Carolina.
Teri), Bradshaw—himself in his
UPI Sports Writer
The action will get underway at 8
Both teams appear evenly Guard Rodney Pickering will Foger Wiedman at heft tackle, PITTSBURGH ( UPI) —This,second year and, like Hanratty,
to lese big we bed some good Lassiter, Dowdy, Lanning and
p.m.
guard, Mile
matched. The Racers and the definitely be back in action and Joe Gloriosa at left
points. Our line did a fine job David Hughes all had five tackles
is not a pleasant time for Terri-kill learning.
Fulton City visited Crittenden
playing center, Charlie
Perry
Golden Eagles each opened their tackle Rick Cox may get to play
against the tough Mayfield team. and a number of assists.
Hanratty, the forgotten quarter- One thing Hanratty will not County last week
and were
Carpenter at right guard, Dale
Last year when the two clubs
seasons by defeating Western a little as well as Steve
We also had some fine individual
back of the Pittsburgh Steelers. do, despite an aching desire to
pulverized by their hosts 26-0.
Willis at right tackle, Merrill
met at Fulton City Murray
Carolina by 10 points.
traded.
It
efforts," Holland added.
situation,
is badmay improve his
Traynham, last year's starting
He is waiting to be
The Bulldogs, who are having
Brick, wide receiver, Jeff Votaw,
Statistically, both teams ap- quarterback.
"Although the Fulton record to escaped with a 12,6 win. The last
mouth anybody. Not even problems
It
be a long wail
appears,
getting it all together,
wide receiver, Garnet Scott,
pear evenly matched. Against however, that Tom Johnson and
Noll of the
date is not very impressive, the time the two teams met in
In the past, the Steelers have Coach Chuck
lost five passes in the contest for
quarterback, Rick Culler at
Carolina, Murray gained 222 all-conference punter Chuck
Tigers know that Fulton usually Murray, in 1989, the Tigers
been Pretty wick to wive up on Steelers, even though Hanratty
interceptions.
fullback and Rick Fisher playing
yards rushing and 122 yards in Cantrell will be lost for the rest of
quarterbacks who they felt could believes he Dever was given a
plays its best game against blasted the Bulldogs 41-14.
Meanwhile Murray, loser in its
tailback.
Game time at Holland Stadium
the air The
Eagles racked up the season.
not help them
Murray," the Murray coach
shot at the No. 1 last
fair
two contests, may be without
Defensife starters will be Jerry
will be 1 o'clock Friday night and
193 yards on the ground and 110
The loss of Johnson and Canwarned.
They gave up Johnny Unitas, quarterback job this season.
the
services of quarterback
Stanley and Jim McPeake at
years passing against Carolina. trell is a bit less painful since
remembers
Mike Ryan had a fine night on another large turnout of fans is
Hanratty
the
Lenny Dawson, Sid Luckman
Rodney Lowe. Lowe is suffering
ends, Dave Ford and Gary Korte
Both teams had two more first their successors, Bill Fryer and
defense against the tough Car- expected. Admission prices are
And others, like Earl Morrell, vibrations of Bradshaw's popfrom a case of tonsilitis.
at tackles, Bill Fryer, Frank
$1.50 adult and $1.09 student.
downs than did
Western
Garnet
Scott, turned in fine
Bill Nelsen, Jackie Kemp. They off last year when Bradshaw,
Head, and E. W. Dennison,
Carolina.
showings in the game at
don't want to snake a similar then playing No. 2, said -there
linebackers. Rounding out the
Coach Bill Furgerson wit- Carolina. Fryer was a standout
won't be two Terrys here next
hasty judgment of Hanratty.
nessed the Carolina-Tech contest on the defensive squad for the defensive squad will be Larry
In the meantime, Hanratty year." There are.
Brown, Mike Tepe
and said that the Golden Eagles Racers. Fryer had an in- Brock, Jim
sits on the bench. In his third
A trade, though, is inevitable,
Grady at backs.
had a strong opening game. terception, a fumble recovery and Kevin
season as a pro, be must Hanratty believes.
tough
team
a
tusi
been
Tech
-They've changed their ciferise and five tackles. Scott averaged
"I think it'll bear down to
over the last few years for the
and defense: they have great size 42.5 yards on four punts and hit on
that, but I've got no idea when
Racers. Murray has one only one
and I was particularly impressed
of 18 passes for 1M yards.
It would ever be," he says.
game against Tech in the last
with the three fine fullbacks they
The running attack will be the
"I would say that they're not
used in the game," Furgerson chore of tailback Rick Fisher seven seasons. Last season the
really paying much attention to
shock to Alex Karras who says
Golden Eagles upended the By United Press International
Now for those other Sunday
By MILTON EUCHMAN
said.
Fisher had 195 yards in 30 carries
It now that the season's started.
it doesn't have a quarterback.
Batters
Leading
Racers
and
ago
two
21-7
at
years
games:
UPI Sports Writer
Jeff Axel, Tech's 6-0, 215 pound against Carolina. Fisher scored
National League
They're more worried about the
Miami over Buffalo—Miami
San
Francisco
NEW
YORK
(
UPI
1—Did
over
New
you
fullback, led the rushing attack on a 68 yard gallop and caught a Cutchin Stadium, Murray fell to
G. AB R. H. Pct. regular season and doing
has a good, strong club and
well. I
Tech
23-21.
Torre,
ever
Orleans—Dick
155
611
St
hear
.L
92
the
Nolan
221
.362
classic
Jimmy
didn't
for the Golden Eagles last week. conversion pass in sparking the
Buffalo is going to find it out.
131 $30 80 181 .3.42 think when all the dust clears Durante story?
A large throng of supporters Bckrt, Chi
particularly chew out the 49ers
Axel picked up 75 yards on the Racers to victory.
Clmnt, Pit
129 513 81 175 .341 at the end of the season, maybe
Green Bay over Denver—The
be
making
will
the
trip
from Garr, All
It has to do with the time he after their beating by Atlanta.
ground to help lead the way to
150 622 100 211 .339
Stan Watts if fugured to be
Packers are cooking
up a
Cookeville to support Tech in HArn, All
135 479 93 158 .330 something will pop up then."
decided to rest awhile on a He believes in letting nature
victory. The other Tech fullbacks another key figure in the game
In the last three games, two
135 522 59 167 .320
dandy little reception for one of
their effort of spoiling the Snglln, Pit
take
its
course
park
bench and dozed off.
and that's what
are 6-1, 210 pound Wallie Fox and Saturday. Watts kicked three
129 479 60 153 .319
Jones, NY
exhibition wins and a season- A couple
Racer's borne opener.
Brock, St L 150 610 123 194 .318
of flies settled on should happen here—nature will their old buddies, Don Horn, the
6-3, 235 pound Paul Hunter. field goals ( a school record) and
Broncos' quarterback.
Davis. LA
152 616 82 193 .313 opening loss, Hanratty has not his nose as he
napped and take its course.
1.44 592 78 111.4 .311 gotten off the bench except to
Alou, St.L
Kansas City over Houston—
two
knew
Cleveland
more
you
it
before
over
Baltimore—I
Staub, MM
155 5-69 91 177 .311
answer the sideline phone or
American League
joined the first pair. Durante like Baltimore over Oakland in Throw out that loss by the
G. AS R. H. Pct. get a drink of water. Bradshaw
slept through the entire get- the AFC but Cleveland over Chiefs in their opener. They
126 487 73 164 337 threw four
Oliva. Min
interceptions in the
have a sound ball club—unless
Murcer, NY 141 509 91 168 330
ev but woke up angrily Baltimore in the NFC. Mainly
all those scouts were sending in
never
Rttmd, Blt
134 460 77 142 .309 opener, but Hanratty
a fifth fly began making because of Leroy Kelly. Dale
Tovar. Min 150 628 90 191 304 even warmed up.
their reports on the wrong
himself at home on tus nose. Lindsey isn't exactly a drag on
145 545 80 165 .301
Otis, KC
Hanratty
played
team.
less
than
one That
Carew, Mip 140 553 85 166 300
did it. Durante suddenly the Browns' defense either.
May, Chi
135 436 62 127 291 full game in the exhibition
Detroit over New England—
reacted.
San Diego over Oakland—
Horton, Oct 115 436 62x27 .291
That theory about those teams
season. He
threw .only
13
Uhlndr, Clv 136 476 51 137 288
"As long as there's a wise Somehow I keep getting those
Buford, Blt 117 427 94 123 288 passes, and he will remind you guy in the crowd,"
he snapped, bad vibrations from Oakland. 'ying the previous Monday
By MARTIN LADER
has
San Francisco, which
Home Runs
Louis Cardinals 5-1 Wednesday
that four of them came in a
brushing his nose with his hand, Chicago over Minnesota—You night doesn't always work. To
National League: H
Aaron,
UPI Sports Writer
night as Luke Walker and Dave only seven more games to play,
All 46. Stargeil, Pitt 45, May, last-fling desperation situation "You can all get off!"
know that theory about those win again, the Patriots would
The Pittsburgh Pirates broke Giusti combined on a six-hitter. can boost its advantage to an Cm n 38. Williams, All and against the Minnesota Vikings.
teams
I
have
a
hunch
Sunday
playing the previous have to perform as well as they
is
the
open the champagne in St. The
comfortable
three Johnson, Phil 33.
Giants,
meantime, almost
His
did last Sunday and against the
only hope now is to stay
day
Monday
American
the Atlanta Falcons tell the
night, don't you
League: Melton,
Louis and the rich fragrance moved closer to a champagne games by beating the Astros Chi. Cash, del
Lions that's going to be difficult
and Jackson, sharp until he gets another Los Angeles Rams they can
Besides,
the
Bears
look
get
much
was
seductive
enough
to celebration of their own by again tonight while the Dodgers Oak 30; Smith, BOs 28; F. chance to play.
difficult.
off,
better
too.
this
year
than
last.
Robinson,
Balt,
Petrocelli,
Boa
intoxicate the San Francisco riding behind Juan Marichal's are idle.
Cincinnati over Pittsburgh—
"You've got to be prepared at
and Nettles. Clev 27
These two clubs have met 10
Washington over the New
Giants in far-away Houston.
National
League
other
In
sharp six-hitter for a 3-1 victory
Runs Batted In
The Bengals keep getting better
all times because you can never times before
and the Falcons York
Giants—Here's
another
National
Unfortunately for the Los over
League:
Wednesday
night,
Torre, STA.
Astros
the
in
the action
all the time; the Steelers also
mishap or are still looking
Stargell, Pitt 121; H. tell when some
for win No. 1. Washington club that's moving,
Angeles Dodgers, they're the Astrodome. Although this was Clarence Gaston hit a three-run 133
are better but still keep being
Aaron, At) 117. -May, Cm n 77; ftnsfortune will come along and The
closest
which
they've
may
ever
come
come
as a little
only ones feeling the hangover only the fourth triumph for the homer and Ed Acosta threw an Montanez, Phil and Bonds, SF
victimized by too
in a game," he says. was a 10-10 tie
many
last year at the
95
today.
Giants in their last 17 outings, eight-hitter to lift the San Diego
turnovers.
American Leaguey Killebrew, "It's a big adjustment."
Los
Angeles
Memorial
CoPittsburgh clinched its second it stretched their Western Padres to a 7-3 victory over the Minn 113 F.. Robinson, Balt 96;
Monday Night
liseum, the same place they're
consecutive Eastern Divisior Division lead to
games over Atlanta Braves: Bill Stoneman Bendo. Oak 92. Smith, Bos and I
New York Jets over St. Louis
Murcer.
playing
Sunday.
NY
90
In
that
one
the
title in the National League by the Dodgers, who dropped a 4-1 allowed eight hits for his 17th
—The first thing you do with a
Pitching
Atlanta defense did a great job
whipping the second-place St. decision at Cincinnati.
triumph as the Montreal Expos
National
Jenkin
League:
baseball team is get yourself a
all
day
the
long
final
until
2:40
22
13
Lni
Downing,
LA
an:
beat the Philadelphia Phillies
pitcher. With a football team
Ellis, Pitt 19 8 Carlton, St.L 19
when Roman Gabriel drove the
0; and pitcher Bill Hands won 9, Seaver NY is-lo
Al.AMO. Calif. ( UPI)—The
you need a quarterback. The
American
his own game with a basesLeague: LOlich, women golf pros, who haven't Rams 79 yards.
Cardinals will look a lot better
This
think
25
time
out
12.
it'll
Det
I
turn
Blue,
Oak
23-8;
ROBINSON,
Ill.
(UM—Lee to
loaded double in the fifth inning
me when they finally settle
McNally,
Fait 20-5. Hunter. competed since the Southgate differently. Bob Berry, the
Trevino, second leading money
as the Chicago Cubs beat the Oai 20 11
Wood, Co( 20-13.
Open four weeks ago, get back
on
one.
Falcons'
quarterback,
looks winner this year on the PGA
New York Mets 4-1
into action today in the opening
sharp and the defense anchored tour, heads the field in today's
rd of the 54-hole LPGA
Baltimore clinched at least a
by Tommy Nobis looks both opening round of the Robinson GOLDBRICK HERE
825,000 Lincoln-Mercury Open
tie for the American League
ORANGE, N.J. (UPI)—Two
hungry and angry. That's why I Open Golf Classic.
at Round Hill Club.
Eastern title by routing the
ex-Marines from Essex County
Sunday
feel
the
could
day
be
First
place
money
in
the
In the Pro-Am tournament, the
New York Yankees 10-1 and in
the Falcons brush the flies off. $100,000 tourney is $20,000. A each plan to try to break a
48 leading women players,
other AL action, Washington
Everyone keeps talking about victory' or second place money world's record by carrying an
nipped Cleveland, 3-2, Boston By United Press International including defending chamnion
"upsets," otherwise known as of $11,400 would move Trevino 82q-pound brick more than 50
American League
Rankin
all-time
and
Judy
tripped Detroit by an identical
those things that can happen ahead of Jack Nicklaus, who is miles.
East
Kathy
winner
3-2
count,
Kansas
A spokesman for the Orange
City
W. L. Pct. GB LPGA money
"on any given Sunday."
leading with $207,080. Trevino
94 57
Whitworth, will play in four623
swamped California 10-3, Chica- Baltimore
YMCA said Roger Lauren° of
I figure there'll be about as has won $197,219.
Detroit
88
68
.564
somes with three amattku-s, one
go stopped Oakland 3-0 and Boston
Newark and John Farley of
82 74 .526 if
many this Sunday as there
Neither Nicklaus nor Arnold
woman and two men.
Milwaukee at Minnesota was New York
79 77 .506 1'
West Orange, both 23, will
were
week
last
and
if
that
Palmer,
currently in third
Washington
62 91 .405 33
One of the top players on the
cancelled by rain.
pattern continues, where would place, entered the Robinson make the attempt Friday on
Cleveland
58 97 .374 18
Blalock,
ladiers' tour, Jane
the Y's gymnasium track. They
Wiest
be the first place you'd look? Open.
Marichal, whose sinus condiW. L. Pct. GB winner of three tournaments
expect
it will take more than 20
Philadelphia,
where
else?
tion is affected by the air • Oakland
Trevino,
who
skipped Wednes97 58 .626
Joe
have
year, will
this
84 71 .542 13
Everything happens in Philadel- day's pro-amateur event be- hours to walk 50 miles.
conditioning in the Astrodome, Kansas C
in
partner
a
DiMaggio as
Chicago
75 80 .484 12
lphia.
made his first start of the year California
cause of the illness of his
72 83 .465 25
today's round.
Dallas is a two-touc )(down mother, was scheduled to tee U.S.'S 6 SKI MEDALS
in Houston only because of the Minnesota
70 83 .458 26
Hill
will
Round
course
be
The
Milwaukee
66 88 429 30' 2
favorite over the Philly Eagles off in a threesome that includes
tight pennant race. After his
BARCELONA, Spain
UPI
Clinched Division Title
played as a par 73. It is the
who'll be playing their home defending champion George —The United States won
victory, he complained that he
Wednesday's Results
six
year that the touring
third
Balti 10 NY 1, night
opener before 65,000 at Veter- Knudson.
wasn't able to hear too well.
gold medals in the World Water
pros have come o
women
Wash 3 Cleve 2, night
ans Stadium where you still can
"I feel like I'm in a tank," Boston 3 Oct 2, night
The field also includes 1968 Skiing Championships Sunday.
Alamo.
smell fresh paint. Two touch- winrer Dean Refram, 1969
said Marichal, who struck out Milw at Minn, ppd. bad weather
Mike Suyderhoud took the
Ch 3 Oak 0, night
downs with Philadelphia is an winner
six
batters in
boosting
Bob
his KC 10 Cal 3. night
Goalby,
Gay men's jump and slalom events.
overlay. That's what I think, Brewer, George Archer, Bobby Christie Weir took
record to 16-11. "I feel like
Today's Probable Pitchers
the women's
Milwaukee (Slaton 9-7) at
anyway. I also think the Eagles Nichols, Mason Rudolph, Larry combined
there is something running in
and jump evenLs.
Oakland (Hunter 20 111, night
are going to knock over the Ziegler, Larry Hinson, Mike Ricky
my ear. I don't care how good I
McCormick won the men
Chicago (Wood
20-131
at
Cowboys. Everything happens Hill, J. C. Snead and Dave figures
California (Murphy 616), night
Pitched here, I feel lousy."
and Christy Freeman
Friday's Games
Marr.
The Women's Invitational in Philadelphia. doesn't it?
won the women's slalom.
Bobby Bonds, who drove in Milw at Oalild. night
c'bi at Cal, night
Softball Tournament held at the
two runs with his 32nd homer Minn at
KC, night
city park concluded Sunday with
and a single, and now is batting NY at Diet, night
Carrico defeating Ayers 11-9 for
Wash
at
Boston,
night
.338 with seven homers and 15
Bali, at Cleve, 2. twi-nite
the double
in
first place
RBIs against Houston this year,
elimination event.
National League
also complained about the
Carrico advanced to the finals
East
Astrodome.
W. 14- eci Gs by defeating Acers Saturday
• Pittsbgh
9.4 62 603
This sent Acers to the loser's
85 70 548 ;
"I don't like to play here, I St Louis
Chicago
81 74 523 1.
bracket where they defsit
don't like to play inside," he New York
79 76 510 14
advanced
P ducah 11-3 and thus
said. "It's tough to have good Montreal
Be a
69 115 .448 24
a
championshnp garne.
Philadelphia
the
to
63
93
.404
)1
perception."
West
Shirley Wilford hit a grand
Cincinnati completed a twoW. L. Pct GB
slam borne run in the fifth inning
game sweep of the Dodgers San Francisco 66 69 .555
Los Angeles
84 72 .538 247 to put Carrico ahead for good in
with George Foster delivering Atlanta
80 77 510 7
the contest.
he key blow, a two-run double Houston
76 79 490 10
Cincinnati
77 80 490 10
Third place in the tourney went
in the sixth inning, and an
San Diego
59 96 381 27
Paducah. Paducah defeated
to
manager
Angeles
Los
unhappy
a Clinched Division Title
O
State's
Women's
Murray
Wed
s Results
Walt Alston said later, "There's
Chicago 4 New York 1
Recreation team 21-10 to gain the
no question we were out-bit and montreel 2 Phil. 0, night
consolation honors.
out-pitched. and when that Cinci 4 Los Ang I. night
Come in and register w.th yoig Mom, Dad or
San Diego 7 All 3. night
Pat Ward of the Acers received
happens you get beat "
San Fran 3 Hovs 1, night
"Distinctive Apparel
guardian Get your free PP&K Tips Book with
the Outatanding Player Award
Pitt 5 St L 1, night
Barry Polston, Director of the
pointers from the pros, complete competition
Teday's
Gary
Nolan,
Prob./tale
who
had
been
Pitchers
For Gentlemen and Scholars"
Philadelphia (Lersch 4 14 Or Murray Park & Recreation
removed from a game against
details. You can win one of the 18 trophies
Fryman
106) at
Montreal Department, presented the inHouston last Saturday when he (McNally 1011)
in our local competition . . Punt, Pass and Kick
New York (Ryan 9 131 at dividual and team trophies
was leading 1-0 after the fifth
your way to the NFI Super Bowl Game in
Chicago (Pizarro 7 5)
inning, allowed the Dodgers Pittsburgh (Smiles 7.4) at
New Odeansr
St
only five hits.
Louis (Cleveland 12.11), night RICHEY QUITS
PETERSBURG,
Fla
Francisco (Perry 14 17)
ST.
I Aike Walker, working six a i San
i.soviatpn (Wilson 161). night
(UPD—Cliff Richey has notiinnings and allowing four bits,
Friday's Games
fied captain Ed Tim/vine that he
Pitt at NY. night
gained
credit
for
his
10th
311 Broadway
Phila at Chicago
wjflflOt play in the year's Davis
victory against eight losses in Mini at St L, night
Open Friday 'Nights 111 8:30
Cup' Defense. Turville said
Pirate
Att. _nigat
clinching.
Bob LOS Ang
AMEMILelt
,
SF at Cinc.i, night
Richey gaire no reason for not
Gibson 116-ti, was the loser
HcloS
31:77-NOPI/
playing.

Sports Parade

Atlanta Falcons Picked To
Beat Rams At Los Angeles

Major League
Leaders

National League Roundup

Pittsburgh Clinches Eastern
Division With Win Over Cards

:r

y`ou're

Trevino Heads
Field In First
Day of Robinson

,Lody Golfers Get
Back I nto Action

Standings

Carrico Wins
Women's Meet

Our new'fastback!'
It's no slouch
in front,either.

the District of Colur
has been charged
murder in the slayin
his socially-prom:
wife, Katharine Po
Maddux Houghton, 21
McLean, Va. They
been separated a ye

Foodservic
Big Factor
In Econom

Foodservice is one of 8.1
jor industries in the U.S.
ologY.
Even in a so-so year, at
1970, estimated sales for I
tablishments serving food
from home amounted to
i* billion, according b
National Restaurant Assoc
(NRA).
Among retail trade indu
the foodservice industry
fourth in total sales b
grocery stores, uutOZnobitie
eira, and general merchi
stores.
It ranks first in terms ol
business units.
The industry is a majo.
turner of services and di
gi,iods such as stoves, refi
tots, freezers, dishwashers
and pans, tableware, fun
draperies, and floor coveri
And it is one of the few
tries in which an indivichu
start with a small inves
and uses his ingenuity to b
a major,economic force
community.
Leslie W. Scott, NRA
dent, says the foodservice
try is mainly compriaett of
businesses, usually indi
proprietorships.
Even the largest fooc,.
corporations are highly
tralized, Scott adds.
"Our industry include
only all commercial eatin
drinking places in the co
but also all those busines
which food is served as
ondary activity.
Thus, hotels, motels,
markets, drug stores, plant
pitals, colleges and all i.
tional establishments whet
is served are counted as
hers of the foodservice
nity.
More than 3.4 million wt
managers and proprietors
the foodservice industry
Part time personnel ph
important role with four
10 employees working let
39 hours per week.
Scott said the foodserv
dustry uses almost 20 pi
of all the food produced
United States.

Register today

PUNT
FASS ik KICK
COMis
DAY

KNIT PICKER

VARIED SELECTION

• SUITS
• DRESS SHIRTS
• SPORT COATS
• SPORT SHIRTS
DRESS PANTS
• WALKING ENSEMBLES
• SWEATERS

Boys between
8 and 13

Oct. 2 - 1:00 p.m.
at the City Park

trat55fiopN

PARKER FORD
701 Main-Murray

PADUCAM.KY.

SIGN UP AT
OUR SHOWROOM
TODAY'

P

•

•

MAIN, ACCUSED — A
B. Houghton, 28, an at
ant corporation counst

"WORKING

HEART

I

-George Bush. U.S
resentative at the U
Nations, stands in ...fro
the China seat on the
of the -United Nations
era! Assembly in
York as he tells new
he is "working his
out" to promote U.S..s
for dual representatio
Taiwan and Pekin
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sears
lay

In Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
— OPEN 9 AM.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT. —
1 TO 6 P.M. SUNDAY

Pers.

Monday Night
r York Jets over St. Louis

first thing you do with a
all team is get yourself a
r. With a football team
ieed a quarterback. The
ials will look a lot better
when they finally settle

BRICK HERE
NGE, N.J. (UPI)—Two
rines from Essex County
plan to try to break a
s record by carrying an
and brick more than 50

)okesman for the Orange
said Roger Laurano of
7k and John Farley of
Orange, both 23, will
the attempt Friday on
s gymnasium track. They
it will take more than 20
to walk 50 miles.

I SKI MEDALS
,CELONA, Spain (UPI
United States won six
edals in the World Water
Championships Sunday.
Suyderhoud took the
jump and slalom events;
e Weir took the women's
ted and jump events;
McCormick won the men
s and Christy Freeman
e women's slalom.

* Prices Good Thum-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., September 23-24-25-26 *

LADIES
LONG SLEEVE

Black qr brown vinyl in a stylish
high top-boot. Zipper closing for

Wear these now and on
through Winter.

Ideal to wear with slacks.
Beautiful floral print.

Foodservice is one of the ma.
jor industries in the U.S. econEven in a so-so year, such as
'.970, estimated sales for all establishments serving food away
from home amounted to over
$40 billion, according to the
Notional Restaurant Association
(NRA).
Among retail trade industries,
the foodservice industry ranks
fourth in total sales behind
grocery stores, automobile dealers, and general merchandise
stores.
It ranks first in terms of total
business units.
The industry is a major consumer of services and durable
goods such as stoves, refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, pots
and pans, tableware, furniture,
draperies, and floor coverings.
And it is one of the few industries in which an individual can
start with a small investment
and use his ingenuity to become
a major economic force in his
community.
Leslie W. Scott, NRA president, says the foodservice industry is mainly comprised of small
businesses, usually individual
proprietorships.
Even the largest foodservice
corporations are highly decentralized, Scott adds.
"Our industry includes not
only all commercial eating and
drinking places in the country,
but also all those businesses in
which food is served as a secondary activity.
Thus, hotels, motels, supermarkets, drug stores, plants, hospitals, colleges and all institutional establishments where food
is served are counted as members of the foodservice fraternity.
More than 3.4 million workers,
managers and proprietors serve
the foodservice industry today.
Part time personnel play an
important role with four out of
10 employees working less than
39 hours per week.
Scott said the foodservice industry uses almost 20 per cent
of all the food produced in the
United States.

Shirt comes in the latest
fashion print or solid color.
With coordinating tie.

Sizes 5 to 10.

Reg. '6.93

65% polyester, 35% cotton.
Two button cuff, long collar.

Sizes 32-38.

the District of Columbia,
has been ' charged with
murder in the slaying of
his socially-prominent
wife, Katharine Pollard
Maddux Houghton, 26, in
McLean, Va. They had
been separated a year.

Foodservice
Big Factor
In Economy

By Fruit-of-the-Loom

neat, tight fit

Permanent press.

SLAIN, ACCUSED — Alfred
B. Houghton, 28, an assistant corporation counsel for

MEN'S SHIRT &
MATCHING TIE

LADIES BOOTS

BLOUSE'S

d To
poles

roit over New England—
theory about those teams
rig the previous Monday
doesn't always work. To
'gain, the Patriots would
to perform as well as they
at Sunday and against the
that's going to be difficult
lit.
cinnati over Pittsburgh—
lengals keep getting better
e time; the Steelers also
etter but still keep being
nized by too
many

BANKAMERICARO

E

Is. Unofficial statistics
ed Ryan with nine tackles
several assists. Monty
ay came up with seven
as as did Bubba Hughes.
tee, Dowdy, Lanning and
d Hughes all had five tackles
number of assists.
it year when the two clubs
at Fulton City Murray
ied with a 12,6 win. The last
the two teams met in
ay, in 1969, the Tigers
ad the Bulldogs 41-14.
me time at Holland Stadium
e 1 o'clock Friday night and
er large turnout of fans is
led. Admission prices are
adult and 91.00 student.

to Alex Karras who says
asn't have a quarterback
irfli over Buffalo—Miami
a good, strong club and
lo is going to find it out.
en Bay over Denver—The
n-s are cooking up a
7 little reception for one of
old buddies, Don Horn, the
xis' quarterback.
mos City over Houston—
t' out that loss by the
s in their opener. They
a sound ball club—unless
ose scouts were sending in
reports on the wrong
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$493

96

Reg.

2.96

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL *

LADIES
PATCHWORK
In leatherlook and suede

Golden FRIED FISH

By SPENCER

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

100% cotton tee shirts
and briefs.
Sizes 3-16

French Fries - Cole Slaw
Hush Puppies
Coffee or Iced Tea

or bright patent. Lovely
Fall shades.

93
PANTIES

• Decorator Pleated Top
• Floral Prints and Solids
• 84" and 63" Lengths

• Regular or Bikini Style
• 3 to a Package

rrIM
G.E. STYLING COMB

Reg. '3.47

• White and Assorted
Colors

pkg.

Reg."
S7•45 pkg.

ASSORTED
DRAPES

LADIES

1.12

3 to a package.

97

Reg.s5.93

Reg.

BOY'S UNDERWEAR

FRIDAY NIGHT — 5 to 8

HANDBAG

Sizes
5-10

$599 -4,

96

pkg.

$247

Drys, styles, keeps his hair well groomed all
day. With Command dry and natural hair

SCHIFFLI EMBROIDERY TOWEL

Use ROSE'S Lay Away
* It's Fast ...
* It's Convenient!

White with contrasting
embroidery trim.

control for men.

Reg.
Reg. '1.27

8-TRACK STEREO

TURNTABLE CANNISTER SETS

TAPE
PLAYER
For Home or Car

• Revolves Smoothly on

• Light, Compact
• Solid State
• Program Selector
• Balance and Tone Control
• Built-in Speakers

Steel Ball Bearings
• Popular Pennsylvania

ister today!

Dutch Design

ys between
8 and 13
• Assorted
Colors

rk

FORD

Murray

$2.99

Model DS-700P

$266

by
DYNSONIC

COLLETTE FOOTBALL

I.

or
with
)etrtion
trophies
;s end Kick
vl GIVTIC in

Reg.

"WORKING HEART OUT"
—George Bush, U.S representative at the United
Nations, stands in -front of
the China seat on the floor
of the -United Nations General Assembly in New
York as he tells newsmen
he is "working his heart
— out." to promote LLS,Policy
for dual representation for
Taiwan and Peking.

• Official size
football season is here
and now is the time to
buy your young "Pro" a
football.

$266
Reg. '2.99

12

14.77

Reg.
$54

$4995

SPIN BUGGIES
Includes pants, jersey,
-helmet, shoulder pads and football.

Need no track, wizzer
powered cars zoom, do
spin outs, turns, wheelies.
Pit boss or T-Square.

Reg. '2.97

AS
ON TV

$238
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Seen & Heard . . . Purchase Area
oaunued from Page I(
Hog Market
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Three Wrecks
Reported Here

Medina
Acquitted,
Wants Out

Nixon Urged
To Appoint
Southerner

Justice Black
Listed Critical

a third, have more than doubled Federal State Market News
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Reper capita output.
Service September 23, 1971
tired Justice Hugo L. Black, 85,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Three traffic collisions in the
was placed on the 'critical list
-These
are the people who Market Report includes 10 buying
city of Murray were investigated
at.
' Bethesda Naval Hospital
have given you a healthier world stations
by the officers of the Murray
today, a Supreme Court official
than they found. And because of Receipts: Act. 699 Est. 1100
Police Department on Wedsaid.
this you no longer have to fear Barrows and Gilts $.50 higher
nesday. No injuries were listed on
'The prognosis is considered
FT. McPHERSON, Ga. ( UPI)
epidemics of flu, typhus, Sows steady.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
the reports.
poor," the official said. "His
-Although his acquittal on
diphtheria, smallpox, scarlet
0.
James
Eastland,
D-Miss.,
Vehicles involved in the
family is with him."
charges of being responsible for
fever, measles or mumps that US. 1-3 200-240 lbs., 18.75-19.25
collision at 12:43 p.m. were a 1968 chairman of the Judiciary Black, who entered the
the My Lai massacre leaves
they knew in their youth. And the US 1-2 200-220 lbs., 19.25-19.50
Chevrolet % ton truck driven by Committee, today urged Pres- hospital on Aug. 28, suffered a
him free to continue his 16-year
dreaded polio is no longer
'4 3190-240 lbs., 18.50-18.75
Frank
W. Carroll of Route Two, ident Nixon to appoint a severe stroke Monday in what
military career, Capt. Ernest
medical factor, while TB Is US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.00-18.50
Buchanan,
Tenn., and a 1969 southerner to the Supreme the official called a "cerebral
L. Medina says he wants out of
almost unheard of.
US,3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.50-18.00
Plymouth two door hardtop Court.
vascular accident." Since that
the Army.
Sows
owned
by Elsie W. Kivett of 1003 In a statement, Eastland said time, he said, Black has
"I don't know exactly when
"Let me remind you that these US 1-2 V0-350 lbs., 15.00-16.00
"the
the
truth
that
South has
is
Poplar Street, Murray.
continued to worsen and was
•iluliANS,ANDS
I'll be able to leave, but that is
remarkable people lived through US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.25-15.00
no real representation on the
The
Plymouth
was
parked
up
to
placed on the critical list at 10
said
Medina
intention,"
my
history's greatest depression. US 2-3450-650 lbs., 13.25-14.25 few
court.
the curb on South 4th Street
am. EDT today.
Wednesday while surrounded by
Many of these people knew what down to 12.50.
we
Presidential
have
"All
is
a
headed south when she opened
Black, who was the senior
wellwishers.
it is to be poor, what it is to be Boars 10.00-11.50
promise that this region of the
her
left
door
which
was
hit
by
the
justice on the court after
Medina,
a
"
-3114exican35,
hungry and cold. And because of
represented,"
country
will
be
Chevrolet truck going south on
serving 34 years and 28 days,
American described by fellow
this, they determined that it
South 4th Street, according to the he added.
sent a letter of retirement to
his courtofficers during
would not happen to you, that you market-pig-runover
As chairman of the commitpolice report.
President Nixon last Friday.
martial as "one of our finest
would have a better life, you
tee
must
which
approve
nomDamage to the truck was on the
His office at the court
would have food to eat, milk to Mayfield Feeder Pig September company commanders in Vietto
the
inees
Supreme
Court,
right front fender and to the car
confirmed on Sept. 15 that he'
nam" said he was convinced
drink, vitamins to nourish you, a 22, 1971.
largest city, and Japan.
By BILL HILL
Eastland has supported all four
entered
had
Bethesda
his military career was ruined
in
The slender, hook-shaped on the left door.
Copley News Service
warm home, better schools and Total head 238
of Nixon's appointments.
Involved
in
the
collision
at
two
suburban Maryland Aug. 28. A
trial.
overlooking
by.
the
island
the Bering
more opportunities to succeed Compared to last week Pigs sold
Chief
Justice
Burger
Warren
AMCHITKA
ISLAND, Sea on one side and the North p.m. were a 1969 Ford panel and Justice Harry Blackmun brief statement was later
than they had.
$142 higher Lightweights under "INwouldn't want to waste
Alaska
....yearor
"They're
other
for
gonna sink Pacific on the other has been owned by College Cleaners and were confirmed and the two issued that he was undergoing
two
25 lbs., $25.00.
nothing" by, staying in the the island," the Anchorage swarming with nearly 700 men driven by Michael Harold Southern judges, Clement F. treatment "for maintenance of
"Because they gave you the
man said. "Destroy the of the AEC who have been Garland of 107 South 9th Street,
Army, he said','
best, you are the tallest, US 1-2 26-35 lbs., $31.00
Haynsworth, Jr., of South a proper blood sugar balanoe
steroid treatment of an
Medina was the last officer wildlife, kill the sea otter and working on preparations for the Murray, and a 1969 Chevrolet two Carolina
healthiest, brightest, and US 1-2 36-45 lbs., 31.00
and
G. Harrold during
door hardtop driven by Robert
tory condition of the
charged in the slaughter at My mutate the marine life. It'), a blast for several months.
probably best-looking generation US 1-2 56-69 lbs., 26.50
Carswell
of
were
Florida
Bruce Day, Murray State
Is."
bloodLai. The jury deliberated only crying shame. And," he added,
to inhabit the land.
Overhead, bald eagles swoop
US 3 26-35 lbs., 628.75
rejected
by the Senate.
57 minutes, and the verdict "you know something? Those low and scream in protest at University, Murray.
US 3 36-45 lbs., 30.00
Nixon
name
must
a
successor
AEC
scientists
really don't give
Police said Garland was
GO-GO-ING, GONE
came at 4:19 p.m. EDT
the presence of man. This
US 4 26-35 lbs., 20.50
to retired justice Hugo L
MELBOURNE (UPI ( --A
Wednesday. That was in sharp a damn."
"Aad because they were
endangered species abounds on backing out of the parking zone Black, 85, who was from
That's what he said, this
on Olive Boulevard in front of the
tattooed topless go-go dancer
contrast to the verdict in the
the island.
materialistic, you will work Boars 26-35 lbs., 28.00
Alabama but was a staunch
concerned citizen living half a
was fired from a sideshow at
Offshore, wallowing on their College Cleaners and collided member
conviction of Lt. William L.
'fewer hours, learn more,, have
46-55 lbs., 24.25
of the Court's liberal the
continent away from Amchitka
with
the
Day
car
headed
east
royal agricultural show
on
backs,
darting
in and out of
Calley Jr., which took 13 days. Island,
more leisure time, travel to more
70-89 lbs., 13.50
bloc.
where the U. S. Atomic
today after officials discovered
kelp beds, the sea otters - Olive Boulevard leaving a
One other officer, Col. Oran Energy Commissiqh
distant places, and have more of
Eastland said Nixon should
(AEC)
"she" was a man.
K. Henderson, is on -trial at Ft. plans to detonate a nuclear test another species once nearly periling zone on the street.
a chance to follow your life's
have no trouble finding a
Damage to the Ford was on the
extinct - pay man no mind.
Sideshow
owner
Meade, Md., bet he is accused 6,000 feet underground.
Hercules
ambition.
qualified
southern
nominee
and
The AEC selected Amchitka left side, but damage to the
Caramba said the dancer was
of covering up the massacre,
''Project Cannikin" is the
for this test because it is a long Chevrolet was not listed on the added, "In reality, many of the appearing as part of a show
not with the actual killings.
name of the test operation that
"These are also the people who
From The
nation's
most
distinguished
way.. from anywhere.
police report.
featuring two rock bands, go-go
Twenty-five
officers
and
men
would have been conducted in
fought man's grisliest war. They
jurists have come from the
However,
the
protests
The
third
accident
occurred
at
dancers, a belly dancer and an
originally
were
charged
in
the
had
October
it
not
been
for
are people who defeated the
against the blast come from as 5:15 p.m. between a 1971 Buick South.
egyptian dancer.
March
16,
1968,
incidents
public
in
the
and
governmental
actyranny of Hitler, and who when
far away as Vancouver, B. C. two door hardtop driven by
He said he wanted his show
it was all over, had the com- By United Press Intensatioul South Vietnamese hamlet, 12 tions.
-2,800 miles southeast of here Marjorie. Elizabeth Berry of BARBED WIRE BANNED
to be a "family show" and
The U. S. Senate voted
participating in the actual
with
passion to spend,jilions of
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
- and Hawaii, southeast of the Mayfield, and a 1966 Ford four SAN FRANCISCO ( UPI(- therefore
felt it was necessary
dollars to help their former Calif -Mrs. Jacqueline Coll= killings, 12 with covering up, recently to postpone the ex- Aleutian chain's most western
door sedan driven by Joseph The founder of the "Church of to fire the tattooed topless
plosion until next May "unless
with
and
one
both.
Of
that
enemies rebuild their homelands. whose three children apparentl
links
Milton Ferguson of Arlington. Satan" has been ordered to dancer when he found out
President Nixon authorizes an
Senators from both Haw4ii.
And these are the people who had will die,of Batten's disease, f number, five were tried, four
earlier detonation date."
Both cars were going north on remove the barbed wire that "she" was a man.
were
acquitted,
and
only
one,
arid Alaska - along with
the sense to begin the United which there is no known cure:
The postponement "isn't
North fith Street and had stopped protects his home from curiosity
was
Calley
convicted.
The
conservationists - have
Nations.
"There's hope every day m
WANT PAPERS RELEASED
charges against all others were good enough," declared Am- argued against the tests on at the stop sign at Chestnut seekers.
children are alive."
chitka
Two,
an
organization
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Two
Street, according to the police Anton Levey and his attracdismissed.
grounds
the
explosion
might
"It was representatives of
opposed to the AEC plan. "We
wife, Diane, said they House members will ask US
tive
report.
The
Berry
car
rolled
All
of
murder
but
the
one
102
cause
earthquakes
and
tidal
these two generations-Who, WASHINGTON - Pat Nixo
want united action by the
backward into the Ferguson car, erected a cyclone fence with District Court this week for a
through the highest courts of the saying she has urged her charges against Medina had premiers of the provinces of waves along the Pacific Coast.
the police report said. Damage to barbed wire on top because of ruling on their suit seeking
en reduced or dismissed
The
costing
test,
$19.7
land,
racial husband to appoint a woman
fought
Canada to urge President
the Buick was on the rear part harassment. The San Francisca- release of the entire Pentagon
before his case went to the Nixon
discrimination at every turn to the Supreme Court:
to cancel Cannikin.- the million, is in the five-megaton and to the Ford on the front
part. Board of Permit Appeals said study on the origins of the
class
potency
murder
the
of
equal
jury.
one
charge
to
The
begin a new era in civil rights.
group told the leaders in
"Don't worry, I'm talking it
Levey could keep the fence but Vietnam War.
four or five millioitons of TNT.
killing
involved
the
of
a
telegrams
in
early
August.
up. If we don't get one this
must remove the barbs.
Reps. John E. Moss, D-Calif.,
Patore,
John
I.,
O.
D-R.
Sen.
Vietnamese
Medina
Woman
Amchitka is the "way out"
"They built thousands of high time,
they're
certainly said he
and Ogden Reid, R-N.Y., said
disclosed
TOWERING
Senate
the
during
PROBLEM
self-defense.
in
shot
part of the United States. It's
schools,trained and hired tens of groocncng them for next time."
they would continue their suit
PALO ALTO, Calif. (UPI)farther west than Hawaii - debate over delaying the
thousands of better teachers, and
Now You Know
project that the blast would test Jack W. Ruby wants to get rid
despite the administration deci2,800
miles
from
the
U.
S.
at the same time made higher lm-r.
By
United Press International sion to publish an abridged
McPFIERSON, Ga.—
Canadian border, halfway the Spartan missile, the long- of his water tower.
education a very real possibility Capt. Ernest L. Medina after
Mille the Hun died in his version
range
interceptor
of
the
phase
of the papers. They
Ruby
said
he
will
give
the
16.
between Anchorage, Alaska's
for millions of youngsters- being found innocent on charges
sleep on his wedding night after
Safeguard antiballistic missile ton, 95-foot high structure
said they would ask U.S.
away his marriage to a
where once it was only the dream connected with the My Lai NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
girl named District Judge Gerhard Gesell
system.
free to anyone who can haul it
of a wealthy few.
massacre, saying he intends to opened lower in moderate
Pastore termed the test off his San Jose
to decide the case in the near
property.
get out of the army because his trading today.
-absolutely necessary if we are
future.
"And they made a start- military career is ruined.
to have the Safeguard system.
Shortly after the opening, the
although a late one-in healing "I wouldn't want to waste Dow Jones industrial average
This marks the fourth time
the scars of the earth and in another year or two for was off 0.51 at 893.04. Declines
an American group has been
fighting pollution and the nothing."
dispatched to Amchitka. The
topped advances, 160 to 84
destruction of our natural enfirst was in January, 1943,
among 344 issues across the
CLAIRVAUX, France (UPI'- when an Army unit occupied
vironment. They set up new laws
taPe•
conservation
giving
new
In the oil group, Jersey Police stormed a barricaded the island to hold back
menaing, and setting aside land
Standard edged up los to 70, but room of a prison hospital Japanese forces dug in on
Kiska, 70 miles away, and on
for you and your children to enjoy
Texaco surrendered % to 31%, Wednesday and subdued two
Attu, farther west.
for generations to come.
and Standard of California % to convicts who police said cut the
Twenty years after the war
throats
of
a
woman
nurse
and
a
54%. Natomas dipped % to
ended and the troops had been
83%, while Occidental and guard they had held hostage for withdrawn, the AEC moved in
"While they have done all these
20 hours. Police said no shots
things, they have had some Mrs Nora Morris, age 95, Atlantic Richfield were unto conduct the Project Milrow
were fired.
failures. They have not yet found passed away Wednesday at 10:45 changed at 15% and 68%,
test.
An
armed
police
assault
an alternative for war, nor for am, at the Murray-Calloway respectively.
racial hatred. Perhaps, you, the County Hospital. She was a Among the chemicals, Mon- squad entered the hospital's
INDIAN ES COMMISSIONER
members of this graduating former resident of the Palestine santo dipped L'S to 49%. Allied third floor shortly before dawn. AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)
-A
They
shattered
two
barricaded
class, will perfect the social Community, but had been Chemical eased % to 32%, but
Passamaquoddy Indian
has
mechanisms by which all men residing in Murray for a number Eastman Kodak picked up Lt to doors with plastic explosives
been selected over 84 other
and
captured
the
two
convicts,
years.
of
85%.
may follow
their ambitions
applicatnts as state commis
without the threat of force-so The deceased was the wife of U.S. Steel lost ½ to 29%, as Roger Bontemps and Claude
a
20-second stoner of Indian affairs.
that the earth will no longer need Emmett Morris who died in 1353 did Armco to 16's. In the autos, Buffet, after
Named Wednesday by Gov.
police to enforce the laws, nor She was a member of the General Motors fell L to 83. struggle, a prison spokesman
Kenneth M. Curtis was John
said.
armies to prevent some men Palestine United Methodist White Motor gained ,4 to 24La,
Stevens, 37, Governor of the
from trespassing against others. Church. Mrs. Morris was born on and American Motors was They found'prisonguard Guy Passamaquoddies
for 17 years.
Giradot, 25, already dead and
unchanged
at
71
1.
March 10, 1876, in Marshall
He was elected in 1954 at age
nurse
Nicole
Comte
in
a
coma,
In
the
electronics, General
"But they-those generations- County and her parents were the
FOR THE GRAIN —These 72 green "factory fresh" covered hopper cars near Big
W.
the spokesman said.
made more progress by the late William Parrish and Electric dipped La to 611
/
2,
Lake, Minn., are the first of 500 being delivered to Burlington Northern for this
"According
to a doctor who
Westinghouse Ns to 9342, RCA
sweat of their brows than in any Josephine Jones Parrish.
year's grain. These cars represent about $1 million in rolling stock from ACF Inaccompanied
us,
it
appeared,
ALLOWED
DENIMS
L4
to
35%
and Sperry Rand
previous era,and don't you forget She was preceded in death by
NO
dustries, Huntington, W. Va. Each car can hold 3,720 bushels of wheat.
subject
to
further
(UPI)
examination,
QUENTIN,
Calif.
it. And, if your generation can one daughter, Mrs. Edith eased % to 29%. IBM slid 1%
SAN
that
the
guard
died
before the -San Quentin Prison will host
make as much progress in as Harrison in 1925, and one son, to 306, Control Data 1% to 53.
Penn Central held unchanged assault," said prison director an arts and craft show
many areas as these two Hudson Morris in 1964.
advised
at 6% in the rails. Burlington Jean Le Corno.
Saturday. Officials
generations have, you should
Survivors are one daughter, Northern eased 3os to 53%. He said Mrs Comte died visitors not to wear blue
solve many of the world's
Mrs. Guy (Lurline) Billington, American Airlines fell 111 to despite doctors' efforts. Both denims.
remaining ills.
1006 Sharpe Street, Murray; one 35%. Eastern was steady at had their their throats cut, he "That's the inmates unisaid .
form," said a prison spokes"It is my hope, and I know son,Buel Morris of Murray Route 1734.
Bontemps is serving a 20-year man. "We wouldn't be able to
the hope of these two generations, Six; one sister, Mrs. Effie
term. Buffet's death sentence permit anybody with blue
that you find the answers to these Rudolph of Detroit, Mich.; two HAS HIS OWN FREEZE
was commuted in 1967 to life denims" to enter.
brothers, Willie G. Pan-ish and
problems.
Elmus Parrish, both of Murray WASHINGTON (UPI) -Rep. imprisonment. They were taken
"But it won't be easy. And you Route Three; six grandchildren. Edwin W. Edwards, D-La., to a central prison hospital, at
Fresnes south of Paris where
won't do it by negative Ted Billington, Bob Billington, won't be getting his $3,541.66
Tursaboue shades
thoughts, nor by tearing dawn or and Mrs. Virgil (Anna Ruth) monthly pay .as a congressman officials said they had slight
head injuries.
_ NEW YORK (l1111 - Varbelittling. You may and can do it Harris, all of Murray, Raymond for awhile.
AUX.
iations or most
Prison
officials
said
Morris
the
and
Mrs.
two
Vernon
by hard work, humility, hope,
Edwards took himself off the
are available for rel(rackst..
inmates
had
feigned
(Virginia)
Dick, both of Hardin, congressional payroll effective
stomach
and faith in mankind. Try it."
disorders Tuesday morning. ,•rge )11 mounting. This"turn-.
and Damon Harrison of Frank- Sept. 8 while he runs
for
about" keeps the roller
fort; twelve great grafldchildren ; governor of Louisiana An aide Admitted to the prison hospital, %rig
showing roomside.
TO KEEP AGNEW?
three great great grandchildren. said he tried to get himself, they produced knives made I roM
particularly important
"It....is
WASHINGTON
UPI -A
from
spoons
and
seized Giradot
removed from the payroll as
dupkx shades because it
(or
chief political aide to President
and Mrs. Comte.
Funeral services are being held far
back as July 30.
onceals the strectside color
Nixon knows of no plan to drop today at two p.m. at the chapel of
When prison
authorities from the room," says the WinThe request was so unusual
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
turned down the prisoners'
that House staff members had
dow Shade Manufacturers As.
from the Republican ticket next Home with Rev. Hoyt W. Owen
demand that they be given
to seek advice on how to
year.
guns, ammunition and an
•fficiating.
proceed Finally Edwards was
-There never has been such
escape car, both sides settled
advised
to
ask
the
for
House
a
Sewing as pallbearers are
plan here
in the Whii.
down for an uneasy night
vote,
and
when
Congress
tailback Rodger Bird
House)," Harry Dent said Donnie Morris, Ted Billington,
I,e Corno said the two
returned from a summer recess
school's all-time
the
broke
Wednesday. "I'm not saying Bob Billington, Virgil Harris,
inmates
refused
his
initial
offer
this month, his request was
what will happen down the Raymond Morris, and Damon
of amnesty if the hostages were rushing record in 1964 with 671
approved
without
objection
Harrison
yards in 133 carries for a
road, because I don't know."
Should he lose the governor's released. He said he eventually
gain. The old record was
Interment will be in the
average
Nixon has confidence in
agreed
to
granting
the
prisorace and return to Washington,
by Bobby Cravens,
1956
in
OHHH, HIS ACHING BACK END—Hob .Bryant, 19, pits
aet
Agnew and in the job Agnew Palestine Cemetery with the
ners
their
liberty,
but that
in what's AD 01 his parlusizz
he apparently will have to
,
carried 669 yards lit UI
Wash.,-after Kiirtate. making it ahead, of a Burlington-Northern
has been doing, Dent told a arrangements by the Blalock- reverse
negotiations
broke
down
'over
train.
the process.
The
Coleman
train shred off the hack end- af the auto. Tioli got just -a few
Funeral Horne
reporter.
providing arms.
humps.
_

Project tannikin
stalled by protests

fig

r

Boycon

CHINESE
bused to San Friabout 1,000 Chinat
"freedom schools,''
Above, children le
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Stock Market

French Police
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Dies Wednesday
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istice Black
sted Critical

eimmiciss.
wfw -or

'ASHINGTON (UPI) —Red Justice Hugo L. Black, 85,
placed on the -critical list
Bethesda Naval Hospital
iy, a Supreme Court official

rile prognosis is considered
-," the official said. "His
ily is with him."
Lack, who entered the
Atal on Aug. 28, suffered a
s-e stroke Monday in what
official called a "cerebral
ular accident." Since that
e, he said, Black has
blued to worsen and was
ed on the critical list at 10
. EDT today.
ack, who was the senior
Lce on the court after
lag 34 years and 28 days,
a letter of retirement to
iident Nixon last Friday.
s office at the court
irmed on Sept. 15 that he.
entered
Bethesda
m
irban Maryland Aug. 28. A
f statement was later
td that he was undergoing
tment "for maintenance of
roper blood sugar balance
rig steroid treatment of an
ziptse
ory condition of the

GO-ING, GONE
ELBOURNE (UPI) —A
ooed topless go-go dancer
fired from a sideshow at
royal agricultural show
:y after officials discovered
r." was a man.
deshow
owner
Hercules
imba said the dancer was
iaring as part of a show
iring two rock bands, go-go
*rs, a belly dancer and an
'ban dancer.
said he wanted his show
ie a "family show" and
gore felt it was necessary
!ire the tattooed topless
er when he found out
" was a man.

VT PAPERS RELEASED
ASHINGTON (UPI) —Two
se members will ask US.
net Court this week for a
ng on their suit seeking
ase of the entire Pentagon
y on the origins of the
nam War.
John E. Moss, D-Calif.,
Ogden Reid, R-N.Y., said
would continue their suit
ite the administration decito publish an abridged
don of the papers. They
they would ask U.S.
rict Judge Gerhard Gesell
ecide the case in the near
:e.

aopper cars near Big
on Northern for this
stock from ACF Inishels of wheat.

s.left of his car near
;ton-Northern train.
ta few humps.

Read The Classifieds

THE MORAL ANGLE

Wage, price
wit-A611,
controls needed
Three - time widow

Dear Father Lester:
Is there anything morally
impermissible about President
Nixon's wage-price freeze?
Labor surely seems to be
complaining.
Peter H.

thinks she's a jinx
By Abigail Van Buren

CHINESE BOYCOTT INTEGRATION — Refusing to be
bused to San Francisco's integrated public schools,
about 1,000 Chinatown youngsters are attending four
"freedom schools," where volunteers are teaching.
Above, children leave Nam Kue School, one of the
four, during recess.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 57-year-old man who is absolutely
crazy, mad, wild and dizzy over a 55-year-old widow who
makes me feel like a teen-ager!
This woman is beautiful, warm, responsive, intelligent,
and she says she loves me as much as I love her. So what's
the problem? She won't marry me!
Her reason: She has buried three husbands, and she says
she is a "jinx" to a man. She says she will continue to date
me, she will travel with me, and she will even "play house"
with me, but she won't marry me or anybody else as long as
she lives because she cannot go thru burying another
husband. Abby, I am in perfect health, and I am not
planning on dying.
So what advice have you for a man who wants a wife
—WALKING ON AIR
and not a mistress?

So Prepare Now

MURRAY
NATURAL GAS
COMPANY
Has

Gas Lites
At A

Special Price

Was '3495
$ 1695

N
O()
;

DEAR ABBY: This problem concerns my wife. She
thinks it is against the Bible to have sex in the day time.
And it has got to be real dark or it's no go.
Another thing, when she goes outside, no matter what
the weather is like she buttons herself up and always has a
coat on. I am losing patience with this woman. Can you help
—HAD IT IN THE SOONER STATE
me?
DEAR HAD IT: Ask your wife to show you where in the
Bible it says sex is forbidden in the day time. And since
she's religion!, maybe your clergyman can talk to her. And
It wouldn't hurt to have the doctor check her over, too.
DEAR ABBY: The many letters you print from widows
who complain that they are lonely, neglected and forgotten,
prompts me to write.
I lost my husband nearly a year ago. We had been
married for 35' years, and, Abby, there are not enough hours
in the day to do all the things I'd like to do. Since his death
fhe had been ill tor two years) I have returned to church
activities, volunteer work and keep busy with lettures, art,
antiques and helping others.
I invite my friends in for dinner, and I'm not hung up on
having a balanced table with an equal number of men and
women. I am more concerned with good companionship and
conversation. I'm not looking for dates, but if I were, I'm
sure that wouldn't be a problem.
I am not saying I never have moments of loneliness
have. But no widow has to be chronically lonely if she makes
an effort to keep busy and active instead of sitting home and
expecting others to invite her out.
—NO TIME FOR LONELINEac

Dear Father Lester:
Ecology-minded people say
using a garbage disposal is a
no-no.
Am I morally obligated to
stop using this household aid? I
have a family of eight and the
disposal is a great help.
Mrs. M. P.
Dear Mrs. Ni. P.:
You are free to use the
garbage disposal until rightful
authority forbids it or until you
can see for yourself that the
harm outweighs the convenience.

[

Mediterranean styling—model 3023. Also in Contemporary and Early American styles. Your choice.

Compact STEREO Phono
that's only 36" wide
Although petfect for smaller rooms or apartments, tonal
quality and performance is not sacrificed. Magnavox
has been making great sounds for over 60 years, and
they've loaded this model with extra -value features;
such as: 10-Watts EIA music power, four speakers
that project sound from both ,sides and front, a precision automatic record Player—
even record storage. Ifs also available with a stereo FM/AM radio—
at extra cost. See it today.

$179°'

11011agncsiecc
Leach's Music
8 TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-7575

I
—

DEAR NO TIME: Not every widow has your get up and
go. but thank you for an inspiring letter.
DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for the 14-year-old adopted
girl who wrote the letter exploding the myth about the
"other" mother.
Too many bad movies, tearful novels and hysterical TV
shows have depicted the adopted child as traumatically
disappearing into the foggy night to search for his or her
"real" mother.
its
Baloney!
I, too, was adopted—over 40 years ago when I was an
infant. My "real" parents were those two wonderful people
who gave me their name, their home, their loving care and
their discipline. That they were not my biological parents
mattered not one bit.
An adopted child with loving parents has no "other"
—STANHOPE, N. J READER
mother
What's your problem'? You'll feel better V yea get it ett
year cheat. Write to ABBY, Bea WM, Las Angeles, Cal.
MIS. For a perseaal refply endow staaaped, addressed
envelope
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want te
mew," send $1 to Abby. Bel NM, Les Angeles. Cal. WM.

INSTALLED

them

Dear Peter:
Any
such
emergency
measure probably would have
many inequities which cannot
be avoided. I, personally, see it
as an honest, reasonable
measure of halting the country's economic decline. It does
not get at the root of the
troubles, but at least It will buy Dear Father Lester:
time to find and apply a sound
My 10-year-old son goes into
solution. Temporarily it will almost uncontrollable fits
of
perhaps cause labor and temper if I don't let him have
management some suffering; his way. His father has been
in the long run, though, it dead for almost a year and I
should work to the benefit of think he knows I hate to punish
both.
him. But he has really gotten
For sound, stable economic out of hand.
progress there must be
At his age, do I still have a
cooperation between labor and right to give him corporal
management. The govern- punishment?
ment's job is to foster that
Mrs. Gail S.
harmony.
The
fullest Dear Mrs. S.:
cooperation - eventually
Usdally parents should
demands a nationwide labor- control their children without a
management
congress heavy hand. If they strive to
representing every category of keep ahead of the youngsters,
industry from food and remain superior and rule with a
machines to professional gentle but firm hand through
services.
rewards and withholding of
The congress would be in a rewards, a word or stern look
better position than any other often suffices to set the young
agency to set with justice ones in line. But by no means
wages and prices, to see that no should parents, on principle,
one gets the lion's share to exclude corporal punishment
another person's disadvantage. unless circumstances have
It would arbitrate all disputes made such punishment quite
and thus obviate any stop in impossible. Hopefully, you are
production. Its guiding prin- still able to make the boy
ciples would be those not of assume the position for a
socialism but 'of social justice paddling.
which respects the equal imAddress questions to Father
portance of every man
inasmuch as he is a man and Lester, Copley News Service,
yet recognizes individual P. 0. Box 190, San Diego, Calif.
differences in character, 92112. Enclose a stamped, selftraining, ability, desire and so addressed envelope.

DEAR WALKING: Keep walking.

It's Time
For
Dark!

forth and rewards
proportionately.

By FATHER LE,STER
Copley News Service

Hear how good your
budget can sound.

U.S. AID TO THAILAND
BANGKOK (UPI) —Prime
Minister Thanom Kittikachron
said Sunday the United States
has provided Thailand with
823.1 million during the past
fiscal year.
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The small car expert
has something new.

THE 1972
DATSUNS.
The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks. too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
whitewalls, reclining buckets. safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

GOES UNDERGROUND —
Self-styled caveman Robert Addis is perched atop
the 30 - foot stalagmitq at
— "LewistUre,-17r.:, where
he broke a world's record
of.tirneundegroundXaak
spe-rit 15 days atop

•

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
* Open Evenings Till 8i00 *
-Phone-,753-711.4 -

Si12thui.
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PEANUTS .
e

1. How well doe

• •

Murray and
Calloway Count3

for
vote

West Kentucky
And State News
World And
National News

2. If you were
restrictions, how

for
vot
e
"One SEEN
/

Personal News
About People
• Including
Weddings,
Anniversaries
Court News,
Damage suits
World And
national News
Business News
Routine Police
And Fire Dept.

vote

DEA
R
for

School and
University News
Medicine
And Science
Reports On
City, County
Government
Features
Women's Page
Sports

3: Do you read

If you read
individual cc

Peanuts
The Coloniab

is your day to help the Editors of
the Ledger & Times plan a
newspaper you'll like better!

Lil' Abner
Nancy
Do you ha'
the Ledger
4. What opinion a

Our Opinions—
Ledger Editori

ON

THE FACING PAGE .. .is a series of questions designed to measure your attitudes about
various features, articles and the general handling of news. We would appreciate it very much if you would thoughtfully

fill out each of these. They will have an important bearing on the future content of your daily Ledger & Times. In this
way you become a sort of Editor, helping make decisions that are designed to provide a lively, interesting newspaper
that is important to the daily life of the subscribers.

Your Opinions—
Letters To Edi
Other Opinions—
Sensing The N
Guest Editoria
5. *hat other
Ledger & Time

6. How would
true and accura

PLEASE ... take up your pencil right now and fill out the questions so that you don't forget and try to

Very High

return it to us by Saturday, October 2. You can mail the questionaire to Ledger & -Times news editor, Gene McCutcheon,
P.O. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071, or bring it by the office at 103 N. Fourth Street. Thank you very mall. Your opinions
will be highly valued and will have an important effect on our future decisions.
.r

, 7. How would)
coverage and tr
Very Fair
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LEDGER & TIMES READERSHIP SURVEY
1. How well does the Ledger & Times keep you informed?

•

8. Which general news features and services do you read or not read?

•
EXTREMELY
WELL

NOT VERY
W LL

Read
regularly

COMMENTS

Seldom
Read

Comments

Dear Abby

Murray and
Calloway County

TV Schedule

West Kentucky
And State News

Crossword Puzzle
Weather Statistics .

World And
National News

ii

Please check the appropriate item or box.

Seen & Heard

2. If you were the editor of the Ledger & Times, operating on the same space
restrictions, how would you handle various types of news?
se Same
Use More
Use Less
Amount
Personal News
About People
Including
Weddings,
Anniversaries

Hospital Report
Court Reports
The Family Lawyer
Mental Health Matters
Country Correspondents
Community Calendar

Court News,
Damage suits

Weekly TV Preview
Almanac

World And
national News

Down The Garden Path

Business News

10, 20 & 30 Years Ago

Routine Police
And Fire Dept. News

Bible Thought
Poetically Speaking

Pp

School and
University News

World News In Brief
Quotes In The News

Medicine
And Science

Stock Market Report

Reports On
City, County
Government

Hog, Cattle Market
Sunday School Lesson

Features
9. In what group are you?

Women's Page

Married
Sports

Single

Under 14
Male

14 to 18 19 to 25 25 to 30 31 to 40 41 to 65 66 older
Female

10. How many minutes a day, on the average, do you spend reading the Ledger
& Times.

3. Do you read the comics regularly?

•
Yes

11.136 you read the ads in the Ledger & Times before you go on a shopping trip?

No

Always_ Usually
If you read them regularly, would you please check the appropriate box for the
individual comic strips.
Read
Regularly

Seldom
Read

Average Daily
In Minutes

Sometimes_Never_

12. Have you used Ledger & Times classified ads in the last six months?

To Sell
To Buy
Something_ Something_

CommAlts

13. What do you particularly like or dislike about the Ledger & Times in the
way of content?

Peanuts
The Colonials
Lil' Abner
Nancy
Do you have any suggestions for replacement comics you would like to see in
the Ledger & Times?

14. What do you particularly like or dislike about the Ledger & Times in the
way of typography,such as column width, page layout, type faces and sizes?

4 What opinion articles in the Ledger & Times do you read or not read?
Read
Regularly

Seldom
Read

Comments

Our Opinions—
Ledger Editorials

!s about

lughtfully

15. How would you rate the Ledger & Times as your daily newspaper?

Your Opinions—
Letters To Editor

Excellent

Barely Adequate

Unsatisfactory

Other Opinions—
Sensing The News
Guest Editorials

In this
paper

Good

16. Please use this space to make any comments you may wish to make
regarding the Ledger & Times.

5. What other opinion or editorial material would you like to see added to the
Ledger & Times?

6. How would you rate your confidence that the news in the Ledger & Times is
true and accurate?

try to
Very High

High

Some

Little

Cutcheon,

)pinions

7. How would you rate the Ledger & Times with respect to its fairness of news
coverage and treatment of organizations and people?
-Very Fob.

Pafr

:-Average

Unfair

Very Unfair

17. Your name is not necessary but please indicate the town in which you live or
live nearest to:

Please mail your completed survey to Gene fidutcheon, news editor, theledger ijimes,W). Box 32,
Murray, Ky. 42071, or bring tour questionnaire by the office at 103 N. 4th Street
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Business Community Maintains
Wait and See Attitude On Plan
The nation's small and independent business community is
maintaining an attitude
best
described as "wait and see" on
the new economic controls imposed by the Administration.
While
there is almost
unanimous agreement that labor
costs have gone wild, on the other
hand the principle of wage and
price controls have not won
heavy support in the polls conducted
by
the
National
Federation of Independent
Business.
Earlier in the year a
Federation poll on the question of
mandatory Federal wage and

THURSDAY—SEPTEMBER 23, 1971

seems but little doubt that the Detroit does not attempt to
primary beneficiary of this new resume strict arbitrary controls
economic program will be the over its dealers, the attitude
American automobile toward the economic controls
manufacturer, as the program may be one of at least tacit accould by law re-establish them in ceptance.
a neo-monopoly position which It is unlikely that any inwith
allied
imports,
surcharge
on
price controls found only 44
many claim they lost by lack of dependent business people are
devaluation
the
of
percent in favor with 50 percent the probable
marketing vision.
concerned over the foreign
by the
opposed. However, a similar dollar, will be fully felt
This line of reasoning takes the economies, or their employment
combusiness
independent
vote a year earlier showed 58
position Detroit did in turning its problems. As a matter of fact,
munity.
percent opposed with only 34
back on the small compact, there has been indications
currently the continuous inexpensive car at a time when received by the Federation that
percent in favor.
field survey of the Federation consumers were in the mood for the independent businessman is
Probably part of the attitude is
shows 11 percent of the in- such vehicles, and due to delay in quite weary of continued exdue to the announced intent to dependent
business firms meeting foreign competition, penditures for foreign aid and for
maintain such controls for only 90 reporting that imports have
days. What takes place after that helped their business, and 14 they lost a large segment of the foreign military adventures, and
market.
tends to be moving toward the
90 days, and how much more the percent reporting they have their
Thus,
probably
principle of isolationism.
Detroit
holds
bureaucracy that will develop to business with the big remainder
the key to future independent On the other hand, there is a
enforce these controls will add to
reporting no effect.
business attitudes. If the industry sentiment that imports have been
the burden of doing business, will
is
able to put out the type of a factor to some degree in conweigh heavily on the attitude of Probably the first indication of
the independent entrepreneur. any impact will come in the vehicles the consumers want and trolling monopolism in this
the line on prices, and if country, by affording aggressive
automobile business. There hold
It will probably require a few
low cost price competition in
months before the impact of the
many fields.

With the American auto
industry highly concentrated,
dealer franchises are limited,
and in the past this has caused
criticism of Detroit bearing down
on these franchise holders with a
heavy hand.
In addition, this has created a
high value on these franchises
with the result that many who
were once shut out of a car
dealership
have
opened
dealerships for foreign cars and
on the average have done quite
well.
It thus appears obvious that the
thrust of these new economic
moves is to give Detroit a new
lease on life. The success or
failure of the plan will depend to a
large degree on how Detroit
operates in what is now a
protected market. To a lesser
degree, this also applies to many
other heavily concentrated industries.
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illASE0 ON NATIONAL NUNN& WRVICS IS DAT SOISCASTI

The Most Complete Selection

ROAR OF THE GRE,
STP Special racing
of_ the auto racing
Executive is owner

of

NEEDLE WORK
in Western Kentucky!

Bud
Paul

•KNITTING
YARNS
• NEEDLE

outcolors...outbrightens...outdetails
and outperforms...every previous
giant-screen color TV!

POINT
• CREWEL
•CROSS
STITCH

By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Servicq

* ALL NEW 1972 MODELS *.
See Them at FURNITURE CITY
- We Are YObfirad-u-tab Headquarters for Complete Line of

Thomas'

ZENITH STEREO & TV

YARN & GIFT SHOP
7th & Walnut

Phone 247-3071
Mayfield, Ky.

7-YEA1-OLD QUEEN—Susan Akin, 7, Meridian, Miss.,
holds her scepter of office in New York after winning
-Little Miss Hemisphere 1972" title at Wildwood, N.J.

FURNITURE CITY

South Beltline Highway, Across From The Fabulous Farmers Martet

— PADUCAH, KENTUCKY —

CLAIROL
LOVING
CARE
COLOR
FOAM
$ 1 84

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
SAVE
YOUR
OWN
SKIN

FOR GLEEMING WHITE TEETH

LISTERINE

JOHNSON
and
JOHNSON

ANTISEPTIC

TABLETS

32-oz.

YOU PAY
ONLY

FIRST AID
CREAM

e6rdent

ANTISEPTIC
KILLS GERMS
MILLIONS
• Al CONTACT
.
Orai Hviro"
Colds 8,4
▪ Sq

..
,11
Scr•Mr
,

Regular 694 Value
12 F0a0 OUNCES Itaij

BROMO
SELIZE

SAV-RITE'S
LOW

Ct... MO. VAR..* LtdiVIt t14.1,10111 000* 'Nil

."
a So,. TWO

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

'2.75 Value

Regular 12.29
Value
Your breath stays fresh
because your mouth is

PRICE

40 Tablets
1.19

VaVie

PeROVIIPS
PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE
Personal Size
Medium

Size

28; Alact
43' Value

69' Value

Cleans deep stains,
Leaves dentures odor free

clean with LISTERINE!

TOOTHPASTE

-PRISTEEN
The spray
that
protects
all day long'

FEMININE HYGIENE DEODORANT

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

WHITEST TEETH! FRESHEST BREATH!

1111SCOIAT 11111G CENTERS
GRIFFIN

Liquid Wax Say-Rite's
SELF SlintiNG SHOE POLISH
All Popular Colors
liquid
wax

Low
Price

Medium Size

69' Value
Large Size

Ofl/39' Value
Family Size
$11,9 Value

When Jim Finks hire(
Grant as head coach
Minnesota Vikings in 19
told an associate:
wai
man because he knows t
win and he knows how t
with
Neither of these virtues
evident in Grant's first s
when the Viking record w.
3.
But now the competiti
the National Football L
understands why Finks
drawn to Grant a
replacement for Norm
Brocklin. In method,
sonality and results, he's
of Paul Brown.
It was Paul Brown
Achanged Grant's life. The
when Brown was coach
football team at the
Lakes Naval Station and
was a youngster fresh
high alsool with, ae sem
direction_
Grant acknowledges his
"If I had not gone to
Lakes and played under
it Brown, I probably would
'worked on an ore boat on
Superior the rest of my
Through Brown I saw a I
in coaching. His 0111.100i
proach to football impr
the I knew then I'd have
on to college."
The two men are remar
alike. Grant is as austerc
Minnesota winter. Bros
cool. Neither man
profanity or raises his vo

NFL
is las
By GEORGE HOWE
Copley News Servie
OAKLAND, Calif. —
year was 1959.
National Football L
scouts had examined ant
amined the latest crop
lege football players, m
ing them, interviewing
and finally drafting SOff
discarding many.
One of the rejects was
bination center-lineb
from Miami of Florida
Otto.
He'd set a college carei
ard for tackles by a lined
But the NFL wasn't impr
and he slipped through
nets.
Even the American Ft
League, just starting
wasn't all that impr
either And by the time a
team got around to sel
the Miami football play
AFL was into the 23rd
Twenty-third round
choices aren't suppos
make it.
But in this case the tea
drafted Otto — the 01
Raiders — didn't regret
Otto — "00" hirns
makes no secret that
time "it was very disapix
not to be drafted by the
those days." But he ac
was very happy the Ala'
starting and drafted me
Twelve years is a pret
piece of tune. The hippie
still almost a decade awa
beatniks were already I
And Jim Otto was a
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ROAR OF THE GREASE PIT—President Nixon shields his ear from the roar of the
STP Special racing car during a White House reception honoring representatives
of. the auto racing world. Trying to explain the workings of the car to the Chief
Executive is owner Andy Granatelli, president of STP Corp., while driver Mario
Andretti steps on the gas pedal.

Bud Grant following
Paul Brown's example
ails
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By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service
When Jim Finks hired Bud
Grant as head coach of the
Minnesota Vikings in 1967, he
told an associate: "I want this
man because he knows how to
win and he knows how to live
with winning."
Neither of these virtues were
evident in Grant's first season
when the Viking record was 3-83.
But- now the competitiai in
the National Football League
understands why Finks was
drawn to Grant as a
replacement for Norm Van
Brocklin. In method, personality and results, he's a pup
of Paul Brown.
It was Paul Brown who
hanged Grant's life. They met
when Brown was coach of the
football team at the Great
Lakes Naval Station and Grant
was a youngster fresh out of
bigh scbool with. oo sense of
direction.
Grant acknowledges his debt.
"If I had not gone to Great
Lakes and played under Paul
4 Brown, I probably would have
-worked on an ore boat on Lake
Superior the rest of my life.
Through Brown I saw a future
in coaching. His outlook, his
t§pproach to football impressed
the. I knew then I'd have to go
on to college."
The two men are remarkably
alike. Grant is as austere as a
Minnesota winter. Brown is
cool. Neither man uses
profanity or raises his voice in

anger. Both exude strength. office, all of it complimentary.
Both are intense, driven men It was a simple thing Grant had
but they can put football aside done. But lots of Americans
and enjoy other things in life. believe the flag should be
Both are feared and respected respected.
by the athletes,and their teams
Further, it was an expression
have a rare sense of discipline. of Grant's discipline. He
Grant is essentially a private doesn't tolerate sloppy atrnsn
and
his
manner titudes or thoughts if he can
discourages casual small talk. prevent them. And he is
Like most successful men, he is realistic.
"It's Bud's strength that he
meticulous about detail. He
things as they are," says a
sees
detests carelessness and is
offended by those who do not. friend, "he doesn't delude
himself. He'll say, you know it
It was Grant who introduced isn't always that your team
the National Anthem formation makes a bad play — sometimes
to the NFL. When he came to the other side makes a great
the Vikings from Canada, play'"
Grant insisted that his athletes
Jim Finks had come to adalign themselves in a precise mire Grant when the two were
formation along the sideline competing in Canada. Finks
during the playing of The Star was general manager of the
Spangled Banner." It was then Calgary Stampeders and he
the custom in pro football for was a little awed by Grant's
the athletes to give the anthem success in Winnipeg. During a
scant notice. They slouched, 10-year span, Grant won six
they cRatted among them- Western championships and
selves, and some didn't bother the Grey Cup four times.
to-face the flag.
Finks thought isrunediately
Grant changed all that. of Grant when Van Brocklin
During the years he was coach
resigned in 1967. First, quarand general manager of the terback Fran Tarkenton
Winnipeg Blue Bombers, he demanded to be traded.
noted that Canadians expected
Then Van Brocklin quit the
the athletes to display
next day. It was a combination
respectful interest when the that would rattle most men but
band played "Oh Canada." A
Finks saw it as an opportunity.
good cuStom, he decided. He
He traded Tarkenton to the
brought it to Minneapolis.
New York Giants for four draft
Now the Grant formation is choices. Subsequently the deal
standard throughout the NFL. produced Clint Jones, Ron
The league office was im- Yary, Ed White and Bob Grim.
pressed by the public's All are starters for a team that
response. A great volume of has had a 12-2 record in each of
mail poured into the Vikings' the last two seasons.

NFL cast-off Jim Otto
is last original 'Raider'
By GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service

player on another team in a
new league.
Otto is far from being "anOAKLAND, Calif. — The other player" today.
year was 1959.
Great pride has helped to
National Football League motivate him to become one of
scouts had examined and reex- the pro game's best centers.
amined the latest crop of col- The play he likes best is when
lege football players, measur- quarterback Daryle Lamonica
ing them, interviewing them calls Otto's hole number, inchand finally drafting some and eating a run over Otto's posidiscarding many.
tion. It gives him a chance to
One of the rejects was a com- show what he can do to opposbination center-linebacker ing linemen or linebackers.
There aren't many players
from Miami of Florida, Jim
around from 1959 AFL ranks.
Otto.
He'd set a college career rec- Only nine. Strangely, the
ord for tackles by a linebacker. Raiders had three — offensive
But the NFL wasn't impressed, tackle Ron Mix, who has played
and he slipped through their only for San Diego; quarterback-kicker George Blanda
nets.
and of course Otto — when they
Even the American Football opened camp. The New York
League, just starting out, Jets started the season with
wasn't all that impressed Larry Grantham and Don Mayeither.And by the time an AFL nard. Rounding out the group
team got around to selecting are Johnny Robinson of Kansas
the Miami football player the City, Gino Cappalletti and Jim
AFL was into the 23rd round. Hunt of Boston and Ernie
Twenty-third round draft Wright of Cincinnati.
choices aren't supposed to
When Otto broke from the
make it.
huddle and jogged up to the ball
But in this case the team that to get ready to snap it to Ladrafted Otto — the Oakland monica in the Raiders' 1971 exhibition opener against PhilaRaiders — didn't regret it.
Otto — "00" himself — delphia on Aug. 9, he was makmrtki no secret that at the ing his 225th pro football start.
time "it was very disappointing He's been in 154 conference
not to be drafted by the NFL in games and 53 exhibitions and 10
those days." But he adds "I MI-Star games. He's been the
was very happy the AFI, was only all-league center.
Still longevity isn't upperstarting and drafted me." .
Twelve years is a pretty fair most in his thoughts. No pro
wants to be a hanger-on, lookpiece of time. The hippies were
still almost a decade away. The ing for hot meals and a place to
beatniks were already fading. flop outliving their usefulness.
And Jim Otto was another
Nor are records Pus goal.

"I'm here to play and help
the team win and as long as I
can do that I'll play. Let the
records fall where they will,"
he says.
He has had only one goal
since being drafted into a
league that every one derided
and that was situated right
across the Bay from the NFL's
San Francisco '49ers.
The goal was "to win the
world championship. That was
the goal from the first year
goal-efeiveiy
- ToOtbaII
Player•"
The Raiders came within one
game of getting into the Super
Bowl last year, losing to the
Baltimore Colts in the American Football Conference
championship game, 27-17.
They start over anew on Sept.
19, of course, and while Otto
says the1971 Raiders have "the
greatest potential we've ever
had," they must instill a keen
sense of rivalry against New
York, Kansas City, San Diego
and even San Francisco.
It isn't. It isn't because there
are long-lived guys on these
teams who don't look on us as
just another opponent, Otto explained.
"The difference in carrying.
these traditions with you or forgetting them can mean a win or
loss against a Kansas City or
Denver."
The Raiders will find out soon
— in that 100-yard patch on the,
Oakland Coliseum floor
whether Otto's younger teammates catch that sense of
rivalry. Jim Otto doesn't want
to wait much longer to find out.

American League Roundup

Baltimore Churns On Toward
Eastern Division Title In AL

first stringer in 1970.
Taylor, a native of Perth
Amboy, N. J., conceded that he
By JOE CARNICELLI
SAN FRANCISCO — The might have suffered slightly
Montreal blanked Philadelphia this season, watched the lame
UPI'Sports Writer
the
at
overconfidence
from
hardly
was
name Bruce Taylor
2-0.
duck Senators, who will move
The Baltimore express churns
a household word west of the start of the 1970 campaign. His
Luis Aparicio doubled in two to Texas after this season, beat
on—toward
however,
another
practice,
division
in
first
job
Mountains
of
Berkshire
runs during a three-run eighth the Indians.
was to guard wide receiver title and toward a 51-year-old
he
when
Massachusetts
as the Red Sox beat Detroit and
reported as a rookie to the San Gene Washington and he record.
25-game winner Mickey Lolich.
humility.
instant
learned
The
Orioles
gained
at
least
a
Francisco 49ers in 1970.
MCKLAUS KEEPS LEAD
tie for their thir consecutive Lolich had allowed only three
True, he came with some
NEW YORK (UPI) —Jack
hits
until
the
eighth
when
Billy
"Gene
made
me
look
bad,"
.40k.an League East title
impressive credentials, inConigliaro and Duane Jose- Nicklaus held on this week to
night as
cluding a fine record as a he said, -bat I felt better when Wednesday
they
his first-place
position
on
defensive back with Boston he did it to everyone else who clubbed the New York Yankees phson singled and Phil Gagliano
professional
had
golf's
to-play
was
safe
'on
a
fielder's
choice.
money-winagainst
him."
University. But the, Terriers
10-1 while the Boston Red Sox
Taylor made substantia; edged second-place
Conigliaro scored on an infield ning list. Nicklaus, with
did not play a big league
Detroit 3-2.
schedule and San Diego State improvement from game to
The victory went to Jim out and Aparicio followed with $208,080, is followed by Lee
Trevino with $197,219, and
exposed the limitations of BU game as a rookie, and figures Palmer, who pitched a six- his double.
in the Pasadena Bowl of 1969. to be around for quite a few hitter to gain his 19th triumpp. Tom Bradley pitched a four- Arnold Palmer's $194.937.
All three players participated
hitter for his sixth shutout and
But Taylor did everything years.
The 49ers' move from out- The Orioles now have a week in 15th victory as the White Sox in the Ryder Cup matches last
right for San Francisco in the
which
to
become
the first team
1970 season, winning distinction moded Kezar Stadium to since the 1919 Chicago White beat Oakland for the third week, which offered no prize
as NFL defensive rookie of the Candlestick Park, which has Sox to boast four 20-game straight game. It was Bradley's money.
considerable
year as a corner back. He also undergone
winners. Dave McNally won his third shutout in three starts
led the league in total yardage renovation to make a good 20th Tuesday
night and the against Oakland this season. SHUYEE SET
football
stadium
out
of
what
on punts returned, 516, and
Rick Reichardt hit his 18th
Orioles'
three
remaining
starhas
been
less
than
satisfactory
STANTON, Del. (UPI)—Shuhandled 12 kickoffs which
homer for Chicago.
ters—Palmer,
Mike
Cuellar
and
as a baseball field.
vee will carry high weight of
netted him 190 yards.
Kansas
City
sent
14
batters
to
Pat
Dobson—each has 19
If some of the other 49ers are
People should not have been
'the plate in the ninth inning and 128 pounds Saturday in the
victories.
too surprised about Bruce, apprehensive about playing on
nine of them scored as the $100,000 added Delaware HandiElsewhere
in
the
the
artificial
AL,
turf
at
CanChicago
however, despite his relatively
cap at Delaware Park. The 5shut
out
cliestick,
Oakland
Taylor is not. It is
3-0, Kansas Royals routed the Angels. year-old mare, with $820,045 in
small size he weighs in at
California
led
3-1
entering
the
good for receivers and City clubbed California 10-3,
about 180 pounds).
ninth before the Kansas City earnings, will be ridden by Ron
He was the outstanding defensive backs "because they Washington edged Cleveland 3-2 rally, highlighted
by
Bob Thrcotte.
can
move
more
quickly,"
and
Milwaukee-Minnesota
was
college player in the collegeOliver's
two-run
single.
Taylor
observed.
rained out.
pro MI Star game in Chicago in
San Francisco had an outIn National League play, Pitcher Bill Gogolewski lined SHORT RETIREMENT
1970, an honor he was officially
standing season under coach Pittsburgh took the Eastern his first major league double OTTAWA (UPI) —Veteran
presented this summer.
Dick Nolan last year, and Division title with a 5-1 victory with the bases loaded in the defenseman Joe Watson has
inning
figure to be even better in 1971. over St. Louis, Chicago downed second
to
provide rejoined the roster of the
The 49ers also must have had
Whether the 49ers make it to New York 4-1, San
Washington with all its runs Philadelphia 'Flyers
some good information, since
Francisco.•
24 hours
the Super Bowl depends in no beat
Houston 3-1, Cincinnati and a victory over Cleveland. after announcing his retirement
they traded away veteran
small way on Taylor's success
Kermit Alexander and gamtopped Los Angeles 4-1, San Only 1,485 fans, the second from the National Hockey
in his sophomore year.
bled that Taylor could play as a
Diego defeated Atlanta 7-3 and smallest crowd in the majors League
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
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New 1972engineering,styling,
at frozen 1971 prices...
Never a better time to buy a Ford!
Gran Torino
Oneoffline all-new`lbrinos.
Only Ford,among all U.S.car makers,brings
you a completely new line ofmid-size cars.

(,r,o, I

Torino—newest mid-size value. The new Torino is the
best built, best handling mid-size Ford we've ever
made. Roomy. Luxurious. Quiet.
New engineering ... with
better ideas from a
steering system insulated against
vibration to
standard front
disc brakes.
Rugged.
Torino's new
computer-tuned
body-frame gives
excellent support and rigidity.
—Uncouth riding bec_ause Torino has
new coil spring suspension system that offers sure
handling and road-hugging stability.
Comfortable because you get extra riding room in all
nine new Torinos for 1972. Quiet because it's a Ford.

2-Door Hardtop

Ford LTD.
World famous for its quiet ride...
now one ofthe vvorld's most
luxurious cars.
Ford LTD is quiet...plus.

I TD Brougham 2-Door Hardtop
Cars shown with vinyl roofs,
white sidewall tires and other options.

Quiet...plus luxury. You get
a 351 V-8. Automatic transmission.
Power front disc brakes. Power steering. All standard.
' Quiet...plus engineering. Rugged S-frame is computertuned to place body mounts precisely for comfort, quiet.
Quiet...plus durability. Alutriittized mufflers, zinc-rich primer
and galvanized key underbody parts all help tight rust and corrosion.

Boys 8-13 register now
at your participating Ford Dealer's
1971 Punt, Pass, and Kick Competition.
Hurry, registration ends October I.

FORD 41§30
Better idea for safety ... buckle up

Thunderbird.Ford.Torino.Mustang.Maverick.Pinto.See the 1972 Better Idea Cars at your Ford Dealer's,

PARKER FORD
701 Main Street

, Phone 753-5273

Murray, Kentucky

,
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ROTC Head At University
Sees Better Program With
Change To Voluntary Plan

Miller Urges
Horses To Be
, Vaccinated

ComAgriculture
Lagging ROTC enrollment In veteran of combat duty in three
State
the wake of the policy chant'se wars, assumed his new post this
missioner J. Robert Miller is
from compulsory to voluntary summer. When he arrived on
urging all Kentucky horse owners
military training at Murray State campus to begin serving his final
to have their animals vaccinated
University this fall followed the three-year assignment before
against Venezuelan Equine
script.
Encephalomyelitis VEE).
retirement, he was faced with the
However, Col. Palmer A. change in ROTC policy.
A VEE vaccination program
•
Person, professor of military
underway in Kentucky, an
Compulsory ROTC had been in
science, sees several sources of effect at Murray State 19 years
Commissioner Miller said it is hi
strength for the program as a before the board of regents made
hope that farmers and equinc
result of the decline in male the surprise move abolishing the
owners will give their full
freshmen in the Reserve Officers requirement in a special meeting
cooperation to the program.
Training Corps from 382 last last February.
"Since we have one of the
spring to 55 this fall.
largest horse industries in the
1952, military
Initiated in
"Nobody is compelled to training was mandatory for both
nation,"Miller declared,"I feel it
participate now," he commented, freshman and sophomore men
urgent that we get at least 90
"so we are getting the kind of until the fall of 1970 when the
percent of our horse population
young men who are genuinely requirement was reduced to
vaccinated during this voluntary
interested in what we have to freshmen only.
drive."
offer. The net result has to be a It became a volatile issue on
"In addition to the economic
higher standard of excellence for the campus in the spring of 1969
concern for the horse industry,
the program on this campus." when a group of students and
we must also be mindful of
protecting the health of our
He added that the nine officers faculty held a meeting to protest
people,"Miller added.
and four enlisted men who make the policy. Feeling ran high for
VEE, a highly fatal virus
up the faculty in the military several months and then subdisease of horse and other
sciencer department are in a sided markedly when the board
xpines, is transmissible to
better position to emphasize adopted the one-year plan.
humans. While not generally
individual instruction and to
Peterson, who has already
fatal to humans, VEE Can
devote more personal attention to interviews freshmen coming
prespiratory
produce a sever
men enrolled in the ROTC.
into the program,said each cadet
illness associated with headaches
Total enrollment in the will be watched closely and enand fever.
military training program this couraged to develop his
The disease is generally
MEXICAN-AMERICAN IS UNITED STATES TREASURER —
fall is 176, with the breakdown of leadership
capability by
transmitted by mosquitoes and
President Nixon talks with Romana Banuelos, a Mexithe other classes as follows: soh- emphasizing a well-rounded
can-American and successful Los Angeles businessother biting insects.
phomore, 38; junior, 28; and academic background.
woman, after naming her treasurer of the United States.
Noting this fact, Commissioner
senior, 55. There were 551 He expressed confidence that
Miller said Kentuckians should She is 46, and succeeeds Dorothy Andrews Habis, who
enrolled in the program last nen who are commissioned as
be of particular concern about died of a heart attack July 3. Mrs. Banuelos will sign all
officers through the voluntary
U.S. currency. Her signature is shown.
having horses vaccinated against
Peterson, a 29-year Army
program at Murray State
VEE.
will be its best selling point in the
"Since nearly one-third of our
future.
counties have problems with the
"You might say that our best
salt marsh mosquito,' Miller
salesmen are our satisfied
said, "I feel we have added
customers," he went on. If we
reasons for wanting to do
offer a program that is
everything possible to safeguard
challenging, interesting and
against an outbreak of VEE in
worthwhile, they will spread the
Kentucky."
word and ROTC on the campus
Kentucky is one of 19 states
By RUTH PEARSON
discotheque isn't the kind of counts.
selflargely
be
will
Thrift shoppers also benefit
now included in the U.S.
Copley News Service
information you pass along to
perpetuating."
from the guilty conscience of
Department of Agriculture's
casual acquaintances.
other
two
listed
He
NEW YORK — Certain wellvaccination effort. Vaccinating
Thrift shop shopping is one of the rich. It makes Mrs. Top pnylibilities—both included in the
horses in Kentucky and the other dressed New York women will those "in" kinds of secrets not Bracket feel awfully good to be
Selective Service Act pending
18 states is receiving priority hate me for blabbing t , but even a woman's dearest friend able to get rid of that $600 outfit
now in the U. S. Congress—as
secret?
We're
all
she
was
seen
in
at
the
Whoozit
keep
it
a
why
horse
because of the dense
need know lest she get there
future selling points for the
together.
Ball
last
inflation
thing
year,
with
the
in
this
first to snatch up the best buys.
populations and the prevalence of
ROTC: doubling of the monthly
Quite a few smartly turned
It really is one of the best assurance that it will clothe
mosquitoes and possibly other
deserving
un- compensation for advanced
vectors that can transmit VEE to out females, wearing the $2130 deals in New York — and also some
cadets from $50 to 8100 and an
dress with So-and-so's label in many other cities across the derprivileged girl.
both horses and humans.
1,000 scholarship for
additional
you-know-who,
the
coat
by
And
there's
a
and
secure
feeling
country. In Manhattan, there
The vaccinating of horses and
get their fancy garb in thrift are thrift shops all over town. in knowing that one's friends the program nationwide.
equines is being provided at no
shops — a euphemism for
What keeps the thrift shops will never see the dress worn
cost to the owners, with the secondhand stores — and at
stocked
with bargains, partly, by its second owner. After all,
federal government paying the prices far lower than the
they do travel in different
costs. Vaccine is being provided bargains in the department Is the tax advantage for the circles,
don't they?
affluent who give to them. The
to licensed veterinarians from 18 store basements.
But it isn't just the poor who
donors
are
able
to
deduct
the
throughout
the
points
distribution
Their method may not be for value
of their "contributions" take advantage of thrift shops.
state.
you if you're squeamish about from their yearly
income In the stores in the more
In pointing to the importance being Secondhand Rose, but it
prosperous neighborhoods, a
of vaccinating all horses, Miller has its financial advantages. taxes.
fair proportion of the clientele
The
deduction
has
to
be
said USDA livestock health ofAdmittedly, that elegant
figured on the basis of the low looks prosperous, too. Some of
ficials warn that the disease can little number may have a "lastprice tag that the thrift shop the people who donate clothes
spread unless 90 percent or more year's" look about it, but it puts on the item. Even on
that are among the shoppers.
of the horse population is vac feels good on because, well, you
"It's rather exciting to come
basis, says the manager of a
cinated. He said this is par- know, it was so very good to thrift shop on 89th St. and Third here," one of them admitted.
ticularly true in areas where the begin with.
Ave., women sometimes bring -There's always the element of
Of course, the fact that it was in thousands,even thousands of
horse population is dense, which
surprise, you know — surprise
is the case in most areas of someone else who originally dollars worth of donations at a
at what you may find among
plunked down the $200 and wore
Kentucky.
time. And up in the lofty
the tables and racks."
it to the charity ball and brackets
ev
little deduction
Another woman, whose
husband is in an upper income
bracket, explained that going
to one of the thrift shops takes
her mind off her problems and
makes her forget all else.
"And you meet such interesting people," she added,
"people you'd rarely get a
chance to meet otherwise."
So everybody is happy — but
L1VITT 1300
SARONET
11250
ASTROLITE
11121
ILANOUETTIE $250 TO 750
especially the person who buys
ALSO TO 11175
WEDDING SING 34 75
V/111304/441 SING?)
WID01160 NINO 115
a $200 dress for $5 or $10 or
sometimes at half the thrift
shop price on Saturdays, since
some of the shops slash the
normally low price then. Even
the very poor can look very
rich.
But the real secret of thrift
shop shopping — and admittedly the one aspect that
ALSO TO 750
makes it undemocratic — is
that the best bargains usually
go to the skinny.
As the pictures on society_
—
parei-show, the very Fla- are
also very slim — at least in
most cases. They can afford to
buy nonfattening lean sirloin
steaks while the poor must
PlOOM DP PP
IMAGE
II 421 TO
5,
i
settle for calorie-packed,
1250 TO 5000
lower-priced rice or potatoes or

Thrift shop bargains
have their advantages
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Econom
slowdov
predicte

54

By CARLW.RITTE
In introducing an imi
new investment ad
letter, to be distr
periodically to institt
clients of Wiestsiberger
ices, Inc., New York
counselor
William
Scheinman brings up a
disturbing thought bas
findings through 150 ye
U. & economic history.
For the last century
half, he points out, wi
experienced economic cy
roughly 25 years' du
bringing us 25 years of pr
followed by 25 years of
favorable environment.
He figures that a proC
era dating from perhap
came to an end last yez
This could mean, i
opinion,
that
Arno
achievements from this
into the mid-1990s wi
nearly measure up to ti
the two and a half decad
ended.
"In this century,"
man points out, "we not
great expansion took
from 1896 to 1920, wl
great crises of the pogtw,
World War II years c
terized the decline phase
through 1945.
"The post-World W
period, from 1946 to rel
was an age of not only Ix
economic expansion bu
proliferating technoli
progress. Germany and
rehabilitated themselve
set new standards of indi
efficiency. The standa
living rose dramati
especially in the I.
States."
It is typical of the k
condition for investors..
trapolate the experien
recent years and act as
experience will be repea
the years just ahead
Scheinman reports
stantial evidence" to si
less favorable years are I
way, in economic terms.
"It is quite presumptuo
one to seriously believe th
experience of the last 20
represents the final mo4
human experience," S
man declares. "Then
many indications this dec
likely to be substantiall.
ferent from the last two.
One difference
al
consumers today comg
I
ce
itti those of the fi
heinman says, is that di
. availability of substar
greater discretionary in
eonsurners now are les
lierested in status symbol
"A further consider
ivhich suggests this d,
could be different is tha
country may no longer
within its power the abil
program ,growth at wi
assuming it has the will
so," Scheinman comm
fr'The inability of an inert
iegment of basic Ame
4industry to compete wit
llapanese, the Germans
others is self-evident.
* "Moreover, if indeed we
reached the terminal poii
tis 25-year supercycle, th
may follow that struc
-imbalances
which
4:developed in recent years
first be corrected before a
' growth phase can emergE

rOLK.P.arm Or •mf•pro, owc,

Things are seldom what they seem
Big cars often pose as big cars,
when they're really small cars.
For instance:
Notice how much bigger the big cot
seems than the Volkswagen Squ4ieback Sedan.
Then count the number of suitcases
it can take on: only 12.
Now,notice how small the Squareback seems to be.
Then count the number of suitcases
It can take on: 16.
That's because the Squarebock
has 32.8 cubic feet of carrying space.

Which is one and a half times as
much as that of the largest sedan
Of course, if you really have a lot
to carry you can always fold down
the Squareback's rear seat. Then
you'll have more than twice as much
carrying space as thel4rgest sedan
trunk.
•
So which we'uld you rather have?
A sedan that looks like a big bully
but really is a 12-suitcase weakling?
Or a little fella who's really a 16.
suitcasegiant?

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-811.50
Open Mon. thru Sat 730 A.M. III 5 P.M.

RETAIL MERCHANTS,
GROCERIES
and
SERVICE STATIONS

1% Have Moved

You Can't Buy
A Finer
Diamond Ring

206 N. 4th Street
Next to Calloway County Lumber

.44.1 CAPOL1NE 133n
ALSO ,
1 5014 200
WIG RING 75

SCAND1A 1400
ALSO 150 TO 117$

IA 1117)
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So if you want the wardrobe
of the rich, forego the rich
pastries. Get yourself down to a
trim size 10 and get yourself to
a thrift shop.
After all, isn't it better to
wear a gorgeous secondhand
dress rather than a brand-new
tasteless one?
By United Press International
AMENDMENT HEARINGS
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Senate will open hearings next
month on a constitutional
amendment to limit U.S.
presidents to one six-year term
In office.
Former presidential advisers
and political scientists will
key witnesses when the constitutional amendments subcommittee begins hearings Oct. 7z,
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., said in
a weekend statement.

AAURRAY
CASH
AND
CARRY

WEAPONS HUNT—WI'
at the Attica Correct ii
tional Guard forces u
riot area for weapons
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Economic Poll shows little hopefor school improvement
slowdown
predicted
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
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By CARL W. RITTER
In introducing an important
new investment advisory
letter, to be distributed
periodically to institutional
clients of Wiesenberger Services, Inc., New York City,
counselor
William
X.
Scheinman brings up a rather
disturbing thought based on
findings through 150 years of
U. S. economic history.
For the last century and a
half, he points out, we have
experienced economic cycles of
roughly 25 years' duration,
bringing us 25 years of progress
followed by 25 years of a less
favorable environment.
He figures that a productive
era dating from perhaps 1946
came to an end last year.
This could mean, in his
opinion,
that
American
achievements from this point
into the mid-1990s will not
nearly measure up to those of
the two and a half decades just
ended.
"In this century," Scheinman points out, we note that
great expansion took place
from 1896 to 1920, whereas
great crises of the poetwar and
World War II years characterized the decline phase of 1920
through 1945.
-The post-World War II
period, from 1946 to recently,
was an age of not only brilliant
economic expansion but also
proliferating technological
progress. Germany and Japan
rehabilitated themselves and
set new standards of industrial
efficiency. The standard of
living rose dramatically,
especially in the United
States."
It is typical of the human
condition for investors to extrapolate the experience of
recent years and act as if the
experience will be repeated in
the years just ahead, but
Scheinman reports "substantial evidence" to suggest
less favorable years are on the
way, in economic terms.
"It is quite presumptuous for
one to seriously believe that the
experience of the last 20 years
represents the final model of
human experience," Scheinman declares. "There are
many indications this decade is
likely to be substantially different from the last two."
One difference
among
consumers today compared
with
e
those of the fifties,
heinman says, is that despite
availability of substantially
greater discretionary income,
eDrisumers now are less interested in status symbols.
"A further consideration
which suggests this decade
could be different is that this
country may no longer have
within its power the ability to
program ,grovith at will —
assuming it has the will to do
so," Scheinman comments.
'The inability of an increasing
-Segment of basic American
4ndustry to compete with the
Japanese, the Germans and
others is self-evident.
. -Moreover,if indeed we have
reached the terminal points of
a 25-year supercycle, then it
may follow that structural
imbalances
which
have
'Aeveloped in recent years must
first be corrected before a new
'growth phase can emerge."

Attitudes of school board
members and superintendents
disclosed in a recent poll
provide little encouragement
for those hoping for improved
public education.
In this survey, sex education
beats out politicians. President
Nixon is me popular than
Ralph Nader among boards.-,
men, but not as popular as has
vice president with board
members or superintendents.
Women's lib is slightly more
popular than Sen. George
McGovern, although nearly
half the boardsmen don't like
McGovern. Sen. Edward
Kennedy is disliked by more
than half the school board
members surveyed and nearly
half the superintendents.
Opinions about Sen. Edmund
Muskie are divided with about
a third liking or disliking him
or saying they can take the
Maine Democrat or leave him.
A thousand school board
members and 300 superintendents discussed 27 controversial education issues and
politicians last March during
the annual convention of the
National
School
Boards
Association in Philadelphia.
About 10 per cent of those attending took part in the survey
reported recently in the
American
School
Board
Journal.
One of the poll's saving
graces is that it lays little claim
to scientific accuracy, validity
or reliability. Its findings also
are at odds with data disclosed
recently in the first national
study of superintendents in a
decade, conducted with more
than twice as many participants as the NSBA poll by
the American Association of
School Administrators.
"(kly a few significant likes
and dislikes divide boardsmen
and superintendents in this
country, but when there is a
division it sometimes is a sharp
one," the Journal says.
Nevertheless, the
poll
strongly
reinforces
the
traditional picture of school
board
members
and
superintendents
as
conservative, middle class people
who think primarily on an
operational level with little
perception. A proclivity for
pupil repression also sneaks
through. The term "conservative" here refers to the
rapidity with which the
boardsmen and superintendents would accept change
in education and other institutions in our society.
-Typical" boardsmen and
superintendents, the Journal
says, like "the idea of accountability,'' "Sesame
Street," the Journal, yearround school, conventions, sex
education and Spiro T. Agnew,
in that order.
They don't like school busing
to achieve integration, aid to
parochial schools, teacher
organizations, collective
bargaining with teachers, "the
new permissiveness in films"
and teacher tenure, in that
order
More than half the board.
members polled said they liked
performance contracting, but
can take or leave cash
vouchers.
Performance
contracts are awarded private
companies agreeing payment
will be based on the amount of

pupil
educational
improvenaent. No improvement,
no fee. It is being tried in more
than 20 school systems
nationwide. Under a cash
voucher system, parents would
send children to schools of their
choice, public or private, and

receive direct government
payment for all or part of the
bill.)
Boardsmen also like federal
revenue-sharing proposals aid
Mr. Nixon ( 51 per cent). Nearly
half approved of allowing 18year-olds to vote, but Ralph
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Shops At Uncle Jeff's
NOW! EASY CREDIT TERMS
CAN BE ARRANGED
9-9 Mon-Sat
STORE HOURS.
12:30-6:30 Sun.

ANTI-LEAK

SHOTGUNS
RIFLES
PISTOLS
QUALITY SHELLS

ANTIFREEZE

4

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY 12:30-6:30

Lowest
Prescription

-gal. $ 1 69
ZEREX

Shop

Shop

Prices

and

and

ompare

Compare
Bring us your

BONDED WOOLS
BONDED 100% ACRYLICS
WOOLS
.100%
to
PIECE GOODS RIOT!!

Your Choice at This
Low Crazy Price of

next prescription

99,4

...

see how much

Onylyds18
t000

you

SAVE!

yd. Sell!!

We Have To Make Room For New Merchandise.

ST J OSEPH

ASPIRIN

DOUBLE KNITS
Printed Crepes, Jaquards, Velours — 1500 yds. To Sell!

Bottle of 100

REG. $3.88 to $5.88 per yd.

PRINTED ACETATES
.and
Printed Poly Crepes
— First Quality —
Full Bolts
Now
Reg. $1.88
to $3.88

2

yds.

5 Grain
PRINTED

POLYESTER
and COTTONS
Reg. $1.29

111

to $1.88

Now

88'

Reg. &
Mint
Reg.
$1.58

Twin Pack

.1410.i61101-;TIMMO,

ANTRON/NYLON

Reg. $3.88

$

Work Pants

88

Now

GIRLS

DRESSES

77' & '1"

2 5

A

99;
AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION

All Sizes 28 to 42

E
VIE SHAVE
lOTION

Pair $

WHILE THEY LAST!!

99C

Reg. $1.75

MENS

-m EXTRA Din',
1_11
ARR
DRESS SHIRTS
-UNSCENTED itanti-perspirant sprays

Solids - Stripes - Pr

Sizes 14-17 - All Dacron/Cottons

388

Just $

Reg. $1.68 to $4.88
NOW ONLY

HA,I

By OLD KENTUCKYR
Reg. Price
up to $4.97

23;

CREST TOOTHPASTE

MENS

LOOM JEWELS!!

Odd Sizes

*Z.
WEAPONS HUNT—While the investigation progresses
at the Attica Correctional Facility in New York, National Guard forces using metal detectors search the
riot area for weapons which might have been buried.

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Year Long Coolant

ALL AT
OUR EVERY DAY LOW,
LOW PRICE

KNITS

II

Nader earned approval from
only 48 per cent. Forty-six per
cent said they didn't like Sen.
McGovern and 48 per cent
turned thumbs down on
Women's Lib.
The men and women who set
school policy across the nation

RECORD RUN
DELAWARE, Ohio (UPI)-4
Rornalie Hanover set a world
record of 2:01 Tuesday when,
she took the Breeders' filly A
year-old pace at Delaware
County Fairgrounds. The recoil
was set in the third heat,
raceoff between Romalie Hanover and first-heat winner
Myrtle Direct.

Come In And See Why Everybody

Machine Washable

t.

MCCARTER WAIVED
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)—
Los
McCarter, the
Willie
draft
Lakers'
No.
1
Angeles
and the superintendents
responsible for enforcing It choice from Drake two years
don't like the long-haired men ago, was placed on waivers
and boys or the midi-skirt, Tuesday.
McCarter, a 6-foot-3 guard,
either. This same group
lamented loud and long in other appeared in 76 games for the
polls about the mini-skirt. Lakers last season, hitting on
almost 42 per cent of his shots.
What's a kid to do?

Mens
Wide
Selection

SPORT SHIRTS
$28881$388

* USE
OUR CONVENIENT PAYAWAY
NO EXTRA CHARGE—SMALL AMOUNT WILL HOLD TILL XMAS

REGULAR
Reg. Price
79'

2 09
Cans /I

Sports Car Sells for More Money
Used Than New
By JACK KELLEY
A new sports car on the market
— the Datsun 240Z — is selling for
more money used than when it is
new. The odd circumstance is occurring because demand for, the
Japanese import introduced in the
U.S. in 1970 far exceeds the supply.
And buyers — principally in southpay
t
ern California — are wirig.to
eir hadds
premium prices to get
on it, according to car dealers. The
new,car price is strictly set by the
company, but no such price restriction exists once.the car is used..
"The supply of new 1971s is so limited that every dealer has an 8-or-9month waiting period," Los Angeles
used-car dealer Mel Wiener told The
ENQUIRER.
"People are willing , to Ray $1,000
more for a used 1970 240Z Than they
would have to pay for a 1971 model
as long as they don't have to wait."
And a used 1971 240Z can bring an
even higher price, Wiener said. He
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specializes in buying the car — widely
publicized in sports car magazines —
outside California and then resells it
at a profit in that state.
''The window price on a new 1971 is
the same all over the country, about
$3,700 But I've paid as much as $4,000
for a used 1971, wholesaled it to another dealer for $4,400, and he retailed
it for 15,000."
By scouring rural America where
the car is not as popular as in southern California and most major cities,
Wiener said he has been able to buy
enough used 240Zs to sell about a
dozen a month.
"A licensed used-car dealer can set
his own prices. But a franchised newcar dealer can't do that. His prices
have to be in line with all other Datsun dealers," said Wiener.
Wiener said he also tries to buy new
240Zs from Datsun dealers. When he
can get one, he titles it in his nanle
and drives it around the block. Then
it is legally a used car and he is free
to sell it for whatever he can get.

LETTERS.",EDITOR/1
Dear Editor:
We wish to thank all of the
people who came to The Dexter
ball park to watch the ball games —
and listen to a musical. We, the W
Dexter Homemakers, wish to
express our sincere regret that
we could not have a musical due
to a misunderstanding on our
part. We hope that all who came
Wall Street Chatter
will accept our apology.
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
We wish to thank each and favorable considerations on the
every one for their donations and stock market, according to
cooperation. We know the Inverness Counsel Inc., include
crippled children of Kentucky an upward trend in the
wish to thank every one too. As American economy, a bright
you all may know everything outlook for profits in the future
and a lower trend in long-term
made goes to the telethon.
Interest rates.
We especially want to thank The firm says the move to a
Mrs. Fannie Scott and her more "regulated economy raishandmade quilt she made, es many uncertainties," howevquilted and donated for the er, and "investors should be
telethon. Also we want to thank prepared to make significant
the boys, girls, women and men changes in their portfolios on
'for their ball games, their comparatively short notice. At
managers and coaches. Also to the present time, however, we
the directors for the use of the are optimistic about the longball park.
term prospects for good quality
Let us who have normal happy common stocks."
The company says many
children give God our thanks and
remember to give all we can securities "have already risen
100 per cent above
when our telethon rolls around. from 50 to
Again thanks to everyone.- - this year's lows. We would be
wary of these," the firm says.
"We prefer to concentrate on
Pansy Pritchett
those that are still near their
Dexter Homemakers
lows."

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

all Street

The current decline on the
stock market, according to TPO
Murray Art Guild Auction Sale
Inc., appears to be the
er Mel Wiener, who specialDEMAND: Los Angeles used-car deat°111r
"beginning of another minor
izes in buying and selling the much-in-demand sports car, is shown
DON'T THROW IT OUT!
framework of an
behind the wheel Oro used 1970 Datsun 240Z — that he will easily
If you are starting your fa dip within the
intermediate advance. Most of
resell for o very high profit.
Enquirer
National
—from the
housecleaning and come across
the leading issues have scored
somethings you no longer
substantial gains since the
have a use for, but which are s
beginning of August, and a
usable, please save them for
consolidation lasting two to
September 20, 1971
The Murray Art Guild. An three weeks should be normal,"
auction is to be held Frmay, the firm says.
October 1st. The time will be "In anticipation of a strong
ADULTS 98
announced later, as the day year-end rally beginning in
approaches. In the meantime, October, the current decline
Americas by Columbus who, on NURSERY 3
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Writing in his second voyage in 1494 to the
sale items may be brought to the could afford"an excellent buying
the bid century A.D., the famous New World, had seed planted on NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS new gallery at 103 N. 6th Street,
opportunity," the firm says
Greek physician, Galen, advised
from Mon., Sept 20 until the day "Purchases of leading pen or
Isabela Island. By the end of the
the eating of the muskmelon
of
the
DISMISSALS
sale. The door will be open rners are recommended."
(Cucumis melo) to promote good 16th century, as history records, Randy Karl Kohr, Rt. 5, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
it
was
growing
in
many
places
in
health. Now, after some 1,700
Although the gallery is not Investors should take advanMurray, Mrs. Cassy Ann
years, plant scientists are North America.
Thompson and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, officially open to the public, due tage of market pauses to weed
Muskmelons have been gown
proving him correct.
Benton, Mrs. Teresa Ann Sink, to its being renovated, any guild out weak-sister stocks from
in this country for hundreds of
/
2 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs. member, in charge for the day, their portfolios, according tc
According to Dr. Thomas years, says Kemp, but before 16191
Kemp of the University of 1870 it was rarely found on the Jean Colson, 900 Story Ave., will be happy to conduct a tour. the Alexander Hamilton InstiCollege
Kentucky
of market. Now it is one of the most Murray, Miss Ellen Rise Segal, This is your chance to get more tute Inc.
1644 Olive, Murray, Plomer Olen than a peek through the window! "Issues with limited earnings
Agriculture's Department of important
fresh
market
Horticulture, the muskmelon is vegetables grown in the United Futrell, 405 S. 9th, Murray, Arrangements for having large visibility should be switched for
Master Samuel Richard Simon, Items picked up can be made with those with brighter prospects in
not only a nutritious food con- States.
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Billie Faye Mrs. A. Carman ( 753-6549). Even
taining 100 percent of the
order to reap benefits from the
The
principle types and Barrow, Rt. 7, Murray, Elvin if the items are small, someone
minimum daily requirements of
still very much alive bull
various
sizes,
shapes,
and
colors
Morton,
Rt.
7,
Murray,
Scott
will
be
glad to pick them up for market," the firm advises.
vitamin A and vitamin C, but it
also contains a chemical that now grown in this country were Shoemaker, Dexter, Lloyd you if it is inconvenient for you to COFFEE BREAK(S) RIOT
shows promise as an anti-cancer known in the 16th century. That Franklin Perry, New Concord, take them to the gallery.
GOIANIA, Brazil I UPI'State
agent. So far, however, all testing does not mean, of course, that Amos Burks, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. While the gallery is being kept police captain Manuel de
of this substance has been limited our present varieties date back Julia Lucille Pike, Box 603, open for receipt of sale items,
stopped a prison
that far, but that the main Murray.
members are asked to bring two Carvalho Pires
to laboratory animals.
of coffee.
cup
with
a
riot
characteristics found in our
works each, to be hung on the
reports,
press
to
According
varieties
were
also-known in UMBRELLA FAIR
walls. Very few have responded
The muskmelon probably
Pires, 40, walked into the
those
days.
Improvements
have
thus
far
and
the
BUSTO
ARSI710,
Italy
(UPI)
"hanging"
originated in Persia and
admiddle of a 23-hour prison riot
jacent areas on the west and est. been made by plant breeders in —Umbrellas are big business. committee is anxious to make the
the state penitentiary here
in
uniformity
varieties,
in
size The second National Umbrel- gallery cozy.
with
Most horticulturists refer to it
last week and began to yell at
and
shape
of
fruits,
and
Cormwell
la
Fair
opened
Sunday
to
Hauge
boost
as a vegetable, Kemp says, but
the astonished inmates, "I
botanically speaking, it is a fruit especially in thickness and trade in an industry which
in peace."
come
quality
of
flesh.
already brings more than $6.4 MASSACRE REPORTED
like a tomato and its musky smell
told the prisoners he
million a year in foreign MANILA ( UPI)—Authorities Pires
is one of the most basic odors
Regarding production, musk- currency into Italian coffers
had nothing to say until they
perceived by man.
in the Philippine province of went into the kitchen and
melons have done best in full leach yeth.
Lanao Del Norte said today brought him a cup of coffee.
sunlight and low humidity. A
While the actual chemical or
gunmen killed 12 Filipino "We need to talk, and talk is
chemicals responsible for this humid climate has flavored the GRF.EN WAIVED
Moslems including five babies
after some coffee," he
musklike aroma are unknown at development of diseases of the KINGS POINT, N.Y. (UPI)— and slashed off the ears of better
underway
by
plant.
Research
is
said.
the present time, the UK
The New York Nets have asked some of the victims.
captain agreed to the
Department
of Horticulture's the UK Department of Hor- waivers on forward Luther The area of the killings is 450 The
prisoners' main complaint and
disease.
ticulture
to
develop
team doing flavor and quality
Green, a two-year American miles south of Manila and has
Lt. Altanair Luiz da
research has isloated, for the resistant varieties with superior Basketball Association veteran been the scene of intermittent dismissed
also
introducing
Silva, a guard the prisoners
flavor.
They
are
first time, a musky chemical
from Long Island University.
fighting between Moslem and accused of giving unfair treatform the muskmelon. The a new dwarf plant type which will
Christian groups for months.
eliminate
the
cultural
problems
ment.
significnce of this discovery is
with'
rampant
associated
the
that it may help researchers
reach a better understanding of unruly vines of traditional muskthe chemical or chemicals melons varieties, Kemp conresponsible for vegetable flavor cludes.
and may, by breeding for certain
Information on growing musk
chemicals, help improve the
melons
at home can be found in
DEBORAH Sampson, the retaste of other vegetables, Kemp
and her identity became known. Whereupon
the leaflet, "Muskmelons for the
doubtable heroine in the War
she was rewarded with a government penpoints out
Garden." (No 509) available a
of Independence as foot-soldier, could have
sion.
cost
from
the been inspired in her imposture by a book of
Presumably, she v..as not tempted to volFew other foods equal a musk- nominal
unteer with troops sent to fight the Amerimelon's vitamin nutritional Superintendent of Documents, U. which stray copies were circulating in New
cans among whom Deborah Sampson served
content and it was supposedly S. Government Printing Office, England of the 1770's. This was The Female
Soldier,
or
the
surprising
Adventure,
of
as Private Robert Shurtleff of a Massachufirst introduced into the Washington, D. C. 20402.
Hannah Snell, published at
setts foot regiment. She
suffered serious wounds in
London.
two battles before discovHannah was born in that
ered, in a brain-fe'ver, to be
country in 1723. As an orphan who had had to fend
a female.
Parenthetically, erronefor herself, she married at
ous Information on Miss
20 a Dutch sailor. He soon
Sampson's ancestry has
abandoned her. Without rebeen published, to the dissources, and hopeful of
tress of descendants of her
catching up with her huspostwar _rnerri_alre_ts_a reband,- she denned--saan4
New Englander
spected
tire
and
enlisted
in
a
regIn
and
Come
Register for. .
named Gannett. Charles H.
iment she expected to he
Bricknell, of Plympton,
sent overseas.
Mass.. and other authoriMedical examinations
ties are convinced she was
were not given enlistees in
To Be Given AwarSat., Oct. 2nd!
of wholly white descent
those days. She maintained
from original English setthe deception among male
at
tlers of Massachusette.)
associates (a number of
She was to be the first
whom were mere boys and
woman soldier pensioner of
4.1
14,erej
smooth-faced) until arrival,
Mama Snell pietured In natty the U.s., write an autobiof a young recruit from her
C2d
male attire as a• British pen- ography. The Female Rehome town. Fearing being
sioner. Reproduced from an en- view, and also be the first
recognised, she deserted,
1301 Main Street
gnus Ina in Gleailen's Pictorial of her sex a success on lecand. listed as a marine for
(Published at Beaton In 1834). ture platforms and in tyAdmiral Beficawen's expert'.
(Next Door to Dairy Queen)
Mon to India. .
Meanwhile, Hannah Snelra enjoyment or
Hannah was Wounded in a shore attack at
celebrity in mannish attire, had ended. In
French-held Pondicherry, on the Bay of Benan Inman( accompanying this Picture of her,
galybut escaped discovery.13x extracting the
she was stated to hoveended her &Yu as
ban herself While fighting off unconsciousan inn habitue at WoPrIng In another recness and fever. Her courage was tested furord she died in an Insane asylum, 1792.
ther_ before her ship returned to England,
'
,
PANT,. protrate, VW.
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Hospital Report

FREE $20
GIFT CERTIFICATE

PiA(K

so 10% OFF JUMP SUITS and
PANT SUITS
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Call
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:753-1916
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NOTICE

Money?
EXTRA
NEED
Christmas sales -have started
with Avon. Call Mrs. Janet
,Kunick, Manager after 7:00 p.m
collect: 365-9424 or write Route 2
Box 136-A, Princeton, Ken'S23C
tucky.

THIS TWO BEDROOM BRICK, LOCATED on Concord
Highway,two miles from city limits. Over 1 acre lot, all back
fenced,large garden area,large dog pen, 4 large apple trees,
large family room, nice bath, electric heat, air-conditioned.
City water. Possession with deed. Will consider any
reasonable offer
JUST LISTED A TWO BEDROOM BRICK ON North 17th
Street. This house is exceptionally nice, has nice carpet,
utility room, electric heat, air-conditioned, beautiful lot,
$17,800.
ON NORTH 19'TH STREET WE HAVE A THREE bedroom
brick built under VA plans and Specifications. Has extra
large living room and family room, all bedrooms are good
size. Has old GI loan that owner will transfer. $22,000.
AN EXCEPTIONAL BUY IS THIS THREE bedroom brick on
Keenland Drive. Has central heat and air, carpet, den,
utility, storage room, kitchen with range and dishwasher,
refrigerator and disposal. This house can be bought for only
$21,900.
ON BELMONT DRIVE WE HAVE A THREE bedroom brick
in extra good condition. Has electric heat, air-conditioned,
range, utility and carport. This house can be bought for
$18,000. Immediate possession.
ON SOUTH 13TH STREET WE HAVE A LARGE four
bedroom house with 14,2 baths, two fire-places, extra large
den, living room, formal dining room, carpet, carport and
outside storage. This house is frame and brick. Owners have
moved and will sell at a bargain.
WE HAVE A LARGE FOUR BEDROOM FRAME house on
North 13th Street. Only one block from University Campus.
Has 2 full baths, double carport, large lot with garden and
fruit trees. Ideal for large family or home with rental. $18,000
full price.
NEW HOUSE IN CANTERBURY ESTATES. Has two full
ceramic tile baths, large den, carpeted, beautiful kitchen
with self cleaning oven, dishwasher, disposal, central heat
and air, large patio, large living room with bay window,
garage, large utility, paved street. In city school district, city
sewer. You must see the interior of this house to really appreciate it.
WE HAVE UNTIL THE 1ST OF OCTOBER to sell the house
located on South 11th. This house is listed at $14,000, but if
bought within next week, will sell for $12,500, and include the
air conditioner and drapes. It has three bedrooms, carpet,
dining room, utility and garage. Extra nice lot.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH CITY CONVENIENCE. This
spacious house has over 3,500 square feet and is located just 2
miles from town. Tr -level has huge recreation room, utility,
and double garage on lower level. Kitchen with self cleaning
oven and dishwasher, dining room and living room with
beautiful fire-place on 2zid level plus staircase and entry hall.
Three spacious bedrooms, 2 baths and worlds of closets on
upper level. 11
/
2 acres of land, completely carpeted house,
central heat and air, central vacuum system. Must be seen to
believe how nice it is.
WE HAVE THREE EXTRA NICE LOTS IN the Camelot
Subdivision that owner will sacrifice. If you are interested in
lot or lots check with us.
FARMS NEAR TOWN OR OUT, WE HAVE ALL KINDS.
This 130 acres with two bedroom house is located only three
miles from town with good black top road all around it. Land
rents good and will pay the interest for you.
ANOTHER ONE IS LOCATED partially in Tennessee and its
a honey. There are 228 acres in Kentucky and 62 acres in
Tennessee. All except 20 acres have good fences and cross
fences. Has fine modern house and excellent outbuildings.
Priced to sell.

REGISTERED PHARMACIST
NEEDED
189 bed community hospital in
Southeast Missouri, has
opening for pharmacist
Excellent salary and fringe
benefits. If interested call 314
471-1600 between 8:00 and 430
Mon. through Fri. and ask for
administrator.
WANTED
"HOMEWORKERS
part-time,full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFO
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAitt •
needs a mechanic. Please apply
TFC
'in person.

See ROBERTS REALTY at 505 Main or Call 753-1651, if you
want to buy sell or trade. We need some good listings now and
have some fine houses we can trade.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managing
When It Comes To Real Estate,
See
Hoyt or Ray Roberts at

ROBERTS REALTY
—505 Main Street or Call 753-1651
OCI'OCIENARIAN SWIMMER
KAISERSLAU'TEFtN, Germany (UPI)—Walter Strempel, an
80-year old former engineer,
took 117 swims in the local
outdoor tool in the 123 days it
was open during the past
4outdoor season.
As a reward, the city
administration sent him several
free tickets for-the indoor pool
so the swimmer could keep
himself in form during the
winter ..season.

•ok`-'

YOU NEED MONEY? I need
help! Work from home full or
spare time. Sell Rawleigh
Household Products. Be your own
boss. Write giving phone number
to Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Freeport, Ill., or phone 815-2324161.
S23C
MAN WANTED for general store
work. Steady job, good hours and
working conditions for right man.
Apply at once giving full
information regarding marriage
and work record. Write to P. 0.
Box 32-G, Murray,Kenturky.
S23C
FEMALE HELP wanted, Nurses
aide, age 30 to 65. Experience not
necessary, will train. Phone
Meadowview Retirement Home,
S23C
345-2116, Mayfield, Ky.
EXPERIENCED
WELDER,
Apply in person at Five Point
S23C
Welding Shop.
BURGER CHEF manager's
position available. Good starting
salary, bonus plan, Insurance
program. Contact Curt Ragland
between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. at the
S23C
Burger Chef in Murray.
WE HAVE an opening for a man
or lady to handle the sale and
service of Electrolux Cleaners,
including both home and commercial line, in this area. Excellent earnings opportunity,
$150 00 per week and above. For
information and
complete
arrangement for Interview call
443-6460, or write P 0 Box 942,
S24C
Paducah, Ky
- AAA 1 NATIONAL Firm, leader
in our industry has opening for
man of good appearance, with
car, who desires above average
income. Sales experience
necessary. Phone Mr. Troutman,
S23C
753-5986 after 5:00 p.m.
CARPENTER HELP Wanted.
Some experience preferred.
Phone 435-4881 after 7:00p.m.
S24P

WE HAVE SOME MORE SO COME SEE US ABOUT THEM.

FREE $20 GIFT CERTIFICATE

THE

HELP WANTED
WANTED: CAR Hostess. Apply
lin person to Jerry's Restaurant,
S23C
I South 12th Street.

Chatter

Dear Editor:

UK Plant Scientist Isolate
The Musk In The Muskmelons
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NEED MONEY' Sell Knapp
Shoes.. Part time or full time. No
investment. Send for free selling
kit. High commissions plus
bonus. Write to E. M. Bristow,
Knapp
Shoes,
Brockton,
Massachusetts 02401.
32.5C
WANTED: R.N. with 3 year*
experience to teach in School of
Practical Nursing. Contact
Tilghman Vocational School
Paducah, Mrs. Beyer, 4434534.
S25C

Aurois

FOR SALE

1970 CAMERO, air, vinyl top,
stereo tape, automatic transmission ('all 753-7606 after 7
pm
S25C

NAKES ALIVE
1967 FIREBIRD, 43,000 miles,
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)—
one owner Phone Don Cruce, 753Two teen-age boys have admit2436
S25P
ted breaking into a snake pit
and stealing three pythons,
police said Tuesday.
1965 PLYMOUTH station wagon.
The snakes, two of them nine Price, $285.00: Small Frigidaire
feet Tong, were recovered and a refrigerator, $30.00. Phone 753third was killed, an Oakland 5925 or see at 1814 Olive.
S25C
Zoo official said. A fourth
snake,___possibly __ the
most 114T1IIUNDERBIRD,-excellent
dangerous, a 17-foot python, condition, full power, air conalso escaped but was captured ditioned. Will sell or trade for
near the buffalo area . of 'the late model motorcycle. Call 753zoo.
9167.
S25C

F(
ELECIROLUX SAJ F-S Se
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,
Sanders, phone 382-2468,
mington, Kentucky.

SPECIAL SALE; antiques, g
household items, appliani
furniture, old and new. Buy.;
Trade. Claudia's This & T
Mayfield Highway, Route
across from Paris Manw
Wring, Paris, Tennessee,
6194.

OVERWEIGHT" The oply
way to lose weight and in
fast; call Shapemakers, 753Weight loss guaranteed.
;

r'REE ESTIMATE on septic t
installation. Phone 753-7850. 1

NEED TO BUY, borrow or
Wheel chair for cerebral p
Aid.Phone 753-4773.

TO THE folks that have gray<
Elm Grove Cemetery
haven't paid this year,
send your money because we
in need of it. The price is 1.5(
grave. Send your money to
Outland, Route 3, Murray,
Ky.

GARAGE SALE, at 301 South
Street on Thursday, Friday
Saturday.

WINDT'S WESTERN Store,
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 331
off US 45. Phone 554Clothing and equipment to
November
entire family.

GARGAE SALE; Saturi
September 25, at 915 Wat
Drive, 9 to 5. Will sell vac
cleaner, two twin beds,
clippers,clothes and toys. !
GIVEA
kitten,
753-8620.

, GRAY fen
be very tiny. 1M

IN DEDICATION

Dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. Ft
Enoch
By Cloteal Paschall and E
Groves
Yes it seemed only yesterda
That we said I do
My how the time has flown
But the years have seemec
few. 4

Now as I look at you
On our golden anniversary
Why, I didn't even notice
That your hair has turned g
Over the years our love
grown
Since we became man and
We've shared lifes joys
pleasures
And we've also survived its
and strife.

Our hearts are filled with jo
On this special day
As we greet our friends and k
ones
That will come our way.

As this day drors to o Clom
And again ware alone
Let our hearts and minds
All of the happy times w
known.
Written by Euell Groves

er.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•:___ca
•
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HELP WANTED

ED: CAR Hostess. Apply
ion to Jerry's Restaurant,
S23C
;2th Street.
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NOTICE

I
EXTRA
Money?
nas sales -have started
Avon. Call Mrs. Janet
r, Manager after 7:00 p.m.
: 365-9424 or write Route 2
6-A, Princeton, Ken'S23C

ed community hospital in
has
Missouri,
least
pharmacist.
for
ing
Ilent salary and fringe
its. If interested call 314500 between 8.00 and 4:30
through Fri and ask for
nistrat2r.

WORKERS
WANTEL
ne,full-time work at home
g our circulars. For details
elf-addressed, stamped
* and 35c to US En;es, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Kentucky 42066. TFC

AR'S AUTO REPAitt
a mechanic. Please applyTFC
DO.

)1EED MONEY? I need
Nork from home full or
time. Sell Rawleigh
iold Products. Be your own
rrite giving phone number
Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
rt, Ill., or phone 815-232S23C

irANtED for general store
iteady job, good hours and
g conditions for right man.
at once giving full
ation regarding marriage
irk record. Write to P. 0.
G,Murray,Ken- -'
S23C

LE HELP wanted, Nurses
ge 30 to 65. Experience not
ary, will train. Phone
wview Retirement Home,
SZ3C
6, Mayfield, Ky.

:RIENCED
WELDER,
in person at Five Point
S23C
ig Shop.

',ER CHEF manager's
n available. Good starting
, bonus plan, Insurance
m. Contact Curt Ragland
II 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. at the
S23C
r Chef in Murray.

AVE an opening for a man
y to handle the sale and
e of Electrolux Cleaners,
ing both home and cornal line, in this area. Exit earnings opportunity,
1 per week and above. For
lete information and
gement for interview call
30, or write P. 0. Box 942,
S24C
'ah, Ky.

-I NATIONAL Firm, leader
industry has opening for
of good appearance, with
rho desires above average
experience
se. Sales
iary. Phone Mr. Troutman,
S23C
36 after 5:00 p.m.

ENTER HELP Wanted.
experience preferred.
435-4881 after 7:00 p.m.

MONEY? Sell Knapp
...Part time or full time. No
ment. Send for free selling
High commissions plus
. Write to E. M. Bristow,
p
Shoes,
Brockton,
ichusetts 02401.
S25C

['ED: R.N. with 3 years
ience to teach in School of
ical Nursing. Contact
man Vocational School
!ah, Mrs. Beyer, 443S25C
AUTOS FOR SALL

CAMERO, air, vinyl top,
o tape, automatic tranion. Call 753-7606 after 7
S25C
FIREBIRD, 43,000 miles,
wner. Phone Don Cruce, 753S25P

'EXMOUTH station wagon.
, $285.00: Small Frigidaire
erator, $30.00. Phone 753ir see at 1614 Olive.
S25C

HUNDERBIRD, excellent
Lion, full power, air coned. Will sell or trade for
nodel motorcycle. Call 753S2SC

li. .'
46
II•111111.1.10.4111

N-0-T-I-C-E!!

044A)&ow 4.4d Itu.:uJgjI

Important
Happening

PHARMACIST
ISTEREO
NEEDED

01.•

FOR SALE
HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR SALE
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE will be held RUNNING SPECIAL price on TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
Saturday, September 25, 10:00 'Fish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862 bed,one box bed. Phone 753014C 7850.
a.m., Highway 641, four miles or 753-9457.
TFC
South of Murray, Kentucky.
Mr. L. W. Paschall, owner of
Paschall Trucklines will offer
some five (5) hundred items of
merchandise, some possible
scratched, some cartons broken,
or in some cases, items short in a
case.
This sale will be held on his r
shipping dock, rain or shine.
Plenty of parking, eats, and
drinks.
Household goods; Mattress and
springs; 4 Arvin electric heaters;
FOUR BEDROOM, TWO BATH HOME WITH CARPORT,
a stereo; W.T. Grant
BRICK AND ALUMINUM SIDING. Extra large den, firedresserette; cabinets; walnut
place. Near Locust Grove. Extra nice. $28,500.
and metal, one with sink; legal
Ashely
size filing
cabinet;
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER House with large
chaise lounge; 2 stove ventilating
kitchen, 11
/
2 baths, utility room and carport. Located 'en
hoods. Automotive supplies,4
Locust Grove .road. $19,000.
Ford air conditioners; brake
shoes; shock absorbers; 18 Snap
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH carpet and
,radiator cleaner and sealer;
inlay. Sunken living room, two baths, entrance hall , dining
Groceries; Hershey Syrup can
room, garage. Located in Sherwood Forest. $30,000.
goods; and other items. Electricial and plumbing
plastic
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH carpet and
pipe; light fixtures; shut off
inlay. Sunken living room, two baths, entrance hall, dining
valves and misc. Palmolive and
room, garage. Located in Sherwood Forest. $30,000.
other dishwashing fluid; silver
cleaner; shaving cream; Purina USED PORTABLE Dishwasher, 'NE;i4WGRET,the best yet; Blue
18 ACRE FARM LOCATED NEAR THE LAKE, with three
cat litter; corning and aluminum good condition. Dunn's TV & Lustre
cleans
carpets
bedroom brick veneer house. Paneling, sheet rock, all inlay.
ware; floor wax; scratch pads; Appliance, 118 South 12th
beautifully. Rent
electric
$15,000.
other paper. 8 gal. muriatic acid; Street.
S23C shampooer $1.00, Big K.
S25C
shampoo and mouth wash; rinse
130 ACRE FARM WITH FRAME HOUSE, POLE BARN, all
dry; 10 drapery rods; caulking CHAROLIAS BULLS, purebred
ONE FULL blooded male Ger
fenced. 75 acres in Clarks River Bottem, 100 acres cleared.
ELECTROLUX SALE-S & SerFOR RENT
Fompound; 3 fishing nets; or percentage. Calves, yearlings,
FOR RENT
-rnan Shepherd pup,6 months old.
House has three bedrooms, basement with real good well
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
surgical gloves; 48 bottles or mature animals. If any bull we
APARTMENT,
One car 4 and 8 track
FIVE BEDROOM house; full mineral oil; 3 boxes of toys; sell proves a non-breeder within 6 $20.00.
Located near Dexter.
Sanders, phone 382-2468 Far- DUPLEX
compits
$40.00.
cassette
player,
-rFc bedroom, central heat and air, basement, partly furnished, aluminum paint; aluminum
mington, Kentucky.
months, money will be refunded.
Phone 474-2386.
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile *walking distance of MSU. ladder; 30 salad bowls; spice
;
S23C
Hilltop
Farms, phone Paris,
per
$130.00
furnished.
$175.00.
Stove
1st.
bath.
October
Available
SPECIAL SALE; antiques, gifts,
racks; dozens of coldene. Wood Tennessee, 1-901-642-4267.
TFC Phone 753-4178.
S24C
REGISTERED POINTERS, 5
household items, appliances, month. Phone 753-7850.
handles,. tobacco oil and dust,
S23C
months and up to one year old.
WAYNE B. WILSON
'
furniture, old and new. Buy-Selland following damaged items•
Phone 753-5169, Bob Bazzell or
Trade. Claudia's This & That,
Range, cabinet, lavatory; and 2 COUCH; LIKE new, extra long,
492-8607, Danny Bazzell.
Phones: 753-3263, Office
S23P
Mayfield Highway, Route 69,
five speed bicycles; a Harley gold; 3 pc. bedroom suite;
across from Paris Manufaccycle,
new
tires,
Motor
Davis
electric heaters; end tables; USED WOOL RUG 10'x12',
753-5086, Home
turing, Paris, Tennessee, 642motor, overhauled.
rocker. See at 1618 West Main, $15.00. Phone 753-1770.
BAND INSTRUMENTS!
REDUCED
RENT
ON
S24C
S23C
6194.
Possibly by sale date will have Murray.
S23C
$10 per month as long as you want to rent.
many other items. We invite you
12' V-BOTTOM aluminum boat.
OVERWEIGHT?? The oply safe
to be with us.
GOLD RUG,CALL 753-7840. S23C $175.00. Phone 753-4782.
S23C
Rent
applies
to
purchase.
way to lose weight and incheg
Sale conducted by Douglas
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
ACRES OF choice lake view
Shoemaker,
associate
of
SMALL FARM; good location; 60
PW John Lennon Album in stock I Top 100 Billboard records
Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C
property, located one mile from
Shoemaker
Auction
and
business or future investment
I 45's now 78 cents each.
Reg. $5.98 - Now $3.98.
multimillion dollar Lake Barkley
Livestock Co., Murray, KenOne mile East Murray, apLodge, Ideal for development,
tucky
Phone
753-3375
for
inDixieland Shopping Center 753-7575
r'REE ESTIMATE on septic tank
proximately 10 acres pasture.
retirement or camp sites. City
formation.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
water, excellent road, easement
Dixieland Shopping Center
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
running to property. Beautiful
FURNISHED APARTMENT, SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. AUCTION SALE: Saturday
For appointment call 753NEED Ti) BUY, borrow or rent,
view. Will sacrifice price. Phone
available October 1st. Phone 753- Wanted responsible party to take September 25, 10:00 am. at the 72 ALLIS CHALMER combine;
4147
TFC
Wheel chair for cerebral palsy
753-6422.
S24P
6044.
S24C over spinet piano. Easy terms. Dempsie Bean home on Highway wagon with grain bed; 67 Ford TWO YEAR old Appaloosa
S25C
child. Phone 753-4773.
stallion, gentle. Has been ridden
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
94 in Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Mrs. dump truck. All good condition.
twice, $175.00. Phone 753-7991
"NEW" DELUXE 2 bedroom Manager, P.O. Box 276, Bean has passed away, Mr. Bean Phone 753-5673.
S24C after 4:00p.m.
TFNC
1'0 THE folks that have graves at apartments; wall to wall car- Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. S25P is not able to maintain a home
Elm Grove Cemetery who peting, stove and frost free
anymore and has commisssioned 12' x 60 MOBILE Home, air
MEN'S CLOTHES; three sport
haven't paid this year, please refrigerator, porche and utility
me to sell his large house, filled conditioner, washer-dryer;
coats, one with vest; 4 pair pants;
RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048
CARPORT
SALE
Sat.,
are
Sepbecause
we
money
your
room,
one
block
send
to college.
with almost new furniture, ap- porch, light pole and unin need of it. The price is $.50 per $130.00 per month. 112 1..orth 13th tember 25 at 1207 Melrose Drive. pliances, glass, china, cooking derpinning. Phone 435-4022. S24C all weather coat, long; short all
weather jacket; sweater. All
PHONE
grave. Send your money to Toy Street. Phone 498-8749.
TFC WW sell 9 x 12 carpet, tape utensils, and other items. Will
excelent condition. Phone- 753.,irecorder, men's and women's
(5;2) 354,6553 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
Outland„ Route 3, Murray,
only
list
a
small
part
of
this
sale.
A2
GLEANER
Combine
and
corn
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING, clothing and shoes, many other
ON KENTUCKY 80
S25C
E256 after 5:00 p.m.
S23P
Ky.
Early American living room head, cab, robot, and rice tires.
corner 7th and Maple, 30' x 90'. items
S25C
suite, new as they come, Rawhide Excellent condition. Warren
Formerly
Melugin Outboard
GARAGE SALE, at 301 South 6th
two piece den suite, beautiful end Johnson or J. C. Stevens, Water FOR SALE OR TRADE unShop. Phone 753-4694 or see Noel
Street on Thursday, Friday and
42,
all
TRAILER,
10
x
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
HOUSE
tables, odd chairs, rockers, Valley, Kentucky, 355-2613. S24P furnished houseboat, 32 ft. steel
Melugm.
S24C
S23C
hull, Chrysler inboard motor.
Saturday.
electric, '67 model. Call 753-7856 mirrors pictures beautiful
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
or 753-2583.
lamps, one Gone With The Win LIKE NEW bassinette with $1750. Come by and see 3 miles
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
of Murray, Hwy. 94, Ed
s25c
style
nice bedroom suite, ex- mattress pad, bumper pads and East
FOR RENT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
call 753-3746 or 753Greenfield,
or
pensive chrome dinette suite. TV hood. Also like new car seat.
11 Two Bedroom Fumnishe
off US 45. Phone 554-1842
S25C
set, clocks, more odd items than
use, for two or three colleg
SERVICES OFFERED
Phone 753-8156 or 753-7873. S24C
Clothing and equipment for the
I can mention.
tudents
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
REMOVE carpet paths and
November
20C
family.
entire
WILL
KEEP
children
in
my
Frost free refrigerator with ice
PHONE-AREA CODE ; 3141 471-1348 or 471-1716
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
with
beaten
down
nap
spots;
fluff
home Monday thru Friday. maker, automatic washer and ARC REGISTERED Black
Blue Lustre. Rent new shamGARGAE SALE; Saturday,
Phone 753-9846.
TFC dryer, chest type home freezer. Poodle puppies. 8 weeks old. pooer $1. Western Auto, Home of
AUTOS FOR SALE
400 ACRES, 350 in corn, Good
September 25, at 915 Waldrop
753-6379.
S2
Dewormed.
Call
brand
All of the appliances like
S25C
"The Wishing Well".
water, Good Fence, Modern
Drive, 9 to 5. Will sell vacuum 2 BEDROOM HOUSE, un1965
MERCURY
Montclair
with
VURNITURE REFINISHING. new. There will be more than the
cleaner, two twin beds, pet furnished, 313 Woodlavrn. Water
4 POODLE PUPPIES, 2 months
everything on it for $650.00. All home. 25 miles N.E. Paducah
trinkets,
guaranteed.
Free
pickAll
work
usual
fine
of
arnOunt
clippers, clothes and toys. S24P and electric paid. $85.00 a month.
old. Call Brigham Filtrelle, 7 H & R USED FURNITURE power. Phone 753-2729.
S25C Bob Rottering, 300 Cardinal Lane
Phone 753-5074.
S24C up and delivery. Free estimate. some fine glass and china of all 5724.
Store, Concord Road, is open 4
Paducah. 442-0544 after 7 p.m.
S24P
Antique or natural finish. Jerry kinds. Lots of cooking utensils.
days each week, Wednesday„
GIVEAWAY, GRAY female
station S2,8P
DATSUN
1970
'GOLD,
jars,
McCoy,
753-3045.
kettles,
S3OP
Threre
will
be
tea
furnished
BEDROOM
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
kitten, Will be very tiny. Phone TWO
wagon, 4 speed, with air, rack
S24C apartment, wall to wall car- WILL DO trash hauling. .jugs, milk cans, loads of collector
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. See us for
753-8620.
and radio. $2,100. Phone 753peting, central heat and air. Good Reasonable rate. Phone
needs.
If
furniture
all your used
753S23C
7117.
INCENSE?
S27C
Come expecting a nice sale.
location. Phone 753-4331.
we don't have it, we'll get it. Also
IN DEDICATION
0
Auction
Chester's
1
5.
ale
by
Otto
7C
have antiques. Call 753-6676 or
THE
Dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. Frank ONE HOUSE and one house WILL DO babysitting in my 'Service, phone 435-4042 or James
S25C 1969 CHEVROLET impala, dark
753-4716.
home.
Pre-school age children Bean, 753-8067 or 753-3921. Not
Enoch
trailer on Ky. Lake in the Blood
blue, power steering, brakes and
By Cloteal Paschall and Euell River area. Phone 436-2427. S27C preferred. Phone 753-4897. S27C responsible in caw of acStill
IN
CREOSOTED POLES for pole factory air, low mileage.
4 BEDROOM
Groves
S23P
cident.
utility poles under warranty. Phone 753construction,
WESTERN
AUTO
barn
TWO BEDROOM duplex, central WILL CARE for children in my
Yes it seemed only yesterday
S25P
5223.
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
with spacious family
care. Near
heat and air,'fully carpeted with home. Good
That we said I do
WANT TO BUY
Co., Maple Street, Murray, 1971 DATSUN, 1200. 7,000 miles.
outlets for washer and dryer. Tile University. Phone 753-1961 S23C
My how the time has flown
room,
drapes, dishwasher
1TC Excellent condition. Phone 753WANT TO BUY a good used IGOOD USED living room suite. Kentucky.
But the years have seemed so bath and shower. Will accept one
3496.
S23P
aluminum canoe. Phone 753-4746 Brown,cheap. Phone 753S27C
and garbage disposal.
few •
child. Phone 753-9741
CARD OF THANKS
S23C CHILD'S SWING set, used very
S23F 8525.
4after 6:00p.m.
new, best offer. 1970 COUGAR.with lactou...air.
$40.00
was
little,
Closets galore, large
TO ALL our friends in and
NICE 2 BEDROOM furnished
Now as I look at you
S25C power steering. Excellent conlogs and BUMPER POOL table; two piece Phone 753-9981 evenings.
WANT TO BUY;
On our golden anniversary day apartment, near University. Call around Murray; We Herbert and
private
back yard. Close
living room suite with hide-adition. Phone 753-6124 after 5:00
S27C Dorothy Brinn want to thank all standing timber. Also have for bed;
753-7550.
Why, I didn't even notice
girl's all weather coat; 1967-650 BSA Chopper. Phone 753- p.m.
S23C.
who have heled us financially, sale lumber and sawdust.
That your hair has turned grey
to schools and hospital.
7117 between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. boy's sport coats. Phone 753ONE BEDROOM furnished also for the beautiful cards,
3756.
S25C p.m.
S29C 1966 CORVETTE convertible,
Phone
7534147.
TFC
Over the years our love has apartment. Phone 753-6564.S25NC flowers and food.
blue, 327-350. Phone 753-1539. S23C
WANT TO BUY one row corn LITTLE
grown
BOY's coat, size 4 and 6' x 10' CAMPER Trailer, $20000
organs
and
PIANOS
BALDWIN
Especially
to
753the
local
595,
Phone
type.
and
wife
drag
picker,
Since we became man
little girl's coat, size 3. Phone Phone 753-9974after 5:00 p m.
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu SS 327S24C
We've shared lifes joys and for rent or sale. Rent applies to Violet Johnson and Wanda 4454.
S25C S25C
753-6171.
Piano Tompson.
300 LP,4-speed with positraction,
purchase. Lonardo
pleasures
Phone 753.9900 Or
And we've also survived its grief Company, across from Post To Everyone, we shall always WANT TO BUY bed. Phone 753- HARDROCK MAPLE sofa, TWO LOTS, excellent location, clean, good tires. Phone 753S25C be grateful
S24P
Office, Paris,Tenn.
and strife
S28C chair, two matching step end Panorama Shores; also
8331
Win- 4670.
753-3616
Herbert and Dorothy Brinn.
tables and coffee table. Maple chester 101 Monte Carlo trap, 30"
TWO BEDROOM house, 407
S24P
Impala,
4
Our hearts are filled with joy
CHEVROLET
1962
cabinet, 21" TV, good upright F&F,like new. Phone 436.LOST & FOUND
South llth Street, $70.00 per
On this special day
S25P door, V8 automatic, air2136.
expiano,
Trombone
Selmer
FOR
RENT OR SAI.F.
As we greet our friends and loved month. Available October 1st.
conditioned. Price $350.00. Phone
LOST: SIAMESE cat, castrated cellent condition, six ladder back
South 8th
Also house at 310
ones
489-2303 or 753-2958. Can be seen
male in vicinity of Center Ridge. chairs, one excellent condition
Street, $40.00 per month. THREE BEDROOM house with liberal reward. Phone 436S25C
That will come our way
at 214 South 13th St.
baby bed with springs, mattress
Possession October 1st Phone two baths, $130.00 per month. 2437
S24C and bumper pads. Good conditon
Phone
753-3465
or
753-1389.
S22C
'
S25c..
1962 VOLKSWAGEN -4.- deer.
1._te_thiii day draws to a close _Bob Miller.„753-2920.
baby toW,'spring potty -cWr.
WANTED
-----RENT
t
3
4 camper with
And again we, are alone
Also /
$150.00.
ball swing on frame. Walker,
ttIR LEASE
Let our hearts and minds recall FIVE ROOM houle, electric.
acc,issories, $225.00 Phone 474W
TO RENT pasture for carrier seat, twin bookcase
All of the happy times we've heat, bath, place for washer and NEW TWO apartment duplex, ho4se. Will provide feed and pay headboard, small' antique Oak
2280, C. E. Scott on Ledbetter
dryer. Phone 492-8360 after 5:00 two bedrooms sn eV' side..,aor boardingephone 753-7991 after-known.
Creek
Road, Highway 94 near
bed, ironing board. Phew* 753S25C
Written by Euell Groves 1TP p.m
Ken Lake Hotel.
S27C con p.m
S25C Phone 753-4698
TV NC 3855.
S25('
NOTICE
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Watch This Space
For Further Details!!

1
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WILSON INS. & REAL ESTATE

* SEPTEMBER ONLY *

Member of Multiple Listing

Leach's Music & TV

S2.11-

Leach's Music & TV

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

KENTUCKY LAKE

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

Town 8

Country

"Wishing Well"

SPECIAL

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

WantMe
Riftf tho
Neff!

1
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Frisbee flying creates problems
with a Frisbee stuck in each
ear.

By TOM HORTON
Copley News Service
The final and complete
collapse of America was not
caused, as everyone predicted,
by pitting the whites against
the blacks, the rich against the
poor, or the old against the
young. The country finally fell
apart because the Frisbee
piayers couldn't get along with
the non-Frisbee players.
First hint that it was really
the Frisbee which posed the
greatest threat to the security
of the United States came in the
middle '60s. A woman at a
Daughters of the American
Revolution picnic in Pasadena,
Calif., beat a Japanese gardener to death with her tennis
shoes, claiming he had
something to do with the DAR
being attacked by unidentified
flying objects.
By the late '60s, as the
number of Frisbee players
grew to alarming proportions,
there was open warfare in
parks and playgrounds.
People who went to the park
to picnic were outraged by
Frisbees landing in their potato
salad. People who went to the
park to read were unable to
lose themselves in a good book
because they kept listening for
the sound of bare feet bearing
down on them. People who
went to the park to hem the sun
and sleep had trouble doing so

NASA joins smog
research program
MOUNTAIN VE1W, Calif. —
A cooperative smog research
program involving space
scientists and California air
pollution .experts is currently
underway.
Participation by NASA in
smog research as the result of
specialized instruments and
research techniques originally
developed to explore planetary
atmospheres.
GIBSON PICKED
t UPI i—Bob
YORK
NEW
Gibson, the St. Louis Cardinals'
pitcher who threw his first nohitter last month, Tuesday was
named winner of the August
balloting for the 22nd annual
Hickok "Pro Athlete of the
Year" Award.

Even other players couldn't
live with the Frisbee players.
The baseball players were
frustrated by strange-looking
people racing through the
outfield, chasing blue darters
that turned out to be Frisbees.
Badminton and volleyball
players hated Frisbee players
because every time they bent
over to pick up a badminton or
a volley ball, they-got whacked
in the bull's-eye by a Frisbee.
By the end of the '60s, most
parks in America were unsafe
for anyone except a Frisbee
player or a turtle. Non-Frisbee
players who still dared to
venture into a park in the
summer wore helmets or hid
behind trees. Children were put
under 'picnic tables for
protection.
By the dawning of the '70s,
the Frisbee players had taken
the beaches and gone into the
streets.
People who went to the beach
in the summer of '70 were less
worried about sunburn and
more concerned about Frisbee
backbite. Fights were no longer
started by bullies kicking sand
in the faces of weaklings, but
somebody's Frisbee kicking
somebody's girl friend in all the
wrong places.
Fewer people drowned at the
beach in 1970 than were
decapitated by a Frisbee or
crushed by a 300-pound Frisbee
player in flight. Swimmers
forgot about the undertow and
worried about the overhead
traffic.
Even in the streets, people
weren't safe from Frisbees.
Motorists who once smiled and
slowed &ten to let small boys
playing baseball get out of the
street, would curse and step on
the accelerator at the sight of
two hippies in the street
playing Frisbee.
Antagonism of non-Frisbee
players toward Frisbee players
grew in proportion to the
number of Frisbees, which
soon became thicker than
mosquitoes. Adding to the ill
feeling was the non-Frisbee
player's inability to react in
kind.
By the summer of 1971,
America had deteriorated into
armed camps of Frisbee
players and non-Frisbee

players Martial law was
declared and riot troops were
called out to restore peace to
the nation's parks, beaches,
streets and patios. But a
majority of the nation's armed
forces were confirmed Frisbee
players, and they broke rank
and sided with the plastic
rebels.

The man whose simple invention had created such a
conflict was a former paper
airplane freak named Irving
Frisbee. ••I had hoped the
Frisbee would bring us closer
together," he sighed. "But I
should have known that
Americans have never been
any good at ducking."

United Press
The Colonials
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
SALE BEGINS AT
6 P.M. FRIDAY

SAVE
7c

BATH
TOWELS

THRIFT
MOTOR
OIL

100% Cotton

QT.

3;

SAVE 5'

adroOPAR
mo mum moo
M3M00 MOO
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00MOMMOOD
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00110 01000 0

•
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2
3
4
5
6

Native metal
Ulm('dam
Courage
Renovate
River in
Siberia

41

'

".•,:. 62
6

65
EN tr. I,.

I ,-•,•.1 1

43

Panty hose
Reg. 2/'1

25

MARVEL

LIGHT BULBS

3/s1
\ Limit
8c
RUG MATS

Reg. /2'

3

Reg. 27,

Regular 539.95

9 to 10
OVAL

Reg. 4/s1

FLUFF-OUT
TISSUE

Reg. 3/'1

Reg. 3/71'

Regular s 1.44

Reg. 54'

38c

$2995

PLASTIC
ASSORTMENT

LADIES
PANTIES

Reg. 2/1 1

Reg. 4/s 1

WROUGHT IRON

17(' KNIT MATERIAL DESK & CHAIR
Save /0'
Assorted Colors

TOOTHPASTE

Reg. 539.95

18;Pr
5/s1
10 to 10:30 p.m.
BMNDED

CRES

BRAIDED
RUG

Goose Neck Lamp
Wood Look Desk Top

384

Save!
4111.8.1111MIMIMMINIk

All Treasury Secre
1914 have had their •••
appear on currency
the tradition unbroken,
his brief tenure, Barr
appeared on $1 bills onl
The life span of a $
circulation is only a
months. However, a
458,880,000 "Barr bills
printed, and officially .
of Engraving and '
ailiffers that
numismatic value. Man
in circulation.
Ads, offering both to
sell them, are starting to
in collectors' maga ' •
price seems to run fro
91.25 up. A low serial n
one of the factors in d•
price_

my

Yep, we have a few Ba,
bills, just in case.

238;
SWEATERS
Reg.

Jesse Spencer of M
plamed the conditions •
for the purchase of ho
the FHA 235 Subsidy
members of the Kiw,
their regular meeting
night.
The Murray contra .
homes under this plan
and is building 29 more
These homes are availab
middle income families.
President Durwood
presided at the meeting
the Woman's Clubhouse
also introduced the se
Guests of the club ••
Clayton and Pete Bill:
Circle K Club at Murr:
University.

infrerros
One person was ci
driving while intoxica
Murray Police Depa •
morning at 12:37.

LADIES

'2.99

2/$3
Save
2.98

Regular '19.88
$J588

SAVE 56'

Joseph W. Barr was'
of the Treasury for only
from December 21,
January 20, 1969. In the
administration, he fill..
the departure of Secre
H. Fowler until David
nedy came in as Secre
Nixon administration.

Kiwams Clu
Hears Spen

$2995
SAVE '10

SAVE 24'

BOY'S
SOCKS

PO

Unassembled

33;• 2/38;

LADIES

1 -- ':',•"
.-;:
471

.-' , 67
4..•_-_ ,.
tic
.i,
,,.!,,.iit,.

Reg. 99'

3/$j
Limit

SAVE '2.94

BICYCLE

28,43z. Size

8 to 9 p.m.
HAND
LAMP
SHADES
TOWELS

Reg. 74'

Answer to Yesterday'S Puzzle

BOY'S
& GIRL'S

38; 5/99;

Quart Size

2/$5

COKES
or SPRITE

Regular 43' Regular 4/99'

7 to 8 p.m.
BLANKET
RIGHT
Reg. '3.97
GUARD
000 0000 0000
3000 00
000 0000000
00000 0000

DON'T MISS THIS
GREAT SALE!

6 to 7 p.m.

Regular 5/s 1

Dry as wine
Don
Waste metal
Violent outburst
I Food fish
Mans name
4 Twelve dozen
Foottilie pad
L
9 He lightly
Performer
12 Exist
Collection of
13 Revolutionary
feat
14 Employ
REF
h1
20 Speck
•
15 Keep
A
Food fish
22
African
17 South
23 Trespass on
fox (pl.)
tor game
19 Performed
H I 4E
25 Short sleep
21 African
27 Ardent
antelope
28 Set of
22 Part of
25
professed
fireplace
opinions
24 Emerged
5.5
Openwork
43 Existed
victorious
30 Decay
fabric
45 Retreat
26 Fish sauce
32 Aeriform
56 Period of
29 Hue
47 Armed
fluid
time
Label
31
conflict
36 Temporary
57 Female deer
33 Sailor (colloq.)
49 Separate
bed
59 Dawn
34 Sun god
Amount owed
52
Seat
38
goddess
35 Fabulous bird
Smaller
Place
60
direction
41
the
In
54
Moccasin
37
63 Coniunction
amount
of
39 Earth goddess
40 A-month
10 I I
7
5 6
4
3
2
I
(abb0
"'N,
.--_,
42 Haul
,,,
A 14
713
12
44 Fragment
x •,
•,..•,,
/,':'
46 Arab
18
17
lateen rigged
16
15
vessel
,
4,_r., ,
pagoda
Chinese
48
,5C:x. ;•:': 19
)
50 Danish stand
..':,•:',.e.',..'
51 Small lump
77 2/1
, , 26
21
25
22 23
53 Rent
55 Approached
33
.
—
7
.
3
, 31
30
29
58 Eagles . nests
61 Be mistaken
"
39
38'
36 :.•:• 37
-,,, 35
34
.62 Wild hogs
...... j...
,/../.4.
64 Fish Pegs
/5
1
,
V4
.',
43
Youngster
65
41 127.,
', 7
10
66 Trials
:'
61 Superlative
19 ja50
47 .• , 48
/6
ending
.• ..
..,:.
52
..?' ••••.. 5 1
f
w. .ti'
DOWN
x
ie• • •••••
59 60
57 .,.,-, 58
55 56
I Vehicle

FRIDAY,
SEPT. 24
6 to 10:30
Every hour, beginning at 6 p.m. an
alarm will sound signaling Fantastic
Bargains for that Hour.

_ •
ttatocK SALE/

Limit 5

7
8
9
ID
11
16
18

Then a few days
Thomas Sammons lost
necklace which carri• •
sentiment to her. 4
classified ad in the
Times and a lady who
It returned it to her. '
know the lady's name.

•

RM

I WONDER
IF I'M IN
LOVE WITH
HIM OR HIS

AC ROSS

WHAT DO
THEY DO
ABOUT 1142)
AIR?

siliffilliiN

111108111se
is000000000 siiifill V00000000111111111 1

Seen&H:
Around
Murray
Still plenty of honest
this old world, even if I.
seem so at times. •
carrier for the Ledger
found a purse this w
taming $24.00 and v, ••
in it. He found it while
his route. The iden
the owner of the purse
and she was contacted
Purse returned to her
Phillip is the son of
Mrs. Brent Morris and
young man. Honest
purse belonged to
Bailey

I'll Abner

Nancy

Crossword Puzzle

ZO MOT 00THER5 ME
IS ryehiV
H- HEARD
A UTTER ANSWER.-

ii

SAVE '4.00

Save!

The Weath
Kentucky: Variable
through Saturday and •
mild.
Scattered showers
south and west pot-ti.
afternoon and tonight
the state Saturday. Hi:
in the upper 60s and 71.
tonight upper 40s and I
Extended Out!, .
Kentucky: The e
weather outlook, Sunday
Tuesday, shows A c
showers Sunday and M.
Partly cloudy Tuesday.
Sunday marnin_g wit
Warming trend Mond
Tuesday. Low 50s and
Sunday rising,, into the u.
and low 60
Monday.
mostly upper 70s to mid

